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Abstract
Video games have become a large part of media consumption, both for adults and children.
This study contributes to the field of children and media by looking into the perceptions and
construction of risk by self-regulatory organizations, as well as into self-regulatory
effectiveness. The thesis also discusses the struggle and the compromises between child
safety, cultural differences and freedom of expression. It takes up the question of how the
cultural differences affect the age ratings and content descriptors. All video games rated in
Europe and Japan between 2010-2016 are analyzed to show the differences between the
regions. Also, content analyses are performed on 24 video games with emblematic differences
in age ratings or content descriptors. The findings suggest that cultural differences in how the
two systems view crime, non-realistic violence, realistic blood, non-sexual nudity, romantic
behavior, and sexualized behavior is responsible for some of the differences in age ratings and
content descriptors. This thesis suggests that regulators should implement measures for
further transparency so that it would be possible for caregivers to acquire the knowledge of
whether the assessment was made on the basis of cultural perceptions or research-based
studies on risk and harm.

Sammendrag
Videospill har blitt en stor del av mediekonsumet, både for voksne og barn. Denne studien
bidrar til feltet barn og medier ved å undersøke oppfatningene og konstruksjonen av risiko hos
de selvregulerende organisasjonene, i tillegg til effektiviteten av selvregulering. Oppgaven
drøfter også konflikten og kompromissene mellom barns sikkerhet, kulturelle forskjeller og
ytringsfrihet. Den tar opp spørsmålet om hvordan kulturelle forskjeller påvirker aldersgrenser
og innholdsikoner. Alle videospill som har fått aldersgrense i Europa og Japan mellom 2010
og 2016 ble analysert for å vise forskjellene mellom de to områdene. I tillegg ble det utført
innholdsanalyser på 24 videospill med emblematiske forskjeller i aldersgrense og
innholdsikoner. Funnene tyder på at kulturelle forskjeller i hvordan de to systemene ser på
kriminalitet, urealistisk vold, realistisk blod, ikke-seksuell nakenhet, romantisk atferd og
seksualisert atferd er årsaken til noen av forskjellene i aldersgrenser og innholdsikoner. Denne
studien foreslår at de selvregulerende organisasjonene bør iverksette tiltak for ytterligere
åpenhet, slik at det er mulig for foresatte å tilegne seg kunnskap om hvorvidt evalueringen ble
tatt på bakgrunn av kulturelle oppfatninger eller forskningsbaserte studier på risiko og skade.
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1 Introduction
The history of video games is a history spanning only around 30 years, during which time the
phenomenon has gone from a niche hobby for “nerds” to an industry worth several billions of
dollars (Donovan, 2010). In 2018, the industry was worth nearly 138 billion dollars, and this
is expected to rise to 230 billion dollars by 2022 (Bailey, 2018; Ell, 2018). Video games now
have their own branch of sports called “esports” with many millions of dollars in prize
money, with 58% of 14- to 21-year-olds responding that they watched live or recorded
competitive video game sports (Ingraham, 2018). In 2012, 25% of all European respondents
between 16 and 64 answered that they played video games at least once a week (Ipsos
MediaCT & Interactive Software Federation of Europe, 2012). This shows that the video
game industry has, in a relatively short period, become a large and important industry in
present-day society.
Although the Entertainment Software Association reports that 70% of video game players in
the United States are 18 and above, with the average gamer being 35 years of age, the
Interactive Software Federation of Europe’s European study suggests that their youngest
group of respondents (16-19 years of age) was the highest for incidence of gaming. In this
group, 70% of respondents reported playing video games (Entertainment Software
Association, 2017; Ipsos MediaCT & Interactive Software Federation of Europe, 2012). In
2017, children from the United Kingdom aged 3-4 were estimated to play 5.9 hours per week,
and the time played increased with the child’s age. Children aged 12-15 were estimated to
play video games the most (Statista, n.d.). In Japan, 23.6% of 6-year-olds played video games
on a stationary game console, and 28.2% played video games on a handheld game console on
weekdays (Benesse Educational Research and Development Institute, 2014). Video games are
thus very popular with children from an early age, even though video games are not played
exclusively by children. Not only is the video game industry worth billions of dollars, but its
sphere of influence affects a majority of children in the industrialized world.

1.1.1

Themes

This study is grounded in the themes of risk regulation (of video games) with a particular
focus on children, censorship, freedom of expression, and cultural differences. The interest in
censorship comes with a particular focus on how regulation of risk (particularly for children)
1

can lead to censorship both as an unintended consequence or as an element of the regulatory
system (Milosevic, 2018; Staksrud, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). The
regulation of video games was established during a period when there was a view of video
games as being a negative influence on children (Arsenault, 2008b; Budziszewski, 2012;
Koyama, 2018). There are different types of regulatory systems used for video games.
Completely self-regulatory (no state involvement, the regulation is overseen by industry) and
command-and-control regulation (state involvement and state laws in place to ensure the
regulation is followed) are examples of this (de Haan, van der Hof, Bekkers & Pijpers, 2013;
McLaughlin, 2013).
Regulation can be an issue for freedom of expression and censorship depending on how one
views the exceptions for harm to others to the concept of freedom of expression (Stoltzfus,
2014; Staksrud, 2013a). Do adults also need to be protected from some of the perceived
harms of audiovisual media, or does this only apply to children? How far can one go in
restricting the accessibility of video games for adults and the creative expression of content
creators if the only reason is to regulate video games to avoid perceived harm for children?
How much should one restrict the freedom of expression rights for children if one does not
know for sure whether certain content is indeed harmful? Should one err on the side of
caution, or are the rights of people to access the products they want more important?
The themes of cultural difference relate especially to how (audio) visual media are perceived
differently based on cultural values. These cultural differences also appear in the practice of
“localization:” changing parts of video games to make the text legible in the same way as in
the original language and/or culture through changing cultural references (such as pop culture
references that would not be understood by the other culture). Culture in itself changes how
the video games are perceived and sometimes localization is taken further and changed
through “culturalization:” making the video game even more meaningful to the other culture
through removing or adding material to avoid the material being offensive or out of place
(Consalvo, 2016; International Game Developers Association, 2014; Rohn, 2010).
The European rating system, the Pan-European Game Information (PEGI), and the Japanese
rating system, the Computer Entertainment Rating Organization (CERO), were chosen to
study the differences between rating systems and the cultural differences in regulatory
customs.

2

1.1.2
Research questions and why choose research on video
game rating organizations?
The research questions are as follows:
What are the differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO? How might
cultural differences and perceptions of what is culturally acceptable be reflected in the
ratings?
The reason for choosing these research questions is that, if the regulation is connected to
cultural differences, studying two different video game rating systems will show the
differences in regulation and also the differences in what is culturally acceptable. To study the
risk regulation of video games when it comes to children, this study compares two video
game rating systems. This is done to look at the different practices and views on how risk is
regulated when it comes to children. In this way, it is possible to look at specific practices
connected to risk regulation. Through this comparison, it might be possible to get a picture of
what is seen as important when regulating risk with regard to children. The intention is to try
further to untangle how and which differences in perceptions are connected to what is
culturally acceptable and how this could cause differences in regional practices.
The Nordic countries are known for being countries with high use of digital media and early
adopters of technology (Carlström, 2017; Chapman, 2017; Haaramo, 2015; Lobe & Ólafsson,
2012). A large population of Nordic children uses media, and they use it often. The parents
are also more lenient with their children’s consumption of media compared with other
European countries in that they do not restrict their children’s usage as much as other
countries do (Livingstone, Haddon & Görzig, 2012). This is, therefore, a region in which the
study of video games would be of great importance as a large population of children in the
Nordic countries consumes video games (Medietilsynet, 2018; Pluss Leadership & Epinion,
2012; Statens medieråd, 2017).
To study this region with a large media consumption among children, one also has to study
the European region as a whole. The reason for this is that the Nordic countries use the
European system for rating video games. Also, the European rating system is a very large
organization, which rates a large number of video games for a large number of people (Pan
European Game Information, 2015). This means that research should be carried out on this
organization because the fact that it covers such a large region means that research on the
3

organization would benefit many people. The European rating system, PEGI, is also distinct
in that the system is an attempt at synchronizing the views of all the European countries that
are part of the system. This means that the European system is an interesting example of a
rating system with a great degree of compromise (Staksrud, 2013a; Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).
Another reason for choosing Europe as one of two regions for comparison is that a lot more
research has already been done on the American rating system (Haninger & Thompson, 2004;
Thompson & Haninger, 2001; Thompson, Tepichin & Haninger, 2006; Walsh & Gentile,
2001) than on the European system (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013). The choice of Europe would,
then, lead to more new information compared to a study of the American rating system.
Regarding the other region for comparison, researching the Japanese CERO system was
suggested as an avenue for study in a video game rating comparison article by Dogruel and
Joeckel (2013), pointing to this enabling one to “investigate the role of cultural factors for the
rating of video games more thoroughly as Japan’s gaming culture is very distinct from Europe
or the US.” This can be seen simply by looking at the video games themselves, where the
typical styles of Western video game companies contrast with typical styles of Eastern video
game companies (Byford, 2014; “Different Game Design Styles,” n.d.). Japan also has a very
long history of being a major influence and a large maker of both software and hardware in
the video game industry (Consalvo, 2016; Kent, 2001; Stoltzfus, 2014; Wolf, 2008). By the
end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, the Japanese video game company,
Nintendo, had more than 90% of the international market, and other Japanese companies were
also very successful (Kent, 2001, Wolf, 2008). Pokemon, developed by Game Freak, for
Nintendo Game Boy became incredibly popular when it was released in Japan in 1996, and an
immediate success upon release in the United States in 1998. As Kent says, “The company
had done more than publish a game—it had started a small industry” (Kent, 2001, p. 566).
Japan is, therefore, an important part of the video game industry, and as such, the Japanese
rating system is an under-researched and interesting system to study when it comes to
comparing rating systems and the cultural aspect of video game rating.
The reason why having this knowledge is important is that this will help call attention to
exactly what the video game rating organizations look for when they rate. This is a relatively
new field of research, and not much research has been done. The research is important for the
field of self-regulatory studies on video games because the analysis will provide insight into
the effects of self-regulation. How similar are self-regulatory rating systems? How much do
4

cultural differences affect these self-regulatory systems? When one does not have state
regulation, the industry is in charge of devising a system that works for children (and their
parents), and therefore, they have an enormous amount of responsibility. As it is difficult for
parents and other decision-makers to assess video games prior to minors consuming the
content, the rating system is intended to help parents, who are delegated the final
responsibility of deciding what to allow their children to play (Saurwein & Latzer, 2010). As
the regulation is industry-driven, there is less transparency than with legislation, and the
choices for parents are based on advice by the industry through the age ratings and content
labels (McLaughlin, 2013; Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). For the rating
system in the United States, the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB), it has already
been shown through research that the absence of a content label did not mean that the content
could not be present. This means that the rating agency applies unknown criteria to assess
whether a video game should be given the content label, and the transparency in this respect is
low (Haninger & Thompson, 2004; Thompson & Haninger, 2001; 2006). Similar studies have
not been found for PEGI or CERO, and in this respect, this thesis will bring about new
information in a little-studied field.
It is also important to study how PEGI and CERO rate for the cultural implications, as well as
implications for risk and harm. Risk is perceived and socially constructed, and even in
Europe, similar countries have different views of what is perceived as risk for children
(Staksrud, 2013a). Risk is thus something that is in the eye of the perceiver. As the regulation
of video games for children is based, at least in part, on this social construction of risk, it is
important for both the public and the policy-makers to know precisely how the video game
rating systems rate. This will ensure the presence of democratic cornerstones such as freedom
of information and transparency and make it possible to test how risk is perceived in different
systems against the results of research on the topic. It is preferable to have information about
how the rating systems rate to be able to envisage and propose good policies for the regulators
based on their research on risk and harm (Staksrud, 2013a; Livingstone et al., 2012). If the
researchers know that a particular rating system is particularly concerned about a particular
type of content, it is then possible to research the effects of that type of content to see if it
leads to harm for children. There is not conclusive evidence for risk and harm to children at
this time for all the different types of content assessed by rating systems.

5

Further, studies of the differences between regulatory systems have implications for
censorship, as countries restrict children’s access to video games possibly not just based on
research on risk and harm, but, as previously noted, also on specific societal attitudes
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011; Pan European Game Information, 2015;
Staksrud, 2013a). In some regions and some cases, access is further restricted to adults as well
(Cooper, 2017a; 2017b; Ng, 2008). For developers, these differences between rating
organizations mean having to take into account attitudes in several different regions and
making sure that their game complies with the regulatory system in that region. This leads to
cases of developers changing the original version of the video game based on the rating
criteria of “the strictest” region’s attitudes or releasing a region-specific version. This is done
to tailor the video game to the rating organizations so that the game will not be banned or
given high age ratings (as this can affect the financial performance of the video game, which
again affects the developer) (Black, 2013; Wiemker, 2012).

1.1.3

Presentation of CERO and PEGI rating systems

Both the European rating system—the Pan-European Game Information (PEGI) and the
Japanese rating system, the Computer Entertainment Rating Organization (CERO)–are nonprofit and non-governmental organizations, as well as self-regulated rating systems
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.a; Kelly, 2010; Pan European Game
Information, 2015). They were established in 2002 (when the Japanese system was
established after a model from the United States) and 2003 (when PEGI was established by
the industry out of concern for financially unsound legislation). Each represents the interests
of their respective region’s video game industry (Computer Entertainment Rating
Organization, n.d.a; Minamizono, 2007; Pan European Game Information, 2015; Staksrud,
2013a; Wolf, 2008). The CERO system was set up to “provide standardized guidelines for the
games industry with regard to game content, especially content of a violent or sexual nature
(Kelly, 2010, p. 145).” PEGI, on the other hand, provides “the public—particularly parents—
with an indication of the minimum age for which the content of a game is appropriate (Pan
European Game Information, 2015, p. 6).”
Neither organizations’ content descriptors and age ratings are legally binding, participation
from developers is voluntary, and there is no obligation to submit a video game to these
agencies before the sale (Kelly, 2010; Konzack, 2012; Wiemker, 2012). However, if a
6

developer submits their video game for rating, the content descriptors and age ratings need to
be on the product packaging (Minamizono, 2007; Pan European Game Information, 2015). In
Japan, if the video game specifically receives the highest acceptable age rating, it has to go
through a mandatory review process by government bodies. These video games cannot be
sold in the same space as video games with lower age ratings and require age verification
from the buyer upon sale (at least in some areas and stores, though source information varies)
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b; n.d.e; Minamizono, 2007; Wiemker,
2012). CERO also has an upper threshold of acceptability for all content and will refuse to
rate a video game which surpasses this threshold (see subsection 1 of the appendix for the full
list) (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). PEGI has neither of these rules,
though retailers are recommended not to sell children video games with age ratings over their
age (Staksrud, 2013a).
CERO is based on a code of conduct, describing their goal and, to some degree, what types of
content is rated or not accepted for rating. The organization states that its purpose is to:
Fully respect freedom of expression [emphasis added] in pursuit of the
sound growth of the computer entertainment culture and set[s] as its
objective that the development, publication and sales of computer and video
games for household use should satisfy the ethical standards expected by
society [emphasis added] and should be sustained. (Computer
Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011).
CERO thus seems themselves as upholding the norms of what the Japanese society deems
acceptable and does not mention risk management or research on children and video games.
This shows that it is likely that CERO is more concerned about what society would deem
acceptable than what research has revealed about what can be harmful to children. However,
the establishment of CERO was based in part on criticism of the possible effects of video
games linked games to antisocial and criminal behavior (Kelly, 2010, p. 146).” Though not
grounded on research-based studies of effects, this shows that, even though CERO does not
assert that management of this risk is one of its tasks, managing harmful behavior was one of
the reasons for establishing the system. PEGI, on the other hand, states that it was established
to reach their “prime objective to help parents make informed buying decisions” (Pan
European Game Information, 2015, p. 7). However, as mentioned earlier, Staksrud points out
that there were concerns about possible legislation before the establishment of PEGI, which
the industry was afraid would hamper the economic viability of the industry. This means that
7

making sure the industry is economically viable is also one of the objectives of the PEGI
system (Staksrud, 2013a).
PEGI state that their purpose for rating video games is to show:
The interactive software industry’s commitment and concern both to
provide information to the public on the content of interactive software
products in a responsible manner and also to ensure safe online gameplay
[emphasis added] for children (Pan European Game Information, 2015, p.
34).
This demonstrates that PEGI sees its purpose mainly as providing information and managing
risk for children. Further, PEGI specifies that the information provided should be “objective,
intelligible and reliable information [emphasis added] regarding the minimum age for which
a given product is deemed suitable with specific reference to its content” (Pan European
Game Information, 2015, p. 34). This is different from CERO whose main objective is seen to
be to uphold societal norms. However, PEGI also notes that another goal is not to: “istribute[,]
market, advertise or promote interactive software products likely to offend human decency
[emphasis added]” (Pan European Game Information, 2015, p. 34). As the definition of
“decency” is “behavior that is good, moral, and acceptable in society,” this is again similar to
CERO’s statement showing that upholding norms is a factor in both rating systems
(“Decency,” n.d.). PEGI’s concern, however, is for other aspects as well, such as providing
information about risk.

1.1.4

Previous research on video game rating organizations

As mentioned previously, some research into different regulatory organizations has been
done. Dogruel and Joeckel (2013), mentioned above, compared the German video game
rating organization, Unterhaltungssoftware Selbstkontrolle (USK), the American equivalent,
the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB), and the aforementioned European PEGI.
They found that PEGI and ESRB rated the same on “severer forms of violence or
inappropriate language,” but ESRB rated “milder” forms “more readily.” They also found that
the American and European rating systems differed the most in their treatment of sexual
content. The American rating system rated more video games as containing sexual content
than the two others. Another study by Kelly (2010) compared ESRB and the Japanese CERO
through interviews and found that Japan was more concerned about violence than with sexual
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content in comparison to the United States. This shows how there are, indeed, differences
between the different rating organizations regarding how they rate. Similar research has been
performed in the United States. However, no research has been found comparing the rating
decisions of the Japanese rating system with the European rating system. This is one of the
reasons for selecting these rating systems for comparison and analysis in this thesis. It will
contribute to the research on cultural differences of risk assessment between regions and also
study the actual ratings of video games in Japan, which has not been done before.

1.1.5
Statement of the problem, summary of research gap, and
importance of the study
This study contributes to the field of children and media by looking into the perceptions
and/or construction of risks by self-regulatory organizations, as well as into self-regulatory
effectiveness. As the rating organizations are self-regulated, meaning that they are regulated
from within the video game industry and not by the state through legislation, an enormous
responsibility its left for the rating organizations (Staksrud, 2013a; McLaughlin, 2013). Their
task is to provide parents and their children with information about content and an age rating
showing the lowest age at which they recommend that a child play a particular video game.
Their task is also to uphold what is seen as the ethical standards in a particular society
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011; Pan European Game Information, 2015;
Staksrud, 2013a). Also, these self-regulated rating organizations are often less transparent
than a state organization would have been, leading to less transparency in choices for rating,
which again has implications for freedom of expression and freedom of information
(McLaughlin, 2013; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). There is a research gap with regard to
how these self-regulated organizations rate, which means that researching this will help
generate information about these rating organizations. Without knowing how rating
organizations rate and on which basis, it is not possible to know the implications of the rating
system or give recommendations for improvement or have discussions about its efficacy.
This study also contributes to the study of freedom of expression and censorship, as well as
understanding self-regulation in the video game industry. The rating organizations’ function
affects mainly children playing video games and their parents. However, it can also affect
other adults and actors in the video game industry This happens through the decisions of
rating systems elsewhere leading to self-censorship by developers of video games and
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restriction of freedom of expression as a result, as the developers choose to remove or change
content before release, restricting access to content both for children and adults, to please a
certain rating organization in a certain country or region. This version is often then released
outside of the region with that particular rating system which found specific content
unacceptable, meaning that one rating system’s choices affect not only children in that
specific region but children in other regions, as well as adults both in the particular region and
in other regions (Black, 2013; McLaughlin, 2013; Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther,
2013).

1.1.6

Study design

The study design for this thesis is a comparison of the age ratings and content descriptors.
This is based on rating information provided by the rating organizations to look for
differences between PEGI and CERO. The 1,321 video games that could be confirmed
released in both regions between 2010 and 2016 and rated by both agencies showed the
differences in rating. Following this comparison, a sample of 24 video games1 with different
age ratings or content descriptors were randomly selected. This sample was divided into four
groups based on emblematic differences: 1) games rated “everyone” in one system and “12”
in another system, 2) games rated “12” in one system and an older rating in another system, 3)
games with different content descriptors, and 4) games with unique content descriptors. To
assess what caused the differences in ratings and descriptors, this sample was subjected to
qualitative content analysis. In this analysis, one video game in each group was coded by two
coders, and the rest were coded by one coder. Each video game was coded for one hour. The
codes were based on the information available about how the two systems rated, in addition to
other information from previous research and literature. The resulting codes were then
compared against the differences in rating by the two systems to inform what types of content
the two systems differed on.

1.1.7

Thesis outline

This thesis is structured such that it first delves into the previous research on video game
ratings and the theoretical framework of institutionalized individualization, EU Kids Online’s
study of child safety and risk regulation, as well as moral panics (Cohen, 1972; Drotner, 1999;
1

22 video games in practice as two video games were drawn twice for two different groups
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Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013; Livingstone et al., 2012; Livingstone,
Mascheroni & Staksrud, 2015). Following this, literature on the various connected topics such
as cultural norms and differences, regulation of video games, censorship, freedom of
expression, and transparency will be presented and discussed. The research questions and the
methodological approach will be presented in more detail afterward. The next chapter again
presents the results of the study. Finally, there will be a discussion before the thesis finishes
with its conclusion.

1.1.8

Definitions and translations

Video games go by many different names, with electronic game, computer game, video game,
and interactive entertainment among them. In this thesis, the term “video game” (sometimes
shortened to “game”) is used as this is a popular term that does not discriminate against some
types of hardware and avoids confusion with, for example, some types of board games
(Donovan, 2010; Wolf, 2008). Also, the term “text” is sometimes used. As this study analyses
an audiovisual medium, the extended definition of text is used, to mean images, music,
sounds, speech, and so forth, in addition to writing (Løvland & Federl, 2009). For this thesis,
it refers to the video game medium, or when specified as such, to written text.
Some of the written text and sources used in this thesis are not English in their original
language. Where translations have been done, these are the author’s translations (unless
otherwise specified) and any mistakes are the author’s and the author’s alone.
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2 Literature review
This chapter will present the literature review and the theoretical framework for this thesis, as
well as previous research and topics connected to the research. At a glance, this thesis is a
study of two different video game rating systems. Mainly, this study’s topic is concerned with
children and media and the regulation of risk with regard to children. The thesis discusses
themes of cultural difference, freedom of expression, transparency, and censorship resulting
from the regulation of audiovisual media (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013; de Haan et al., 2013;
Saurwein & Latzer, 2010).

2.1

Previous research into video game ratings

Research on what content is present when a rating system gives a specific rating has been
done in the United States. In three different studies, Thompson and Haninger studied the type
of content present in video games rated E (everyone), T (teen, 13 years old and above), and M
(mature, 17 years old and above) by the American rating agency, Entertainment Software
Rating Board (ESRB). Similar studies are not known to exist with regard to PEGI or CERO.
The research done by Thompson and Haninger (and Tepichin) studied only one system and is,
therefore, not the same as what is done for this thesis, where the research looks at comparing
two systems and how the cultural differences affect the ratings. However, the research done
showed that, for ESRB, the content descriptors (icons on the product packages showing
possible inappropriate content) for video games rated E (everyone) and T (teen: 13 and older)
were a good indicator of a certain content being present in the game, but not vice versa: the
absence of a content descriptor did not mean the content was not present at all in the video
game (Haninger & Thompson, 2004; Thompson & Haninger, 2001; Thompson et al., 2006).
As the ESRB did not have specific criteria for assigning content descriptors, the researchers
speculate that the content descriptor is the result of the presence of a content “above a
threshold either in type or amount” (Haninger & Thompson, 2004). They conclude that
greater transparency is needed in the American rating system as a result of this ambiguity.
Another study of violent content in the United States showed a similar result. Smith, Lachlan
& Tamborini (2003) found violence in 57% of games rated appropriate for all audiences,
though video games for older children and above featured more violence than those rated for
everyone.
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Very few studies have been done that looked at the content present in the video games and
compared these with the age ratings and content descriptors given by a rating system. There
is, however, research on the regulation of video games (Gentile, Humphrey & Walsh, 2005;
Mac Sithigh, 2010). Some of these studies also compare rating systems, though without
looking at the video games that have been rated. These articles compare the ratings given by
different agencies or research the structure of the regulatory organizations (Black, 2013;
Brand, 2002; Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013; Felini, 2015; Saurwein & Latzer, 2010; Stoltzfus,
2014). Dogruel and Joeckel compared the United States’ ESRB, Europe’s PEGI, and the
German USK. They found that “ESRB focuses more on regulating children’s (12 years and
younger) video game use, whereas the USK — and PEGI to a slightly lesser extent — focuses
more strongly on the regulation of adolescents’ (13 years or older) video game use” (Dogruel
and Joeckel, 2013). PEGI and ESRB were found to rate the same on “severer forms of
violence or inappropriate language,” but ESRB rated the “milder forms” (such as cartoon
violence) of this content “more readily” (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013). This aligns with what
Funk, Flores, Buchman, and Germann found in 1999. In their study, age ratings for video
games with no violence or severe, very obvious forms of violence agreed with public
perception of the content, while disagreement was present for cartoon-type violence. This
seems to show that there is greater disagreement between people, even within the same
culture, about whether milder forms of violence indeed should be considered as violent
content.
The biggest difference found in Dogruel and Joeckel’s (2013) study was for sexual content.
ESRB gave more video games a label for sexual content than PEGI did. The researchers
comment that this was assumed to be caused by “a fundamentally different approach to sexual
themes in the US and Europe.” The Europeans are seen here as being more lenient with
sexual content than the United States as well as the two regions having different conceptions
of what precisely constitutes sexual content: “Europeans [see] scenes of fully clothed adults
kissing as not relevant for coding for sexuality and partial nudity [is] much more accepted
even for children’s programs or video games” (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013). Staksrud (2013b)
talks about sex as a cultural challenge even within Europe during the development of PEGI as
the European countries were not in agreement about what would be considered sexual content
(would breastfeeding be considered sexual?). The researchers note that PEGI seems to take a
“middle ground” on age ratings and content, not being the strictest nor the most liberal. They
furthermore comment that this might be as a result of compromise between the nations using
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the system. Here this compromise has not led to “the lowest common denominator,” but to
this “middle ground” (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).
While Dogruel and Joeckel found that the Americans were more concerned with sexual
content than the Europeans, Kelly (2010) found through his interviews with representatives in
the video game industry that Japan was more concerned with violence than with sexual
content in comparison to the United States This would mean that the United States is the most
concerned with sexual content. However, which of the two rating systems, Europe’s or
Japan’s, is the least concerned with sexual content cannot be determined from the previous
research. The interviews also stated that CERO saw violent content as the main issue in video
games (Kelly, 2010).
This is backed up by Kaigo (2017), who also notes “the historically lax attitude of Japan
towards broadcasting brief female nudity (p. 21).” However, this is not the whole story, as
Japan has comparably stricter laws toward graphic sex in broadcasting, and it did not become
permissible to allow the judging of cinematic depictions of genitalia and pubic hair on an
individual, artistic basis in Japan until 1992 (Gerow, 2001; Sharp, 2011). This, Allison (1996)
argues, is caused by the introduction of obscenity laws after the country opened up to trade
relations with the United States and Western Europe in the mid-1800s after its isolationism
between 1600 and 1868. To be seen as a modern country, Japan introduced laws against
“bodily exposures (i.e., nursing in public, mixed public bathing)” (p. 163). The country did
not have these kinds of laws before, as neither bathing nor nursing were seen as sexual or
“dirty,” nor was sex itself seen as “dirty” (Allison, 1996, p. 163). Both the tolerant attitude
toward brief nudity and strict attitude toward graphic nudity can be explained by this history.
It is, nevertheless, possible that there are differences in attitudes between television
broadcasting and video games, and if so, this should not automatically be taken to be true for
video games in Japan because this is the situation for broadcasting.
When it comes to violence, Kelly (2010) notes that CERO and the Japanese society generally
accept killing for the greater good or a purpose, while the killing of children and “innocents”
is “generally prohibited” (Kelly, 2010, p. 150). Body dismemberment and handling of dead
bodies are also restricted or prohibited, as are the excessive depictions of blood (Kelly, 2010).
Kelly goes on to explain this as a cultural expression of the “conception of purity and
impurity with regard to death, the body, bodily injury, and blood” with the dead body, in
particular, being a source of impurity (Kelly, 2010, p. 155-156). Kelly also notes that some
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instances of symbolic violence are regulated (such as the detonation of a nuclear bomb in a
video game) (Kelly, 2010).
Other studies also researched video game content and its relation to the ESRB ratings. A
study looking at sexualization found that there were differences in the way the different
genders are presented in video games. Female characters were found to have more
disproportionate bodies and show a greater degree of nudity than the male characters. The
study also found that the ESRB rating system’s lower age classes did not contain much
nudity, though they did contain the same amount of sexualization markers (“sexually
revealing clothing, body proportion, appropriateness of attire, and waist size”) as the higher
age classes (Downs & Smith, 2010). Dill, Gentile, Richter, and Dill (2005) researched
violence, sex, race, and age in their study. They found that 60% of best-selling video games
were violent (“extremely aggressive”), with females, minorities, and older adults
underrepresented as main characters in these video games. These studies have shown what
content is present in top-selling video games, as well as how ESRB rates. This information is
important as there is no assessment information available for the American rating
organization, other than the one-sentence explanation for each content label (Entertainment
Software Rating Board, n.d. b). The same number of studies has not been carried out for PEGI
or CERO, however, and this is what this thesis endeavors to help change.
As mentioned above, very few studies were found that looked at the Japanese system
(although Dogruel and Joeckel (2013) recommended this system as a “path” for future study).
Minamizono (2007) looked at the media discussion and the legislative processes surrounding
video games and ESRB and CERO respectively, though focusing more on the legislative side
rather than the rating system.
Studies that have looked at video game content have also researched whether the video game
rating systems work as intended (Bijvank, Konijn, Bushman & Roelofsma, 2009; Bushman &
Cantor, 2003; Feijoo & García-González, 2016; Gosselt, de Jong and van Hoof, 2012; Joeckel
& Dogruel, 2009; Walsh and Gentile, 2001). It would have implications for the rating systems
if the rating labels made children below the assigned age rating more likely to want to acquire
the video game. This would mean that the rating systems work against their intentions.
However, this does not have direct implications for the research in this thesis, which studies
only how the rating systems rate and the differences between systems.
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The research into rating systems and video games has now been presented. This is not the
main body of research into video games, however. Most of the research done on video games
has been done from the perspective of danger and harm to children and the effects of certain
types of video game content, particularly sexual and violent content, on children (Lamish,
2015). There are too many studies to mention all here, though studies have looked at whether
children become more aggressive by playing video games with violent content (Anderson,
Gentile & Buckley, 2007; Anderson et al., 2010; Ferguson & Kilburn, 2010; Gentile &
Anderson, 2005; Willoughby, Adachi & Good, 2012) or how prevalent moral disengagement
factors are in video games (Hartmann, Krakowiak & Tsay-Vogel, 2014). For sexual content,
there are fewer research studies, however, some claim audiovisual content can cause children
to objectify themselves, to cause sexual predators to see them as sexual, and to cause oversexualization of children (Brown, 2009; Brown et al., 2006; Gruber & Grube, 2000; Lamish,
2015). A part of the studies on sexual content also focuses specifically on a mixture of the two
most researched video game contents (violence and sex) in the form of sexualized violence.
Some studies have concluded that there is a link between video games depicting sexualization
of and violence toward women and “rape-supportive attitudes,” while others have not (Beck,
Boys, Rose & Beck, 2012; Beck & Rose, 2018; Gabbiadini, Riva, Andrighetto, Volpato &
Bushman, 2016).
The reason for not going into more detail about the field of video game effects on children is
that this is not the object of study. This thesis does not take the approach of concluding what
the harmful effects of video games could be, but instead looks at how cultural differences can
help explain the differences in video game ratings and evaluation of perceived risk factors
across regions. Also, it looks at the regulatory process and its implications for democratic
principles of freedom of speech, transparency, and censorship. There is no denying, however,
that this is a major field of study and that this thesis also discusses and analyses a topic where
this type of research could be relevant.
If the goal of a rating system is to protect children from harm, one would expect to see similar
rating systems across different nations, regions, and cultures, in accordance with research
recommendations. However, as shown in the introduction, video game effects research is not
the only element the systems consider. Self-regulation has become a more common way of
regulating video games. Staksrud has argued that this lifting of restrictions and ushering in of
“information and user empowerment” (2013a, p. 118) is in part caused by there not being
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enough research and facts available to make decisions about risk and harm of media content
for children. Although there is a greater consensus about risks, the nature of the harm is less
well defined. This again then makes the management of risk something with “an embedded
irrationality” (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 118). This is also true in film rating systems. The British
Board of Film Classification (BBFC), for example, applies the judgments of “control groups”
of ordinary citizens as guidelines for their rating decisions. For video games, CERO’s ethical
code also shows that research on harm to children from video games is not mentioned as the
basis for the rating system—societal beliefs are (although there is Japanese research on the
subject as well) (Anderson et al., 2010). The same is true for PEGI, exemplified by the
discussion in the establishing phase of the organization, over whether breastfeeding would be
applicable for a “sexual content” label (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011;
Lamberti, 2012; Staksrud, 2013b). This further shows how the regulation of video games is
based not only on effects research but on other elements as well.

2.1

Children as media users

As mentioned in the introduction, children are a large group that consumes a large amount of
video game content, as well as other types of media content (Benesse Educational Research
and Development Institute, 2014; Medietilsynet, 2018; Office of Communications, 2017;
Stald et al., 2014). Almost all children between 8 and 11 in the UK watched TV for an
average of 14 hours per week, with similar numbers for online activity (Office of
Communications, 2017). Similar statistics were available for younger and older children, with
the medium and number of hours used varying somewhat depending on the children’s ages. In
Norway, around half of children aged 9-18 used their mobile phone for more than two hours
the day before, while around half of the same age cohort had watched a film, series, or
similar, although for less than 2 hours (Medietilsynet, 2018). In 2013, 70.9% of six-year-olds
in Japan were found to watch television between one and two hours a day on a weekday
(compared with an average of 1.8 hours per day for 5- to 7-year-olds in the UK), while only
35.4% used a smartphone, with only 4.2% using it more than 30 minutes per weekday
(Benesse Educational Research and Development Institute, 2014; Office of Communications,
2017).
Among the same age cohort as mentioned before for the UK (8-11 years of age), 81% played
video games for around 10 hours per week (Office of Communications, 2017). In Norway,
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40% had played a video game the day before, though for less than two hours, while 23% had
played video games for more than two hours. Those who answered that they did not play a
video game the day before numbered to 33%. (Medietilsynet, 2018). Six-year-olds in Japan
were found to play video games on a stationary game console or on a handheld game console
23.5% and 28.2% respectively (compared with 66% of 5- to 7-year-olds in the UK on all
types of devices) (Benesse Educational Research and Development Institute, 2014; Office of
Communications, 2017).
This shows that children consume varied types of media and that video games are one type of
media that is consumed regularly by children. It also shows that Japanese children consume
less media than children in Northern Europe, although the research from Japan is slightly
older which could contribute somewhat to the differences.

2.2
Theoretical framework: Child safety and risk
regulation
From the end of the 19th century, the concept of the child has gone from being seen as
someone who has to be saved from their actions to someone who is capable of doing no
wrong and needs to be protected from others. The discourse around the child has evolved
from a sinful child to an innocent child (Buckingham, 2011; Drotner, 1999; Staksrud &
Kirksæther, 2013). Childhood in present-day society is seen as a period of risk and danger,
with “growing concern over child safety” (Buckingham, 2011, p. 13).
The framework for discussing and researching the differences in how the rating systems
assess video games is based on this conception of childhood as infused with risk and danger.
The revised model for the EU Kids Online project is here applied as a way of framing
children’s usage of video games through risks, harm, and opportunities. The concept of
institutionalized individualization created by Beck, and further applied to media risks for
children by Staksrud, will also be used to conceptualize the way regulatory bodies and parents
manage this risk and harm for children. Finally, the problem with moral panics in a selfregulatory system is discussed.
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2.2.1

Institutionalized individualization

Staksrud (2013a) utilizes Beck’s original concept, “institutionalized individualization,” and
further applies it to the media and communication field, as well as to children. This concept is
again based on Beck’s theory of the Risk Society where he argues that “the distribution of
wealth is being replaced by the distribution of risk” (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 15). His theory of
individualization ventures that social inequality in the modern world is no longer based on
social forms such as class, gender, and so forth, but on individuals. Individuals are in charge
of their own lives, but the “differentiation is followed by tendencies toward the
institutionalization and standardization for ways of life” (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 17). This then is
institutionalized individualization. Staksrud furthers this concept of individualized
institutionalism to children and to the media and communication field (Staksrud, 2013a).
Video game regulatory bodies are some of the very institutions Staksrud discusses in her book
(Staksrud, 2013a). Risk in an institutionalized individualist society is no longer regulated by
the government, but by the individual through institutions such as PEGI and CERO. For the
rating systems, this means that they provide information for the caregivers, who ultimately
have to decide what is best for their children. Industry self-regulation becomes common with
institutionalized individualization. The EU, for example, argues that “the industry knows their
own technology best” and “parents know their own children best” (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 90).
Legislation is used less because the goal is for parents to decide for their children based on
content information from the rating organizations instead of the decisions of legislative
processes and thus taken out of the caregivers’ hands. In general, the onus of risk
management is left to individuals rather than government and self-regulatory institutions.
In this thesis, the rating systems (PEGI and CERO), the institutions, can be seen as a way of
protecting children, the individuals, who are playing video games from potential contentbased risk and harm in these institutionalized individualist societies. However, without
legislation, one gives the video game industry a large amount of responsibility without the
degree of transparency that would support a legislative process. These industry-led rating
systems then have the enormous responsibility of determining what works for children and
then what information to present caregivers based on their decisions. Leaving the decision on
what is appropriate or harmful for their children to the parents could be an issue. It is not
certain that parents may have the necessary knowledge, resources, and/or information to
handle this decision (Staksrud, 2013a). Parents may also believe that all information given to
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them is based on conclusive research, as there is not always a large amount of transparency
when it comes to the rating system and the ratings. It is, therefore, important that the rating
system at least provide the necessary information to the parents, though this in and of itself
does not mean that the parents will have the knowledge needed to make the right decision for
their children.
In this society, the policy principles are the foundation for the regulation of risk. Those
applicable for video game rating systems are filtering and content classification, selfregulation and legislation (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 84). The video game rating systems perform
filtering and content classification as a way to give “information for parents, indicating a
recommended age for the player, as well as giving information about potentially unwanted
content the game may contain, such as bad language, sex and violence” (Staksrud, 2013a, p.
104). Saurwein and Latzer (2010) argue that this provides “important added value for
consumers” (p. 471). As noted by Staksrud, classification and filtering of content are
intrinsically linked, as content is classified so that someone (here: parents) can filter out the
content based on their specifications (Staksrud, 2013a). This regulation of video games is not
completely based on research on what constitutes risk and/or harm to children, as there often
is not enough research on the effects of media content on children to apply this to regulate the
content (Staksrud, 2013a).
Institutionalized individualization frames how this thesis thinks about the rating systems that
are studied. The rating system is here seen as the institutions structuring the individuals as
they make their own choices. These institutions are seen as a way of mitigating content that is
seen as risky, harmful, and problematic in other ways, to the children playing the video
games. This is done through allowing the parents and children to evaluate the risk and harm
involved. However, this does depend upon the way the institutions themselves are set up. All
rating organizations are not the same and do not give out the same information. As will be
clear in this thesis, PEGI and CERO do not always focus on the same content or
classifications or present the same information to the individuals making choices. The
question then of what constitutes risk and harm (if this is seen as one reason for rating video
games) to underage players are subject to different discourses depending on the culture and
the institutions themselves. The information the parents are given thus differs based on which
rating system they have access to, and this could also influence their knowledge and
information about the video games they are tasked with making the right decision about. This
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could also influence the type of decision they make based on what type of content they find
problematic. A system that focuses mainly on graphic sexual content will not be as helpful to
a parent concerned about all types of nudity and sexualization of characters, for example, and
a system that focuses mainly on violence, will not be as helpful to a parent concerned about
bad language, to give another example.

2.2.2

EU Kids Online’s concepts of risk and harm

In the EU Kids Online project, risk, harm, and opportunity are “influenced by access, use,
attitudes and skills in a mutually reinforcing way” (Livingstone & Haddon, 2009, p. 14). The
framework model for this research consists of three levels of influence: the individual level,
the social level, and the country level. This thesis is concerned with how the country level
concepts of “technology provision and regulation” (here: the rating institutions) and “culture,
media and values” influencing children’s risk and harm when exposed to video games work
together with the individuals making their choices within their specific institutional regulatory
rating system (Livingstone et al., 2015, p. 10). This works by the culture, media, and values
influencing the rating institutions (the regulation) and again influencing the parents and
children in an, as mentioned above, institutional individualist manner.
One of the main findings of the EU Kids Online project was that not all risk would lead to
harm. Risk could also lead to opportunities (Livingstone et al., 2012; Livingstone, Mascheroni
& Staksrud, 2018). For example, EU Kids Online found that active mediation by “parents is
associated with lower online risk of harm, as well as children enjoying more online
opportunities and gaining more digital skills” (Livingstone et al., 2015, p. 7). This research is
done on online risk, but it is probable that the opportunity to acquire skills and knowledge by
being exposed to some risk is true for video games also, regardless of whether the video game
has online capabilities. This is important for this thesis if one of the reasons for regulating
children’s usage of video games is to shield them from harm. This finding means that it is
important not to mix the concepts of risk and harm, as risk does not have to lead to harm—it
can also lead to opportunities and skills.
The fact that active mediation by parents was found to lead to less harm could be a positive
assumption for the video game rating systems if parents do indeed follow up and mediate in
their child’s video game usage. However, “active mediation” is here defined as “practices that
include talking to children about particular media activities or sharing these activities with
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them (Livingstone et al., 2012, p. 220).” This means that parents who choose a video game
only according to a rating system’s recommendations but do not follow up and mediate after
this do not have a guarantee that the child could not be harmed by the content. Livingstone
and Haddon (2009) found that online parental filters did not reduce the risk. Due to word
constraints, this thesis cannot afford to delve further into this topic. However, this shows how
one of the policy pillars set in place by the institutions do not help with reducing risk of harm
online (and perhaps does not do so for video games either) (Zaman & Nouwen, 2016).
The research also showed that the differences within a country were greater than the
differences between countries, although “national socioeconomic stratification, provision for
regulation, technological infrastructure, education system and cultural values make a
difference to some degree” (Livingstone & Haddon, 2009, p. 8). This shows that there are not
many differences to the risk and harm involved based on the regulatory and cultural landscape
of the underage video game player in Europe. It is possible there would have been greater
differences if one looked at countries further away when it comes to regulatory and cultural
traditions, but the research for the European countries did not show large differences.

2.2.3

Moral panics

“For the past decades, the fear that new media—the Internet, mobile phones, and computer
games—cause harm to and affect the moral values of the general public, and children, in
particular, has been a central part of the public and political discourse in the Western world,”
writes Staksrud and Kirksæther (2013, p. 145). Stanley Cohen was one of the first to define
moral panics as when “a condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become
defined as a threat to societal values and interests” (1972, p. 9). Although this thesis does not
set out to study moral panics, it provides the context in which self-regulation and various
types of censorship can better be understood.
As shown in the above section, “Previous research into video games,” a lot of research and
discussion has been made on whether video games and particularly violence in video games,
are harmful and/or appropriate for children. This stems from a concern from the early days of
video games with violent, sexual, or antisocial content. Discussions in the media, often
spearheaded by select politicians or figureheads about whether video games could be linked
to violent or criminal behavior by adolescents have been the reason for the establishment of
many rating systems, among them CERO (Kelly, 2010; Budziszewski, 2012). In all of these
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cases during a moral panic, there appears a sense that “something should be done,” as Cohen
remarks (1972, p. 126). This was the case after the 1999 Columbine High School shooting,
where the video game Doom (id Software, 1993) was blamed for contributing to the actions of
the shooters (Arsenault, 2008b). The need to protect, particularly children, from risks and
harm can then lead to knee-jerk regulation, where the regulation is imposed quickly and
without being well thought out (Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013).
One type of moral panic related to a distinct, usually new, medium is often called a “media
panic” (Drotner, 1999). It becomes a double jeopardy as it combines the “moral implications
of new technology, and that of the safety of our children” (Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013, p.
147). This has evolved from the campaigns against comics, rock’n’roll, and videos, and now
present for video games and the Internet. New mediums often cause fear which causes the
medium to be labeled as a threat (Drotner, 1999, p. 609).
Moral panics can be seen as an issue with having a regulatory system that is based on risk that
is not well-specified (Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). Although rating systems are set in place
to protect children, this protection is often directed at vague dangers, which would make it
difficult to design a well-reasoned and thought-out rating system as the experts themselves
have to make judgment calls on what they are designing the system for. Also, it is also
difficult to discuss the effectiveness of this sort of system without resorting to subjective
opinions. Further, moral panics can be seen as an issue with self-regulation. As noted above,
moral panics come with the feeling that “something should be done.” As a self-regulatory
system is not based on invasive restrictions, but on labeling to give each parent the choice of
what to decide for their children, this could lead to a feeling that not enough is done.

2.3

Cultural norms and differences

This study concerns itself with how cultural differences and perceptions of what is culturally
acceptable be reflected in the ratings. As this thesis has a post-positivist social studies
framework, the cultural chapter will be briefer than it would have been in a humanist
framework (Plummer, 2004; “Positivism and Post-Positivism,” n.d.). However, it is prudent
to begin with a definition of what is meant by the term culture, and a short discussion about
the cultural differences in people’s perceptions of media content.
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There are many definitions of culture. The Norwegian anthropologist Thomas Hylland
Eriksen explains culture as “the changeable fellowship of meaning that is established and
changed again and again when people do something together” (Eriksen, 1998, p. 25).
Hofstede, on the other hand, defined culture as the “collective programming of the mind that
distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” (Hofstede, 2001,
p. 10). Culture is thus something that members of the culture share but that separates them
from a different culture, or their “collective programming of the mind” (Hofstede, 2001, p.
10).
For this thesis, the definition of culture by Hofstede of “the collective programming of the
mind” is chosen as Hofstede’s focuses on the fact that even though values are one of the main
components of culture, culture is also the way those values are interpreted and practiced
(Hofstede, 2001; Rohn, 2010). As will be discussed in more detail in the freedom of
expression sub-heading further below, regions can be said to have the same values, but still
practice and view these values differently. This suggests that Hofstede’s definition of culture
is a suitable definition for this thesis. However, some argue that Japan is not different and that
Japanese culture is not different from that of Western culture. The only difference, it is
argued, is the historical experience (Ben-Ami, 1997). Even so, differences that stem from
historical experience can be conceptualized as culture, as Hofstede maintains that values alone
are not the only component of culture. If historical experience means that the same values are
interpreted and practiced differently, this would still fulfill the requirements for cultural
difference.

2.3.1

Cultural differences in how people view media content

There are differences in how audiences from different cultures evaluate the same content
(Rohn, 2010, p. 85; Schrøder, 1992). These variations in media content enjoyment are due
both to differences in the type of media characters the receiver identifies with and differences
of pre-existing attitudes. According to the dissonance theory, people’s enjoyment of media
content depends on whether the attitudes depicted in the media content align with theirs. If the
attitudes depicted diverge from their own, the receiver is not likely to enjoy the media content
(Rohn, 2010). This means that, as different cultures have different pre-existing attitudes,
people from different cultures are likely to evaluate media content differently. These
differences in evaluation and understanding of content can then be assumed to influence the
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censors on the classification boards as the censors see the video game content through their
cultural lens. This again can lead to differences in ratings as different rating agencies see the
video game content differently.

2.3.2

Localization of video games

An element that is influenced by cultural differences and norms is the localization of video
games: “translating and adapting a game to appeal to multiple players across different
languages, cultures, and regional and national laws and political stances” (Consalvo, 2016, p.
121). Consalvo calls localizers “culture brokers” and demonstrates how the process functions
through examples from two different video games involving changes to names or pop culture
references that would otherwise not be understood in the “other culture” (Consalvo, 2016, p.
123). Kate Edwards has further coined the term “culturalization” for localization taken one
step further (Consalvo, 2016; International Game Developers Association, 2012). “While
localization assists gamers with simply comprehending the game’s content through
translation, culturalization allows gamers to engage with the game’s content at a potentially
more meaningful level. Or conversely, culturalization ensures that gamers will not be
disengaged by a piece of content that is considered incongruent or even offensive in the
game’s environment” (International Game Developers Association, 2012). There are
examples of changes done to video games developed in the West when released in Japan and
vice versa. Some of the changes include removing the nipples of a prostitute in a brothel
scene in the video game The Order 1886 (Ready at Dawn & SCE Santa Monica Studio, 2015)
when this American game was released in Japan and making the blood in the Japanese game
Shin Megami Tensei IV: Apocalypse (Atlus, 2016) more realistic upon release in the West, as
well making Resident Evil 7: Biohazard (Capcom, 2017) less realistic by not showing the
bisection of a head in the Japanese version (Cooper, 2017b).
Localization, and particularly culturalization, has been accused of being censorship. As
localization can be costly, Nintendo has recently started bringing localizers in during
development to suggest changes to elements that would have to be changed for Western
audiences and the changes are done during development instead of at the very end the way it
was done before. This is done to avoid costly changes after the video game is finished, such
as having to rewrite an entire character’s backstory. This has fans accusing Nintendo of selfcensorship (Diño, 2017). By having localizers change content beforehand, the Japanese25

speaking market is not getting the video game they would have gotten, if it was not for the
cultural changes that the localizers suggest they make to cater to the English-speaking market.
In short, bringing localizers in during development means that only one version of the video
game will exist and not two which was the case before. The single versions developed at
present are the ones that will be understandable and not objectionable to all cultures.
This has implications for the developers and players of video games as it can restrict freedom
of expression. The regulations that were intended for children (in a specific region) now also
affect adults (both in the specific region and in other regions) and limits the creative content
the developers can create. When the regulations are made on what is culturally appropriate,
freedom of expression is limited based on what is culturally appropriate in a different region
and not on what is harmful to children. See the section on freedom of expression and
transparency for more information.

2.4

Regulation of video games

As more people consumed video games, regulation of the video game industry became more
important and relevant. The regulation in most places started as a response to video games
with very violent or sexual content (Wolf, 2008). This regulation of video games can take
several forms: “command-and-control regulation, self-regulation, and co-regulation”
(McLaughlin, 2013, p. 77). As this study contributes to the body of literature on the
implementation and effectiveness of self-regulation when it comes to child protection, this
part will outline the regulatory procedures of video games, as well as focusing particularly on
the controversies around self-regulation.
“Command-and-control regulation” is what is also called “traditional” regulation where the
state introduces legal rules to regulate video games (McLaughlin, 2013, p. 78). One such
system is the Australian Classification Board, which is a government office where the
classification is implemented through legislative rules (Wiemker, 2012). Their members are
recommended by the Minister of Communication and chosen by the Governor-General
(Department of Communications and the Arts, n.d. a; b; c). McLaughlin argues that this form
of regulation is becoming difficult to execute as today’s media are “complex and dynamic”
(McLaughlin, 2013, p. 78). In response to this, systems with self-regulation and co-regulation
have emerged.
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The term co-regulation often appears with self-regulation, and no clear distinction can be
made. However, it is often referred to as a situation in which a level of security is in place in
the form of legislation, yet there is a practice of the industry establishing a self-regulatory
organization that is entrusted with the regulatory process (McLaughlin, 2013). The German
system of Unterhaltungssoftware Selbstkontrolle (USK) could arguably be seen as a type of
co-regulation. There were first attempts at establishing a completely self-regulatory system in
the country, but the system was later made legally binding and mandatory (Black, 2013). As
the organization calls itself a self-regulatory system, yet there are legislative rules in place,
this can be seen as a co-regulatory system (Unterhaltungssoftware Selbstkontrolle, n.d.).
Some see this as a command-and-control system, as the state is quite involved in the
regulatory process and can give direct reprisals to developers (Black, 2013). Others call this
system self-regulatory with a “co-regulation approach” (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).
Self-regulation refers to the industry practice of regulating itself without legislative measures.
However, pure self-regulation is extremely rare, and self-regulation is often established after a
threat or perceived threat of regulation from the state(s) whereby the industry then introduces
self-regulation to prevent state intervention (McLaughlin, 2013). Self-regulation is the type of
regulation used for both of the rating systems studied in this thesis: PEGI and CERO (de Haan
et al., 2013; Kelly, 2010; Staksrud, 2013a). In PEGI’s case, this self-regulatory system was set
in place as there were concerns that the discussions in some states about implementing
regulation and legislative measures would make it more economically challenging for the
video game industry (Staksrud, 2013a). The same was true for CERO, where critical voices in
the media lead to the establishment of CERO to regulate antisocial and violent content (Kelly,
2010). There are both positive and negative aspects of self-regulation. The advantages of selfregulation are, among others, industry knowledge and expertise, higher efficiency and
flexibility, as well as the ability to react quickly to changes in technology, or to public
concerns (de Haan et al. 2013; Lievens, 2007; McLaughlin, 2013). Self-regulation seems also
to have been a favorable choice as “the perception of risk in the area of children and media
content often seems to override the research and facts available, hence turning the
management of risk into something with an embedded irrationality” (Staksrud, 2013a, p. 118).
As there is illogicality ingrained in the management of risk to children, it is seen as better to
give parents freedom to decide as opposed to command-and-control regulation, where the age
ratings are usually based on legislation, and the choice is taken out of the caregivers’ hands. If
the regulation is not based on factual criteria, it is seen as better to give the parents the
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freedom of choice to decide in order to avoid censoring content without legitimate research to
back the censorship (Staksrud, 2013a; Reding, 2007).
The negative aspects of self-regulation are that it is probable that the system will “utilize its
expertise to further industry objectives and enhance profits rather than fulfil public policy
objectives” (McLaughlin, 2013, p. 82). Also, what has been touted as a positive aspect of selfregulation, that legislation should not be applied when there is not adequate research, is also
an issue for the industry self-regulation. Self-regulation is often less transparent than
regulation based on legislation, and this can be problematic as it is difficult to know on what
basis decisions have been made. The industry has an enormous amount of responsibility under
self-regulation, as parents and other caregivers have a difficult task of assessing video games
before child consumption, leading the parents to rely on the regulatory system to guide their
decisions. When it is not possible to know what the regulatory system’s advice is based on,
the quality of the advice is lessened for parents, and their decisions become more difficult or
arbitrary (if the labels they base their decisions on is not based on specific, transparent
criteria). This can also, for example, lead to self-censorship by the developers based on the
industry’s regulatory criteria that are not based on research, which would then still lead to an
issue with censorship (Black, 2013; Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013;
McLaughlin, 2013). It is, therefore, important to study the self-regulatory process and its
effectiveness, particularly for CERO and PEGI, which have previously not been subject to
many research studies. The next part will further the discussion of censorship.

2.5

Censorship of video games

Censorship is an old practice which can be seen in the origin of the term. Censorship comes
from the Latin word used for the Roman censors, whose job it was to count the population
and administer of the moral conduct of Romans. All kinds of communication have been
censored: speech, books, news, music, radio, film, television, and so on (“Censorship,” 2018;
Green, 1990). Video games are no exception. This part will outline the censorship of video
games in the past and present. Censorship is here defined as the suppression or deletion of
objectionable words, images, or ideas by governments or private organizations (American
Civil Liberties Union, n.d.; “Censor, n,” n.d.; Heins, 1993). When the suppression or deletion
of objectionable material “comes from within” without being instructed by an external
agency, this is called self-censorship (“Self-censorship,” n.d.a; n.d.b.; n.d.c).
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This part will outline censorship in Japan and Europe as the two regions selected for this
study. In order to focus on Europe, the English-speaking market and the United States, in
particular, is drawn into the discussion as their actions (as a hub for video game development
and localization) has had an impact on the video games available in the English-speaking
version of video games in Europe as these are often developed or localized in the United
States (Kent, 2001; Wolf, 2008). The regions other than the ones selected for study (and the
United States by extension) are mentioned here as a way of showing the differences between
the different regions and how these differences perhaps can further influence the thoughts
surrounding the discussion of censorship and/or rating of video game content.
Most Asian countries (Southeast Asia is much less liberal than East Asia) “exercise some kind
of censorship of video games, directly or indirectly” (Ng, 2008, p. 220). In China, in
particular, the censorship of video games has been strict (Ng, 2008). However, Japan does
not, in general, ban entire video games, though prefectural bans do occur (Minamizono,
2007). Censorship of parts of the video game content for the Japanese audience also occurs,
particularly for excessive violence—notably blood or dismemberment (Ashcraft, 2015; Kelly,
2010). Grand Theft Auto V (Rockstar North, 2013) had its depictions of both sex and violence
toned down in the Japanese version, Dying Light (Techland, 2015) was released with the color
of blood changed to green, while Until Dawn (Supermassive Games, 2015) had one death
scene where a character was sawn in half removed with only the audio remaining on a black
screen (Ashcraft, 2015; Makuch, 2015; Stoneback, 2013). However, it has not been possible
to confirm whether this was done by the Japanese rating agency, CERO. The rating
organization has a rule about not giving a rating to video games that surpass what they
consider an upper threshold of acceptability for different types of content (Computer
Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). In this case, all sources state that the video game
can still be sold, but it seems clear from the changes done to video games with large amounts
of realistic violence, that video game developers typically remove or tone down the offending
content to receive a CERO rating (Kelly, 2010). This self-censorship is possibly due to
financial implications for the video game developer as the consumer might be reluctant to buy
a product without a CERO rating (Black, 2013).
When it comes to Europe, the Pan-European Game Information (PEGI), which was in place in
38 countries as of 2015, does not ban or censor video games (Pan European Game
Information, 2015; Staksrud, 2013a). However, there are examples of legislation in certain
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countries (also within the countries where PEGI is marketed) that ban or censor certain video
games (Staksrud, 2013a). One recent example of a video game ban in Europe in countries that
have adopted PEGI is from 2017 when Omega Labyrinth Z (Matrix Software, 2015) was
banned in Ireland and the United Kingdom (as well as outside of Europe in Australia and New
Zealand) based on criminal code violations (Lopez, 2018). PEGI, however, does not
participate in enforcing the criminal code in any country and does not make changes to video
games. Germany also has a video game rating system, in addition to PEGI, which does
exercise the power to ban video games when it goes against the nation’s criminal code (Black,
2013; Konzack, 2008). The aforementioned Omega Labyrinth Z (Matrix Software, 2015) was
also banned there. The German system does not allow red blood and has a rule against
displays of Nazism (Konzack, 2008). However, this rule has been lifted from a total ban to a
case-by-case review of artistic merit from 2018 onwards (“Germany Lifts Total Ban,” 2018).
This strictness toward red blood has led to video games such as Team Fortress 2 (Valve
Corporation, 2007) having its human characters replaced by robots in the German version so
that, when they are shot at, mechanical parts are seen instead of blood (Cooper, 2017a).

2.5.1

Self-censorship or localization?

As noted earlier, Asian nations do have some censorship over video games. However, most
nations do not regularly censor video games unless they receive a complaint from a parent or
a teacher. If, after the complaint, there are found to be issues with the video game, the
importer “will be punished severely” (Ng, 2008, p. 220). This has led to importers and
distributors not importing video games that they consider having large amounts or extreme
violence or sex. The fear of reprisals has, therefore, led to a culture of what Ng calls selfcensorship in many Asian countries (Ng, 2008).
When it comes to the United States, the golden era of Nintendo in the late 1980s and early
1990s saw Nintendo of America being accused of censorship by many developers of video
games due to their strict regulatory practices. These practices were enforced only for the
English versions of the video games, with the Japanese release not being reviewed by
Nintendo (although the Japanese releases have their own restrictions in other regards, see
above). While Nintendo argued that the regulations in the United States were put in place to
secure high quality for the video games available for their console, many developers saw
Nintendo of America’s censors, who reviewed content to “meet the concerns of the members
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of [Nintendo’s] target age group and their parents,” as censoring their creativity and freedom
(Arsenault, 2008a, p. 111). Nintendo of America’s fear of ending up like Atari, whose
reputation had been tainted by the release of a video game by a third-party developer on its
console which depicted the main character (controlled by the player) raping a woman, meant
that portrayals of “illegal drugs, explicit or suggestive sexuality, alcohol, smoking materials,
graphic depictions of death, gratuitous or excessive violence, foul language, and ethnic,
religious, nationalistic, or sexual stereotypes of language and symbols” (p. 111) were
removed before release by Nintendo of America. Elements such as crosses on tombstones
were also removed as this was seen as religious stereotyping (Arsenault, 2008a). This could
also be seen as self-censorship, just like in the Asian countries, but in Nintendo of America’s
case, the fear was not of direct reprisals from the government, but from having its reputation
tainted leading to lower sales (and also possibly stricter guidelines from governments).
The strict policy on reviewing content was relaxed somewhat in 1994 after the home console
version of Mortal Kombat (Midway, 1992) became a fiasco when the buyers realized the
violence they were expecting had been removed from the video game (Arsenault, 2008a).
However, a similar case to Nintendo’s “golden age” self-censorship of religious language or
symbols in the present day can be seen with Nintendo’s Xenoblade Chronicles 2 (Monolith
Soft, 2017), where the English localization of the game removed mentions of the word
“paradise” in favor of “Elysium” and “the God of Genesis” in favor of “the Architect”
(Rogers, 2017). This suggests a continued reluctance to use terms that could be construed as
pointing to a specific religion when localizing video games for the Western market.
These cases of self-censorship have often meant that nations other than the ones exercising
the localization/self-censorship receive the same version if they speak the same language
and/or are in the same video game territory. For instance, when Bravely Default (Silicon
Studio, 2013) was edited by the American localizers, the same English version was used for
the European release even though the European regulators made no requests to review content
or arrangements to edit the video game (Smith, 2014). It will then not be possible for
European consumers, who were not part of the decision to edit the content, to play a different
version unless they speak Japanese.
To give another example of self-censorship, many video game consoles use regional lockout,
which means that the video game copy will not be playable outside of a particular territory.
PAL (Europe, New Zealand, and Australia), NTSC-J (Japan and Asia), NTSC-U (North and
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South America) and NTSC-C (China) being the major territories where video games cannot
be played interchangeably (“Corresponding,” 1997; Oxford, 2018; “Regional lockout,” n.d.;
“Regions,” n.d.). When Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 2013) proved too gory for the German
USK, the developer edited the content for the German regulatory system and released this
same version in all other European countries as well (Yin-Poole, 2013). As regional lockout
then means that it will not be possible for the consumer to import the American version
without the German edits, as this version will not be playable in Europe, the German
censorship then means censorship for the whole of Europe. South Park: The Stick of Truth
(Obsidian Entertainment, 2014) had parts of the video game content censored both in Europe
and in Australia. In Australia, the cuts came as a reaction from the Classification Board, and
“seven scenes of about 20 seconds each” were censored based on content relating to abortion
and “anal probing.” However, in Europe, these scenes were reportedly removed because of
self-censorship (Kain, 2014). This is an example of self-censorship on the part of the
developer, possibly caused by a fear of backlash in Europe as well.
Three examples have now been given of situations in which censorship affects consumers
other than the ones the censorship were intended for: language barriers, regional lockout, and
fear of backlash (sometimes after backlash in another region). These three forms of
censorship and self-censorship have implications for the freedom of expression, as the
censorship has been shown often to stem from censorship in another region. The developer
does not want to spend more money on creating another version for the regions that do not
demand content censored, and other regions thus receive the same version of the video game.
In other instances, as shown above, it can seem like the self-censorship is based on a fear of
backlash. Certain developers decide to preempt any potential outcry or criticism and thereby
prevent both the tarnishing of their reputation and financial issues. These issues would then
stem from the developer being forced to create another version of a game that was rejected by
either regulatory agencies or the public. See the section on freedom of expression for further
discussion of this topic.

Implications of censorship and self-censorship on the study design
It is possible that this censorship or self-censorship has affected the 1,321 video games that
were released both in Japan and Europe between 2010 and 2016. There is no method to
conclusively check whether there are differences to the video games if this has not been
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written about online (except playing both versions of all 1,321 video games, which would not
have been remotely possible in the allotted time). This is then an issue for comparing video
games in different regulatory systems, as changes to different versions may mean that the
results do not necessarily reflect the same contents. The video games randomly drawn for the
qualitative analysis were checked for differences in the Japanese and European versions
through online searches, and only one video game was found to have been affected by this.
However, the content changes made to this specific video game were not the same content
that was the focus of the analysis, and this did not, therefore, affect the results.
The content changes to the one video game that was found to have been changed in the
English version during localization (Bravely Default (Silicon Studio, 2013)) consisted of
raising the ages of the characters and giving more coverage to the bikinis in the Englishspeaking version. Hypothetically then, if the Japanese and European rating systems were to
apply the same criteria for labeling of sexual content and nudity, and changes were made in
one version, this would then affect any results of studies comparing the differences in rating
of sexual content in Japan and Europe. This would make it seem as though Europe was less
concerned with sexual content and nudity than Japan, whereas, in reality, the European
examiners rated a version with less of this type of content. The self-regulation and cultural
differences lead to self-censorship and localization and/or culturalization between regions,
which then affects what the developers and localizers change. This again can affect the results
of studies on self-regulation in a covert way. Although no examples of censorship, selfcensorship, or localization affecting the results of this thesis have been found, it is possible
that some still exist (although all possible precautions, given time constraints, have been taken
to minimize this).

2.1

Freedom of expression and transparency

The last part of the literature review concerns freedom of expression and transparency—
particularly with regard to video games and children and how these also can affect adults. It
will discuss the right of freedom of speech and also freedom of information and how the
restrictions of these can apply to video games. Also, the topic of moral panics discussed
above will again be discussed in this section. Oxford Dictionary of English defines freedom
of expression and freedom of speech as “the power or right to express one's opinions without
censorship, restraint, or legal penalty” (“Freedom of expression,” 2010; “Freedom of speech,”
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2010). These terms are, therefore, used interchangeably here, while freedom of information is
defined as “[t]he right for citizens to have access to records of the deliberations and decisions
of governments, public authorities, or anyone who works for these in an official capacity”
(“Freedom of information,” 2016).
In one of the first liberal defenses of free expression, John Stuart Mill argues for complete
freedom of expression for all of mankind no matter how immoral the doctrine set forth is
(“Freedom of speech,” 2002; Mill, 1859/2010, p. 26). He makes one limitation; freedom of
expression or any other liberty of an individual can be restricted to “prevent harm to others”
(Mill, 1859/2010, p. 17). For children, the only restrictions are to “respect of the rights or
reputations of others” or to “[protect] national security or of public order (ordre public), or of
public health or morals” (United Nations, 1989). The issue is then what constitutes public
health or morals and the rights or reputations of others, as this is the only thing restricting
children’s freedom of expression.
As discussed earlier, moral panics on video games can influence decision-making. This can
again lead to restrictions on the rights of not only children but also adults, the latter of whom
in general are not seen as needing to be protected from harm to the same degree as children
(Buckingham, 2011). The self-regulatory systems (such as PEGI and CERO) have been put in
place in part to protect the rights of parents and their children to decide for themselves what
video games they should consume. The thought is, therefore, that the regulatory systems and
legislation in place with regard to video games should restrict the rights of children and adults
as little as possible while protecting against any perceived risks or harm (Staksrud, 2013a;
Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). Unnecessary or disproportionate legislation based on moral
panics can set a negative precedent for restricting freedom of expression, not only based on
the legislative steps taken, but also on self-censorship by developers done in fear of negative
reactions, such as developers pre-emptively editing content prior to release (in the case of
South Park: The Stick of Truth (Obsidian Entertainment, 2014)) or failing to release a game in
a certain region (in the case of Rule of Rose (Punchline, 2006)) (Kain, 2014; Staksrud, 2013a;
Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013).
It is clear that censorship would have implications for the freedom of expression in the region
where the censorship is imposed, but as has been shown, the censorship can also have
implications for other regions when the same version of the video game is released in regions
that do not require the video game in question to be censored or altered. This has particular
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implications for developers who publish internationally, as censorship in one region or state
can also lead to censorship in other regions or states. As has been shown, developers who
encounter censorship or regulations, or fear a possible backlash due to certain content present
in the audiovisual media, often do not release additional versions unless they have to, as this
would have financial implications for their business (and sometimes developers make the
choice to self-censor the video game instead) (Black, 2013). Both children and adults,
therefore, can get their rights restricted based on argumentation surrounding reduction of risk
and harm to children.
The first issue is then that the rights of children and adults when it comes to freedom of
expression is perceived as different, but in some cases, the outcome for both groups can
become similar with regard to video games, which is a democratic problem as the liberties of
citizens get restricted. The other issue when it comes to freedom of expression is the cultural
differences in the discourse surrounding what is seen as harming others. This is a problem in
the global video game market where the video game product is released internationally,
meaning that the developers need to take into account the views of different cultures and
regulatory organizations (Wiemker, 2012).
Freedom of expression is guaranteed in all the regions discussed below (European Convention
on Human Rights, art. 10; Minamizono, 2007; U.S. Const. amend. I). The Japanese rating
organization specifically mentions freedom of expression in its code of conduct in the second
sentence of the document (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011). In the United
States, obscenity is classified as unprotected speech while violence was judged a few years
ago to qualify not to be unprotected speech (Cohen, 2011; Patel, 2011). As discussed in the
chapter on previous research, Americans have a stricter view on sexual content than
Europeans (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013). In Europe, on the other hand, freedom of speech is
commonly restricted when it comes to hate speech, whereas this is not the case in the United
States (Bleich, 2013; Douglas-Scott, 1999). This position is also reflected in PEGI’s
description of their content descriptor (icons put on packaging to inform parents of content)
for discrimination where it states, “This content is always restricted to a PEGI 18 rating (and
likely to infringe national criminal laws) (Pan European Game Information, n.d.).” When it
comes to Japan, their interpretation of freedom of speech is one in which citizens as a group
are sometimes favored over the freedom of speech of individuals, even if the former is also
regarded as important. This stems from the collectivistic tradition of Japan as opposed to
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Europe and the United States (Minamizono, 2007; Stoltzfus, 2014). This shows the cultural
differences in the practice of the restrictions on freedom of speech. It is, therefore, possible to
restrict freedom of expression (i.e., restrict or ban video games) based on the principle of not
harming others, and different regions have different ideas on what the harm principle entails.

Transparency
As Staksrud and Kirksæther point out, “Regulation within a democratic society will (or at
least should) elicit the need for a transparency.” They further argue that any regulation with
the aim of protecting children will “put pressure on other democratic principles such as
privacy, freedom of expression and freedom of information” (Staksrud and Kirksæther, 2010,
p. 159). Transparency is, therefore, an important element in regulation of video games in
order to protect democratic principles. Transparency can be defined as “Openness and
accountability in decision-making and the publication of information by government and
public bodies, or legal and ethical behaviour in relationships between public relations
practitioners and the mass media” (“Transparency,” 2016).
The legitimacy of these self-regulated rating systems has been questioned on the basis of this
lack of transparency and accountability (McLaughlin, 2013). If parents are to be able to make
good decisions on behalf of their children, they need to know on what basis they make these
decisions. If the rating systems do not produce the information and/or decisions which are the
basis for their regulatory decisions, parents could be led to making poorer decisions, which
ultimately negatively affect their children and freedom of expression. It also has implications
for any legislation that results from it, as legislation based on regulation that does not provide
explanations for its decision-making, restricts citizens’ rights without the reasons for the
restrictions being available to them. This is also an issue for researchers because it is difficult
to study regulatory systems that do not provide information about its practices. As shown
below, this was also an issue for this study.
During the course of writing this thesis, it became clear that CERO does not freely share
information with the public, other than what is on their website (CERO, personal
communication, November 4, 2015; CERO, personal communication, November 21, 2017;
M. Kaigo, personal communication, August 30, 2018). Contact with Japanese researchers also
made it clear that they were not privy to more information either, as the information the
researcher who was contacted had to base his writings on was presentation material from
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more than 10 years ago (M. Kaigo, personal communication, August 30, 2018). The
information available on the website does not go into detail on how the rating procedure is
executed, and questions to CERO via e-mail are answered with a simple reference to the
information on their website. A complete list of all video games rated, statistics of these
ratings, or detailed information about the rating procedure, for example, were not available. It
is also not clear exactly what is meant by each content descriptor (the icon displayed on the
box to inform about video game content) as it is not clear which content descriptors are
connected to which part of the available assessment information. This is, then, a transparency
issue as CERO has the liberty to refuse to classify a video game, which could have
consequences for the video game developer (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization,
n.d.b).
For PEGI, the transparency was greater than for CERO, with annual reports, statistics, and
video game assessment forms available. The organization also provided more information via
e-mail. However, there were some limitations to the material available: The material used to
determine the rating for a particular video game could not be made available as these are
subject to copyright that PEGI does not have, and no transcripts from meetings were available
either so it is not possible to know exactly what the examiners discuss when they disagree on
a rating and try to come to an agreement (PEGI, personal communication, November 2, 2015;
March 2, 2018). Neither rating organization had an explanation or justification for the
development of the assessment criteria. Full transparency is, therefore, not present in either of
the two systems studied. One could argue that, as PEGI does not ban or edit video games and
the final choice is left to the consumers, that transparency is not as much of an issue because
the system is not based on legislation and legislation does not arise from it. However, certain
European countries have legislation based on the PEGI system, making its transparency a
larger issue (Staksrud, 2013a).
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3 Research question and
methodological approach
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce and clarify the research questions as well as
present the method. Further, the methodology will be justified in light of the research
questions, and details about the methodological process will be given in order to make it
possible to replicate the project. In the end, the criteria for measuring the quality of data
analysis will be discussed.

3.1

Research question

This thesis aims to examine similarities and differences between the rating systems of video
games in Europe and Japan. The main research questions are thus as follows:
What are the differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO? How might
cultural differences and perceptions of what is culturally acceptable be reflected in the
ratings?

3.2

Methodological approach

This is a study of differences in video game ratings and cultural acceptability of video game
content in Europe and Japan. The methodological approach of this thesis is a mixed-method
approach, combining simple descriptive statistics on a large data material of video games
released in the regions mentioned above between 2010 and 2016 with qualitative content
analysis on smaller samples of video games showing emblematic differences in ratings. The
simple descriptive statistics are used to find the characteristics of the data material (Foster,
Diamond & Jefferies, 2012). However, statistics are mainly a descriptive approach, and
therefore, it does not explain why the data material presents the structures it does. For this
information, the thesis is turning to a qualitative method of content analysis to explain the
significance of the findings in the data material.
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3.2.1
Presentation of the rating systems’ age ratings and
content descriptors
The two organizations compared in this thesis are different both in who the examiners are (as
presented in the previous chapter under “Presentation of CERO and PEGI”) and the actual age
ratings and content descriptors (icons on the product packages showing possible inappropriate
content) used, which will be presented here. The two systems have the same number of age
classes (five in total), but only three age classes are the same (everyone, 12 years old and 18
years old). PEGI uses the age class “3” for 3 years old and above (in practice used to indicate
that the material is suitable for all age groups, while CERO uses “everyone” for all ages with
no lower age limit). The E (everyone), 12, and 18 age classes are the age classes present in
both systems (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b; Pan European Game
Information, n.d.). Both agencies also use content descriptors to indicate the type of content
that prompted the specific game to receive the age rating it did. This means that the age
ratings and content descriptors are connected, as the age rating is based on content, which
gives the video game its content descriptors. Several of the content descriptors overlap in both
systems, but some are also limited to only one system. The full list of content descriptors and
age ratings can be seen in subsection 8 of the appendix (Computer Entertainment Rating
Organization, n.d.b; Pan European Game Information, 2015).
This part has presented the two age rating systems by showing the age classes and content
descriptors used. PEGI has some elaboration of what each content descriptor would contain,
beyond the short descriptions shown in the appendix (Pan European Game Information,
2015). However, CERO does not, and the information conveyed is all the public information
about the content descriptors and the content they contain. Also, as was found through
research on American ESRB as well, the content descriptors present on video game packaging
are not an exhaustive list of all the content present in the video game (Haninger & Thompson,
2004; Thompson & Haninger, 2001; Thompson et al., 2006). For example, PEGI does not
produce a content descriptor for violence that is depicted as “humorous and is set in a cartoon,
slapstick, or child-like setting” (Pan European Game Information, 2015, p. 33). CERO’s
content descriptors also do not provide an exhaustive list of content but present instead only
the content that was the basis for the age rating (CERO, personal communication, October 26,
2018).
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It is worth noting that the content descriptors “crime” and “love” are unique to the CERO
system and “discrimination” and “online gameplay” are unique to the PEGI system (in
addition to “alcohol & tobacco” and “narcotics & drugs” for CERO which was collapsed into
“drugs” encompassing all types, as PEGI use this), as these differences will be discussed later
in the thesis. In the next parts, the methodologies used will be presented, with the quantitative
data and simple descriptive statistics presented first, followed by the qualitative method.

3.3

Quantitative data and statistics

The first method used that is presented here is simple descriptive statistics. This type of
statistics is used to summarize the larger data material (Østbye, Helland, Knapskog, Larsen &
Moe, 2013). This was chosen to answer the first part of the research question: What are the
differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO? By using statistics on the data
material (1,321 video games released and rated by PEGI and CERO between 2010 and 2016),
it was possible to count the differences and similarities in age ratings and content descriptors
found by the two agencies.

3.3.1
Population and sampling for the first research question
(quantitative analysis)
For the quantitative data, lists of all the video games rated by PEGI between 2003 and 2016
and all video games rated by CERO between 2002 and 2016 were acquired. The list from
PEGI was acquired through e-mail correspondence with PEGI consumer affairs which sent an
Excel sheet with all the ratings, while the list from CERO was acquired by downloading all
the ratings, which are available on their website, to an Excel sheet (Computer Entertainment
Rating Organization, n.d.d; PEGI, personal communication, November 2, 2015). This
difference in method of acquisition is also the reason for the difference in time span between
the two lists.
As the Japanese language uses a different writing system from the Latin alphabet used in the
PEGI Excel sheet, and the video games often have different titles in Europe and Japan, the
two lists have been matched manually by searching for every single game on the PEGI list in
two online game information databases (the game world’s equivalents to the movie
information database imdb.com) in prioritized order (GameFAQs, n.d.; MobyGames, n.d.).
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This was done in a similar way to Lynch, Tompkins, van Driel, and Fritz (2016), who also
used community-generated sites for their research study. However, as these are not official
websites and, like imdb.com, allow anyone to register as a user and submit new material and
add information, inaccuracies can occur. Therefore, the developers were contacted after the
list of games released both in Europe and Japan by both agencies was made, in order to get
confirmation that this information was accurate. Few developers replied with this information,
but all of the developers who did reply confirmed the information from the online game
information databases was correct (96 games out of 1,321 games were confirmed by
developers). For the rest who declined to comment or did not reply, it has to be assumed that
this information is correct—supported by the fact that none of the developers who did reply
reported inaccuracies—and that all the possible precautions to minimize errors in the data
material have been sufficient. For more details about the data material collection, see
subsection 2 of the appendix.

3.4

Qualitative method

The second method that is presented here is a qualitative method. The statistics employed for
the first research question constitute a good method to summarize the differences in the age
ratings and descriptive content. However, this alone will not answer the second part of the
research question: How might cultural differences and perceptions of what is culturally
acceptable be reflected in the ratings? The statistics can elucidate the degree of agreement in
the two systems but not why this is. Content analysis was, therefore, chosen to answer why
the differences in age ratings and content descriptors exist.

3.4.1
Method choice and relationship to former content
analysis studies on video game ratings
This part will first present the choice of type of content analysis, how previous studies have
executed their content analyses on video games, and why what the previous studies have done
is not replicated in precisely the same manner for this thesis. The previous studies had
different goals than this study, and the differing goals meant that the content analysis method
had to be changed from previous studies on video games.
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The main choice of method for answering the second part of the research question was
between qualitative or quantitative content analysis. Different definitions of content analysis
exist. An example of a definition from a qualitative point of view being: “a research method
for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the systematic
classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005,
p. 1278). An example of a definition from a quantitative point of view being: “systematic,
objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics” (Neuendorf, 2002). Content
analysis was chosen as a method that can analyze content in a text and, in this way, be applied
to compare against the differences in content descriptors and age ratings by the two agencies.
Qualitative content analysis was chosen because it is better suited for studies working with
“analytical descriptions where the goal is to describe a complete situation” (Grønmo, 2004, p.
129). However, it must also be said that qualitative and quantitative content analysis can be
said to exist on a spectrum, and it can be discussed whether a content analysis is either
qualitative or quantitative, or if all content analyses are degrees of qualitative and quantitative
(Rose, 2011; Schreier, 2014). In the end, a directed qualitative content analysis was chosen
over quantitative for this part of the study. Directed content analysis is used if “existing theory
or prior research exists about a phenomenon that is incomplete or would benefit from further
description” (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005).
The reason for choosing qualitative over quantitative was, as stated above, in part that this
study has taken a different approach from most previous content analysis studies on age
ratings in video games. Where the other studies were interested in studying video game
content to learn something about the presence and amount/frequency of certain content and/or
the content present for certain age ratings (see for example: Burgess, Dill, Stermer, Burgess &
Brown, 2011; Downs & Smith, 2010; Ivory, Williams, Martins & Consalvo, 2009; Phan &
Tan, 2017; Thompson and Haninger, 2001), this study needed to apply these frequencies and
content findings to say something about what causes the differences in content descriptors and
age ratings between the two agencies. For this, a more comprehensive view of the content in
the video games needed to be taken.
It would not be enough to decide what violence was, without keeping options open for
discovering content that did not seem to fit the violence definition a priori. Because of this,
the study is not well suited to a quantitative process where the content is studied through
calculating frequencies of content to give statistical generalizations. A structured quantitative
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design also runs the risk of giving superficial data materials (Grønmo, 2004). For this study,
the data material as a whole does not illuminate the differences; this is done through the
outliers which are not generalizable to the entire population. As a qualitative content analysis
is more flexible than a quantitative content analysis, it would then be easier to give relevant
interpretations by choosing this method (Grønmo, 2004; Schreier, 2014). The second research
question was, therefore, better suited for a more exploratory method describing video game
content in more detail as this would better elucidate the reasons for the differences.
Another issue that had to be addressed with the previous studies on video games with content
analysis was that most studies coded only a small portion of each game (almost all coded no
more than 30 minutes) (Dill et al., 2005; Downs & Smith, 2010; Hartmann et al., 2014; Ivory,
Williams, Martins & Consalvo, 2009; Lynch et al., 2016; Phan & Tan, 2017; Smith et al.,
2003; Thompson & Haninger, 2001). The issue of the small portion of content coded was
raised by Schmierbach’s discussions on challenges and potential solutions to issues in video
game research (2009), and this content analysis, therefore, uses one hour of coding for each
video game. An even larger portion of each video game (or ideally the entire video game)
would have been coded, but that was not possible within the time limits. The reason why
longer portions of video gameplay is advantageous for coding in this study is that, when
trying to inform what caused a game to receive a certain age rating or content descriptor,
coding 5 minutes of a video game would miss large portions of video game content, meaning
that it would be difficult to say anything about what made the agencies give a certain age
rating or content descriptor.
An additional reason for choosing a more qualitative content analysis is the selection of
unique content descriptors (the content descriptors “love” and “crime”) for analysis, meaning
content descriptors only present in one of the two systems. For this part of the analysis, it
would not be constructive to employ quantitative content analysis, as CERO does not provide
enough information about what precisely makes up “love” or “crime” for it to be possible to
create codes without using a more exploratory qualitative analysis first. It is not possible to
know precisely what CERO looks for when rating a video game, as the agency does not offer
this information to the public (CERO, personal communication, November 4, 2015). This
meant that it would not be possible to make codes for all predefined relevant content in the
same way as previous quantitative content analyses have done (Burgess et al., 2011; Dill et.
al, 2005; Downs & Smith, 2010; Haninger & Thompson, 2004; Hartmann et al., 2014; Ivory
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et al., 2009; Lynch et al., 2016; Lyons & Hatkevich, 2013; Martins, Williams, Harrison &
Ratan, 2009; Phan & Tan, 2017; Smith et al., 2003; Thompson & Haninger, 2001).
It is possible to make codes based on the PEGI assessment forms, but as CERO presents only
some keywords on their webpage and has declined to publish any more information, what
exactly is behind CERO’s rating decisions is not possible to say (CERO, personal
communication, November 4, 2015; Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). A
quantitative content analysis codebook alone would not be able to elucidate the reasons for
the differences in age ratings and content descriptors. This has meant that the method had to
be more inductive, where the inferences were drawn from the data in an exploratory manner
in order to answer the second research question of how the censors’ perceptions of what is
culturally acceptable are reflected in ratings (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). However, the parts
concerned with the “sex” and “violence” content descriptors could contain more deductive
reasoning, which is more common with quantitative studies which are “intended to test
hypotheses or address questions generated from theories or previous empirical research”
(Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). As prior research and information are available about what
constitutes this type of content, particularly when it comes to violence, more deductive
reasoning could be used for this part.

3.4.1
Sampling for the second research question (qualitative
content analysis)
To answer the second research question, a content analysis of a random sample of 10% of all
the game titles in the data material was first proposed at the time when a quantitative content
analysis seemed like the best choice, supported by Haninger and Thompson’s (2004) choice
of a 20% sample in their study. Sampling occurs when one selects a smaller number of units
to research from the larger population of units, with the population being all the units that are
studied (Neuendorf, 2002). However, as the content analysis shifted to a qualitative method, a
random sample to make the analysis generalizable to the entire population was no longer
chosen (Neuendorf, 2002; Maxwell & Chmier, 2014). Instead, a four-pronged sample of the
data material was selected in order to elucidate the research question by looking at video
games with emblematic differences in four groups: 1) games rated “everyone” in one system
and “12” in another system, 2) games rated “12” in one system and an older rating in another
system, 3) games with different content descriptors, and 4) games with unique content
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descriptors. This was done under the assumption that any differences in cultural acceptability
between the two rating organizations will be best illustrated in the games where they have
disagreed either on the age rating or on the content descriptors (Rapley, 2014; Zhang &
Wildemuth, 2009). For information about the details around the choice of content descriptors
and age ratings for this study, see subsection 4 of the appendix.

Sample size
When choosing how large of a percentage it would be possible to do in the time allotted, two
possible solutions were then available: a 20% sample content analysis with additional cuts
(less than one hour of coding) to some of the games to make the time for analysis shorter or
do a 10% sample content analysis without cuts. Calculations of both the 20% and 10%
samples’ lengths were done to see how long the content analysis would take. The sampling
was without replacement, as drawing the same video game again would not be appropriate for
a qualitative content analysis (Neuendorf, 2002). The sample groups can be seen in subsection
3 of the appendix. The results of the number of video games in each sample meant that the
10% sample would be more feasible within the time constraints than the 20% sample and
would allow for one hour of coding for each game. This was seen as more important than
having more video games in the sample and was also supported by the sample size of a
previous study (Haninger and Thompson, 2001). Each of these 24 video games would then be
the units of analysis: units selected for qualitative content analysis where each unit equals one
text (i.e., one one-hour selection of a video game) and usually contains several units of coding
which is not necessarily the same unit as the unit of analysis (Schreier, 2012; Schmierbach,
2009).
As this study is aiming to elucidate why these video games have received different age ratings
or content descriptors, it is more important to watch a larger part of the video game than to
have a large sample size. A large sample size showing only a fraction of the content would
not inform the research question and would lower validity as it would not be possible to tell
what content is present in the game or what the differences between the rating agencies are
based on. Haninger and Thompson (2004) argued with their model that playing a game for 10
minutes would miss out on one or more content types 40% of the time while playing a game
for one hour would miss out on only one or more content types 10% of the time. This means
that watching less than one hour of content would not be a good solution when attempting to
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view as much content as possible within the time constraints. However, as stated by
Schmierbach (2009) and recounted again by Neuendorf (2017), this calculation does not take
into account that games may change over the course of gameplay time. For example, if coding
the first hour of a game where there are usually tutorials and slower gameplay, this may not
adequately represent the frequency or type of content seen later in the game. To counteract
this and based on the method used by Phan and Tan (2017), four random points in each video
game translated to a percentage of time was chosen. For more details about this selection, see
subsection 5 of the appendix.
The systematic random samples were chosen by using a random number generator to select
the starting point, and the skip interval for choosing the remaining games on the list was
chosen by calculating N/n (population divided by sample n) (Neuendorf, 2002). The random
number generator was random.org, and the numbers were generated depending on the number
of games in each group. For sample groups where only one game needed to be selected, and
this game was not available on YouTube (see below for explanation about sampling via
YouTube), the random generator was used again to pick another game instead of using
intervals (which would not be possible to use for just one game). This process of using
random video games or intervals was selected to reduce bias from the researcher in the
selection of video games within the groups with the emblematic differences (Lynch et al.,
2016). For example, games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by PEGI in the 10% sample had 28
games, and the number generator was then set to generate a number between 1 and 28. It
generated 4, and the fourth game on the Excel sheet for games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by
PEGI was chosen as the first game. After this, the interval for choosing the remaining two
games needed for the 10% sample was calculated and rounded to the nearest whole number
which was 10. The remaining two games were then chosen from the list by using an interval
of 10.

YouTube “walkthroughs”
The games that were randomly selected were then searched for on YouTube by searching for
the video game title with “walkthrough” (a video made to provide help to players with
completing parts of the game or the entire game, or tips on how to improve skills for the
specific video game) or—if “walkthrough” did not produce results—“longplay” (a video
showing a player completing a game as thoroughly as possible) or “let’s play” (a video
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showing the playthrough of a video game by a player often with comments by the player and
sometimes showing the person playing on the screen) after the video game title (De Govia,
2012; “Longplay (video games),” n.d.; “Video Game Walkthrough,” n.d.). For more details
on the selection process on YouTube, see subsection 6 of the appendix.

3.4.2

Operationalization: Creating the codebook

After obtaining the 24 video games in the sample and deciding on the details of sampling, the
operationalization was carried out. Operationalization is “the process of developing measures”
(Neuendorf, 2002, p. 118). As this study uses content analysis, operationalization meant the
creation of the codebook to be used for the analysis. A codebook, also called a coding frame
or code frame, is the “operational definitions for all variables” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 111).

Strategies and definitions for codebook
A data-driven analysis was selected for the groups of “crime” and “love” as the Japanese
rating agency, CERO, gives out keywords in only four categories for all the content they rate
game titles for, and it is difficult to say exactly what they are basing their content descriptors
on. This data-driven analysis was done through notations of impressions while watching the
video games in question. However, a small codebook with possible concept-driven codes was
created for “crime” and “love” based on the CERO keywords. For violence and sex, a
concept-driven content analysis was the better alternative as PEGI’s detailed assessment
forms, former research on violence in particular, and CERO keywords meant that there was
already a considerable amount of information about what different people consider to be sex
and violence (Schreier, 2012).
Former research is used here because CERO does not publish how they rate and, therefore,
several other studies’ combined reflections and definitions on what is considered violence and
sex are used to inform what CERO might be thinking when rating. Therefore, the former
research definitions for what constituted sex or violence both for video games and films (as
films are also concerned with rating content) were studied, and some of these definitions were
used for the codebook definitions (see subsection 7 of the appendix for definitions). Also,
some parts of definitions were not used for the codebook, but these parts were still taken into
consideration when writing the qualitative impressions. For example, the violence definition
did not include natural hazards that did not cause harm. This was still considered when taking
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notes by noting that there was danger and the possibility of harm if there had been another
outcome. Most of the previous research has been done with the thought of the effects of
violent or sexual content on children’s thoughts and behavior, and the previous researchers’
codebooks and categories are thus affected by this. This means that these studies approach
age ratings with a different goal in mind than this analysis. The difference being that the
researchers are trying to see what content could influence children’s behavior based on what
we know about what influences children, while this study looks at how differences in the
ratings by different rating organizations can say something about cultural differences. It is
therefore assumed that, even though some of the reason for rating the way one does could be
based in studies on how content in video games influences children, cultural differences in
what is considered acceptable would also inform the rating organizations’ decisions.
Further, some of the elements that the researchers discussed and discarded for their definitions
were still kept in mind in case this could explain the differences. One example comes from a
study which noted that “clearly non-sexual behaviors (e.g., a mother bathing her baby) were
not counted as sexual scenes” (Oliver & Kalyanaraman, 2002). Their definitions and
discarded thoughts when creating their definitions might not be comprehensive of what
CERO thinks but will inform CERO’s views better than just using PEGI’s definitions and the
author’s impressions. By doing it in this manner, it is possible to say something about what
kind of violent or sexual content is present when the two rating agencies differ in their content
descriptions (and/or age ratings), but also something about what kinds of violent or sexual
content is not present when the two rating agencies’ decisions differ. This is also a large part
of the importance of the codebook: to say something about what types of violent or sexual
content is not present is also important as this can say something about perhaps the type of
content the two agencies agree on. Many of the codes in the codebook could not be used at all
for a specific unit of analysis, but this is also an important finding.

3.4.3

Creation of the codebook

The codebook was started by going through all the PEGI annual reports from 2010 to 2016
(the years looked at in this analysis and the years the video games were rated by the rating
agencies) and looking at the assessment forms that PEGI used to rate video games in those
years. The PEGI assessment form is present in annual reports from 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013,
and 2015. It is missing from 2014 (PEGI, personal communication, November 2, 2015). Main
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categories were then created from the assessment questions from the annual reports where the
assessment form was present. Main categories (or dimensions) “are those aspects in your
material that you want to know more about,” and subcategories “specify what is said about
these aspects (relevant meanings) (Schreier, 2012).
Intercoder reliability has not been calculated for statistical significance as this would not help
the study. The calculation of statistical significance would estimate the probability that
agreement on codes did not
occur by chance, but as the
main part of this study is
qualitative, most of the codes
are irrelevant. Statistical
significance is fundamental to
quantitative analysis, but not
necessary to qualitative content
analysis (Østby et al., 2013).
The codebook was created to
help in finding the content in
question by excluding the other
Picture 1: Assessment form with questions and help text (Pan
European Game Information, 2010)

codes (i.e., the codes are mainly
there to elucidate what is not in

the game, and therefore what is found to be there, is the likely “culprit”). The codes in this
way give reliability and higher validity to the qualitative analysis as two coders agree on the
content. The codebook and the coding are, therefore, used to support the qualitative content
analysis and not as the result in itself through inferential statistics on the data material, as is
the case for the former research with quantitative content analyses (Neuendorf, 2002;
Schreier, 2012). The assessment forms in the different annual reports were compared, and any
differences in questions or help text were noted. Most of the questions and help text stayed
the same through the years this analysis looked at, but some differences were found. These
were then taken into account in the codebook. For more information, see subsection 9 of the
appendix.
For CERO, there is no assessment form available to the public. The only information on the
website is the content descriptor icons with the name of the content descriptor, and some
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keywords separated into a table divided into four categories (sex, violence, antisocial
behavior, and language/thought). The four columns or categories are shown below. There are,
however, nine content descriptors, which means one cannot be certain which keywords in the
four categories belong to which content descriptor, except by trying to apply common sense,
err on the side of caution, and add some of the keywords that are unclear to a main category in
several different groups just in case. The organization were asked over e-mail if they could
explain or give more detailed information than what was on their website but declined several
times both to give out more information or to answer the question about which content
descriptor belonged to which keywords on their site (CERO, personal communication,
November 20, 2017; CERO, personal communication, November 21, 2017).
This means that the
main categories
based on CERO’s
website are based on
the keywords in the
“sex” column on
their website which
is assumed would
include the
keywords for the
content descriptors
Picture 2: CERO assessment criteria (Computer Entertainment Rating
Organization, n.d.b)

“sex” and “love,”
the “violence”

column would include keywords for “violence,” and that the “antisocial” column would
include keywords for “crime” (and possibly “violence”). There is also no guarantee that these
keyword lists are exhaustive. It is possible that the censors have more keywords or guidelines
that they rate by in addition to the keywords on their website. This means that previous
research into content in video games and their criteria has also been used to back up the
CERO keywords and hopefully catch more content that could be relevant.
For CERO, main categories were made from the keywords. To give an example, the first
keyword in the “sex” column is “kissing,” and it is difficult to know whether CERO considers
kissing as part of the “sex” content descriptor or the “love” content descriptor, or possibly a
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criterion for rating for both. Since it is not possible to be sure, this keyword was made into a
category both for “sex” and “love” with the wording: “Is there kissing?” It is also sometimes
difficult to know exactly what is meant by the keywords without context (for example the
keyword “Things that make you think about sex”). However, the precautions possible have
been taken to make sure that the keywords have been understood most logically. Other people
with knowledge of the Japanese language at a professional speaking level were asked how
they would translate the keywords and how they understood them, and the keyword
translation was made as an aggregate of the collective understanding of the keywords.
As there is a maximum limit of how many codes a coder can handle at once, this limits the
number of codes a codebook should have. Schreier (2012) operates with a limit of around 40
codes, and this study has, therefore, tried to follow this when making the codebook. Making
sure the PEGI assessment form and the CERO criteria were all made into codes was the first
priority, and these were all made into codes as best as possible. Afterward, the former
research studies were read, and a list was made of codes used for violence and sex by the
former researchers. As this list was rather long, it would be impossible to include all of them,
and several of the researchers used similar codes but had different ways of coding for the
same issue.
This has explained the creation of the codebook with some examples of decisions. Further
examples of decisions on codes and how the codes were made can be found in subsection 10
of the appendix, while the codebook in its entirety can be found in subsection 11 of the
appendix.

3.4.4

Test segmentation and coding

After deciding on and carrying out the sampling and completing the codebook, test
segmentation and pilot coding were started. Segmentation here refers to the practice of
dividing passages of each unit of analysis into shorter passages (segments). These segments
are more economical as this will make it “clear which part of the passage has what meaning”
(Schreier, 2012, p. 127). This is, however, easier when dealing with pure written text and
more difficult with audiovisual media. It is easier to make each segment fit into just one
category with written (verbal) text than with audiovisual media as audiovisual media
segments can have multiple actions with different content occurring at the same time whereas
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this would not be the case with text segments. This means that video game segmentation does
not necessarily fit just one category of the codebook (Schreier, 2012).
Segments for this study equal video clips selected for analysis from the one-hour selection of
each video game. These segments were selected based on a thematic criterion (i.e., changes of
topic) (Schreier, 2012). The codebook and the definitions of the four types of content
(violence, sex, love, and crime) informed the process of selecting the segments. The
segmentation was also open for any impressions that might not fit into these definitions, so as
not to miss any relevant content that was not covered by these definitions during test
segmentation. The segments were then the units of coding for this project; the units that can
be interpreted with respect to the codebook (Schreier, 2012).
The content analysis was done as several of the quantitative content analyses of video games
have been done in recent years—by viewing the games on the video-sharing website
YouTube (Hartmann et al., 2014; Lynch et al., 2016; Phan & Tan, 2017). In the early years of
video game research, the researchers used copies of video games, recruited others to play the
video games in their stead and videotaped the gameplay (Thompson & Haninger, 2001).
Some researchers argue that playing the game yourself is an obligatory part of researching
because you lose a part of the understanding of the game by not playing it (Aarseth, 2003:3;
Malliet, 2007). However, many researchers now use YouTube as this is less time-consuming
(one does not first have to videotape an individual playing the game and then view the taped
gameplay to do the content analysis), and it is also a way of making sure that the game player
is adept at playing the game and avoids bias during play that could occur if the player knows
the goal of the research (Schmierbach, 2009; Lynch et al., 2016). It is strongly assumed that
the person making the “walkthrough,” “longplay,” or “let’s play” video on YouTube is well
acquainted with the video game and its features and adept at managing the gameplay
(Neuendorf, 2017; Schmierbach, 2009). However, it is also possible that players creating
“walkthroughs” reflect a competency that is not prevalent in the average player, and that this
content, therefore, does not reflect what the average user plays (Hartmann et al., 2014).
On the other hand, this is not a major issue for this study as this study is interested in what
content is in the game, and whether the content is available to a large number of players is not
as problematic as for studies in which the goal is to present an average frequency of violence
seen by the average player, for example. This is particularly true as PEGI states that they base
their rating on all content present in the game (not just the content seen by the average player)
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(PEGI, personal communication, September 25, 2017). Nevertheless, it is important to ensure
that the researcher understands the user interface on screen and the meaning of video game’s
specific characteristics. The main goal here is not to get the experience of an average player,
but to achieve as complete an experience of the game as possible within the time constraints.
For example, the researcher needs to understand where the health bar of a character is and
what it looks like if the character “takes damage” if one is looking at violence in a video
game. This study argues that this can be done without the researcher playing the game by
ensuring that one understands the game-specific characteristics of each game.
The reason for selecting gameplay of whole games—and especially videos of a complete
playthrough—on YouTube is to have access to as much content from the game as possible
without having to play the game several times with different play styles or, for multiplayer
games, with all playable characters who are played at the same time (which would have been
preferable as it is possible some content is present only when playing the video game in a
certain manner, but unfortunately that would be too time-consuming for this thesis) (Malliet,
2007; Schmierbach, 2009). “Walkthroughs” are made to give other players help in completing
the game and, therefore, contain most of the content of a game. They often contain “hidden”
parts of the game that one may not find during a normal playthrough. This is what a
“walkthrough” is created to help players with. “Walkthroughs” and “longplays” also avoid the
potential pitfalls, as Schmierbach (2009) notes of experiencing only one part of the game, as
these videos are made to be “completive.” For a more detailed description of the test
segmentation and coding, see subsection 12 of the appendix.

3.4.5

Segmentation and coding

The process of pilot segmentation and coding and the subsequent segmentation of coding of
the 24 video games took around four months to complete. All the video games in the sample
were segmented and coded in the same manner as during pilot coding (except that no codes
were removed or edited after test coding was finished). For each group, an initial random
video game in the group was coded with intercoding (i.e., the author and the other coder).
During coding, in the same fashion as for the pilot coding, disagreements on codes were
discussed when present and agreement on codes for the different types of content were made.
After this, the rest of the video games in this content descriptor group or age rating group
would be coded by the author alone. The segmentation, and then the coding process, would
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not be discussed with the other coder before the process was finished (Neuendorf, 2002). Also
to the coding with a coding sheet, a qualitative description was done for each video game with
the impressions of the thesis author for content that was not covered by the coding. This was
particularly “crime” and “love,” where the qualitative process was a large part of the content
analysis. Content such as atmosphere (frightening content, humorous content, etc.), romance
and sexual behavior were particularly suited for this type of analysis.
Haninger and Thompson (2004) calculated that when doing one-hour selections of video
games, one would miss out on one type of content 10% of the time. Online searches with
relevant keywords and/or phrases were, therefore, also conducted after finishing
segmentation, coding and noting impressions. The searches were performed to look for any
content that had not been discovered during content analysis. This would then secure the aim
of this study to get as complete a picture of the content in the game as possible in order to say
with a greater degree of certainty why the rating agencies differed in their ratings. This
process is supported by Aarseth, as restated by Malliet (2007), arguing that secondary
resources would also “diminish the interpretational bias that is caused by the personal
preferences and motivations a researcher necessarily brings along into a game.” If the online
searches discovered any mentions of content that had not been seen during coding, this
content was tracked down in the YouTube walkthrough that was used for coding, and video
clips of this content were added as additional segments. These additional segments were
treated as the other segments with coding done and impressions noted. In the cases where any
content mentioned online could not be found in the walkthrough, the implications of this
content in the video game were discussed in the qualitative description of the video game.
The choice between qualitative and quantitative content analysis, relationship to previous
research, sampling, operationalization, and segmentation and coding has now been discussed
and presented in detail. The next part of the chapter will discuss issues of reliability, validity,
and generalizability. These terms are sometimes given different names when one is discussing
qualitative analysis, though still “[echoing] quantitative criteria” (Barbour, 2014).

3.5

Reliability

Reliability refers to whether the measurements used in the research process can be replicated
with the same results by another researcher (Neuendorf, 2002). Some authors see this as a
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standard not applying to qualitative methods as these designs are dependent on the
subjectivity of the researcher (Gentikow, 2005). This is, therefore, not a large issue for this
study. However, Schreier (2012) does recommend assessing the reliability of a qualitative
codebook (or coding frame as she calls it) either through different coders or the same coder at
different points in time. The threats to reliability (poor codebook, poor coder training, and
coder fatigue) were also considered during the operationalization and coding process
(Neuendorf, 2002).
The codebook was made on the basis of previous research and PEGI assessment forms, and
changes were made to ineffective or confusing codes during pilot segmentation and coding;
the coding was done until both coders agreed on the codes and the coders never coded more
than around 40 codes at one time to guard against these threats (Neuendorf, 2002; Schreier,
2014). As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a codebook with intercoding was used, where one
video game in each of the respective emblematic groups used for analysis was coded together
with another coder. The coding process was followed by discussion until agreement could be
met for all codes either by watching the selected segment again to check for mistakes or
discussing what had led to the disagreement on the code. This means the reliability is higher
and less subjective than a single researcher attempting the research alone. However, as the
judgments on which codes were important were left to the thesis author and given the
qualitative nature of this study and its epistemology, the reliability arrived at here does not
purport to meet the requirements of quantitative intercoder agreement (Østby et al., 2013).
Standardization in qualitative content analyses is typically lower than for its quantitative
counterparts as a greater degree of interpretation is needed and this leads to lower reliability
(Schreier, 2012).

3.6

Validity and generalizability

Where reliability refers to whether the measures can be replicated, validity refers to whether
the research measures what it attempts to measure (Neuendorf, 2002; Schreier, 2012). In a
content analysis, this equals whether the categories in the codebook “adequately represent the
concepts under study” (Schreier, 2012, p. 175). Face validity is most useful when evaluating
data-driven codebooks, while content validity is most useful when evaluating concept-driven
codebooks (Schreier, 2012). For “violence” and “sex,” which was a mainly concept-driven
codebook, content validity is then the most useful measure. This entails whether the “measure
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reflects the full domain of the concept being measured” (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 116). PEGI
assessment forms and previous definitions from research on film and video games resulted in
42 codes for “violence” and 42 codes for “sex.” As the limit set by Schreier (2012) before a
coder makes mistakes is around 40 categories, more than this were not used, and violence and
sex were never coded together as the number of categories would then make mistakes more
likely. The number of categories meant that many different aspects of “violence” and “sex”
could be measured, better capturing the “full domain” of each concept.
For “love” and “crime,” which was mainly data-driven, face validity was the most useful
measure. Schreier (2014) argues that this should entail that “ideally an expert on the research
topic should assess the [codebook].” This has not been possible for this study. However, it
could be argued that the author of this thesis, as the person who has researched and closely
studied the assessment forms, the previous studies, and so on, gained a large amount of
knowledge on the subject and, therefore, became close to an expert in the author’s own right.
Granted, it would have been preferable to have an outside expert review the measures, but this
could, as noted above, not be accomplished. All that could be done was to “take a step back,
so to speak, and examine the measures freshly and as objectively as possible” (Neuendorf,
2002, p. 115). To improve the quality of the study, copious amounts of structured notes were
taken, during both the design of the study and the analysis. These notes again aided in the
improvement of the process of designing and performing the content analysis (Grønmo,
2004).
Reliability and validity have now been summarized. The last quality criteria to be discussed is
generalizability. This is also called external validity and concerns whether the results
measured can be applied to other contexts (such as other time periods or other video games
than the ones studied) (Maxwell & Chmiel, 2014; Neuendorf, 2002). This is possible when
the sample is representative and “the content analysis measurement process is true to life”
(Neuendorf, 2002, p. 115). As a four-pronged sample was selected based on emblematic
characteristics from the population (population categories), this would mean that the sample
would not be representative of the population as a whole. However, the samples from the
population categories could still reflect the key characteristics within each category.
The external generalizability (generalization to other settings and time periods) of qualitative
analyses are “normally either to theories […] (analytic generalization), or through the
transferability of particular results or understandings to other cases” (Maxwell & Chmiel,
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2014). A qualitative study is not suited to statistical generalizations in the manner a
quantitative content analysis would be (Grønmo, 2004; Maxwell and Chmiel, 2014). The
possible presence of “ratings creep” (ratings changing over time as a result of changes in
acceptability to different types of content for different age groups) would mean that it could
not be said with any certainty that ratings are stable over time and, therefore, that the results
would be generalizable to other time periods (Leone & Barowski, 2011). The results can,
therefore, be said only to be confirmed with any certainty for the time period studied (20102016). Also, if one argues that the four-pronged samples are not selected from the population
as representative, the results of the analysis cannot be said to apply to other parts of the
population.
The results can, however, illuminate the perceptions of PEGI and CERO’s censors on what is
culturally acceptable for the video games that have been analyzed. As several video games
within each group show similar results, this could point to internal generalizability
(generalization within what is studied), where the results could be the same for other video
games with the same differences in age ratings and content descriptors in the population as
well, but this cannot be conclusively confirmed (Maxwell & Chmiel, 2014). The study can
elucidate the perceptions of cultural acceptability for the video games analyzed, but these
differences in cultural acceptability cannot be said to be an exhaustive list of all the
differences. It can indicate only the differences and similarities found but without concluding
that these are all differences and similarities present between PEGI and CERO.

3.7

Summary

This chapter has outlined the methodology used to answer the research questions. The
methodology presented is a statistical analysis showing the similarities and differences of the
age ratings and content descriptors from CERO and PEGI between 2010 and 2016, as well as
a qualitative content analysis of a sample of video games that had differences in age ratings
and/or content descriptors received by the two agencies. Finally, the quality criteria of
reliability, validity, and generalizability for the study was discussed. The next chapter will
present and discuss the results of the study.
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4 Findings and analysis
This chapter presents the findings and the analysis of the data for this thesis. The chapter is
separated into two parts. One details the statistics of the data material in the form of
frequencies and analysis of the age ratings and content descriptors (icons on the product
packages showing possible inappropriate content) in the two systems, PEGI and CERO, for
the 1,321 video games rated and confirmed released in Europe and Japan between 2010 and
2016. The other part details the content analysis done on a selection of video games from this
population. This is done to assess which factors may have influenced the differences in age
ratings and content descriptors between the two agencies.

4.1

Statistics of the data material

The first part of the chapter aims to answer the first research question (“What are the
differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO?”) by presenting the statistics
from the quantitative analysis of the age ratings and content descriptors in the PEGI and
CERO systems. These statistics show the differences in age ratings and content descriptors
used in the two systems.

Everyone

PEGI

CERO

413

712

7

236

No such rating

12

334

242

15

No such rating 143

16

185

17

No such rating 143

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

No such rating

CERO

18

153

PEGI

81

Table 1: Table showing ratings for each age bracket
for PEGI and CERO (2010-2016)

Figure 1: Graphical representation of the age ratings for
CERO and PEGI (2010-2016)
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As the first table and chart show, CERO gives more video games an E (everyone) rating than
PEGI (712 versus 413). It also shows that PEGI gives more video games a 12 rating than
CERO. This suggests that CERO perceives more games as acceptable for the youngest
children than PEGI does. The two systems do not use the same age classifications in their
systems, but the fact that the systems have different age classifications also says something
about what the two agencies and its censors see as important and culturally acceptable. It can
be assumed that, for PEGI, the lower age classes are more important. This system has
distinctions between what can be played by everyone, a 7-year-old and a 12-year-old. On the
other hand, for CERO, the higher age classes are more important with distinctions between
what can be played by a 15-year-old, a 17-year-old, and an 18-year-old. This could be
inferred from the fact that PEGI rates a slightly greater number of games in the age classes
everyone through 12, while CERO rates a slightly greater number of games in the age classes
15 through 18 (see graph below).
1200
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400

200

0
Everyone through 12

15 through 18
CERO

PEGI

Figure 2: Number of video games in the lower and higher age classes

As mentioned above, the two agencies do not use the same age classifications, and CERO
does not have the 7 age rating that PEGI has, which could skew the above results. It is
possible that, were it not for the 7 rating, PEGI would have given the games rated 7 an E
(everyone) rating. CERO also has more age classifications between 12 and 18 than PEGI has.
While PEGI has only 12, 16, and 18, CERO has 12, 15, 17, and 18. This means that, if CERO
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had only the 16 and 18 ratings, it is possible that games now rated 15 would have been rated
16 and those rated 17 would have been rated 18. To look at this possibility, a table with these
ratings combined were made and is shown below.

Hypothesis 1: Ratings with E and 7 combined, 15 and 16 combined, and 17 and
18 combined
PEGI

CERO

Everyone + 7

649

712

12

334

242

16

185

143

18

153

224

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Everyone +
7

12
CERO

Table 2: Table showing ratings with E and 7, 15
and 16, and 17 and 18 combined

16

18

PEGI

Figure 3: Graphical representation of ratings with E and
7, 15 and 16, and 17 and 18 combined

The ratings with E (everyone) and 7 combined for PEGI show smaller differences between
PEGI and CERO (649 versus 712 instead of 413 versus 712). Combining 15 with 16 for
CERO still showed fewer video games with this rating for CERO, but not by much. For the
18 rating, combining 17 and 18 made the number of video games rated 18 for CERO increase
and surpass PEGI’s (153 versus 224 instead of 153 versus 81). This suggests that the
differences between age ratings for PEGI and CERO might not be that large, though PEGI
appears to be slightly more concerned with the younger age classes than CERO. It is also
possible, however, that CERO could have rated the video games rated 7 by PEGI as 12
instead and that the 17 rating would have become 16. A table showing this possibility is
shown below.
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Hypothesis 2: Ratings with 7 and 12 combined, 15, 16, and 17 combined
PEGI

CERO

Everyone

413

712

12

570

242

800
600
400
200

16

185

286

18

153

81

0
Everyone

12
CERO

Table 3: Table showing ratings with 7 and 12,
and 15, 16, and 17 combined

16

18

PEGI

Figure 4: Graphical representation of ratings with 7 and 12,
and 15, 16, and 17 combined

By combining 7 and 12, and 15, 16, and 17, the results show greater differences between
CERO and PEGI. CERO gives a greater number of video games an E (everyone) rating, while
PEGI gives more games a 12 rating. Also, CERO gives slightly more games the 16 rating,
while PEGI gives more games the 18 rating.
Two hypotheses have now been shown where the age classifications that the two systems do
not have in common have been combined to elucidate the differences in age ratings between
CERO and PEGI. However, it is not possible to know for certain which of the two would
have been closer to how the two agencies would have rated if they had the same age ratings.
In one, the age ratings are very similar, while in the other the ratings show greater differences.
However, the first hypothesis seems to be the most likely. It is less likely that the 7 rating
would have been combined with the 12 rating than with the E (everyone) rating (as they
would most likely already have been given the 12 ratings if that was the case). This means
that it is more probable that the results show greater similarities in the number of ratings given
to E (everyone) and 12 if the two systems had the same age classes. When it comes to the
higher age ratings (15, 16, 17, and 18), it is more difficult to say anything for certain. The
number of video games in each age class is smaller, resulting in smaller differences.
However, it is more likely that the 15 rating from CERO and the 16 rating from PEGI could
be combined as they are very close to each other (and further from the 12 rating which would
be the other alternative for combining 15 with). It is, however, more difficult to say anything
about whether the 17 rating should be combined with 16 or with 18.
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It has not been possible to say with any certainty how similar or different the two systems are.
However, there are reasons to believe that they are not as different as one could assume. The
differences in age ratings for the first and most probable hypothesis are small, showing that
CERO and PEGI most likely would have very similar ratings if they used the same age
classifications. However, the fact that they use different age classifiers indicates that PEGI
could be more concerned with what is harmful for the lower age classes, while CERO is more
concerned with the higher age classes.
One explanation for this difference is, as Kelly (2010) points out that the establishment of
CERO was on the basis of concerns about antisocial behavior and crime. This makes it seem
probable that teenagers are the target for these age rating “procedures.” Juvenile crime began
an upward trend during the 1990s, and Japan was shocked in 1997 when a 14-year-old
murdered two primary school children. Some child psychologists blamed the rise in juvenile
crime in Japan on violent video games (French, 1999; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber, 2015). This
seems to have been one of the arguments during the establishment of CERO (in 2002), and
therefore, it seems logical that the agency would be more concerned with the adolescent years
when rating video games (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.a; Kelly, 2010).
On the other hand, Japan has a culture of broadcasting more cartoon and/or non-realistic
violence to young children, whereas in European broadcasting culture this type of violence is
less commonly shown to young children (Kaigo, 2017). It is, therefore, probable that this
could be seen as a factor influencing the difference in concern over lower age classes versus
higher age classes when rating video games.

4.1.1
Presentation of the content descriptors for PEGI and
CERO
Where the former part aimed to elucidate the first research question by showing the
differences in age ratings between the two agencies, this part will do the same by presenting
the findings for the differences in content descriptors for PEGI and CERO. The frequency of
use of each content descriptor can be assumed to say something about what type of content
the two systems are most concerned with when it comes to children playing games with
different types of content. It is not the case that a certain content descriptor being used often
automatically means that the content in question is what concerns the censors the most. It is
possible that the content descriptors used the most are simply what is present the most in
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video games. However, the two agencies have rated the same games, but, as will be shown
below, have not given the same content descriptors for the same content with the same
frequency. It can therefore be assumed that the differences in rating are due to differences in
what is interpreted to constitute a particular type of content that would be harmful and/or
unacceptable to children playing video games, for example, differences in what needs to be
reported to parents as unacceptable levels of “violence” or “sex.”
As noted previously, the agencies do not see content descriptors as a way to represent an
exhaustive list of all content of a specific type in the video game. For CERO, the content
descriptors are given on the basis of the rating, which means that the content descriptors show
why the video game received the rating it did (i.e., the content descriptors are decided after
the rating) (CERO, personal communication, October 26, 2018). For PEGI, the content
descriptors are based on their assessment form and what type of content should or should not
receive a content descriptor (PEGI, 2015). The content in the assessment form appears with
an age rating that the certain type and degree of content will receive. For PEGI, the content
and the rating seems, therefore, to be more closely linked. This means that there is a greater
chance that the two organizations will not agree on their content descriptors and age ratings
when assessing video games.
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of frequency of usage for content descriptors
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The findings, illustrated in the chart above show that both CERO and PEGI censors apply the
violence content descriptor most frequently for the 1,321 video games released both in Europe
and Japan between 2010 and 2015. This is in line with what Kelly (2010) found previously
when Japan was noted to be more concerned about violence (compared with American
ESRB). PEGI used the violence content descriptor 823 times, meaning that it was used for
more than half of the video games in the study (even more than CERO). This seems to
indicate that PEGI is more concerned about violence than Japan (and, therefore, by extension,
also ESRB), or that they encompass a greater definition of what constitutes violence.
However, even though Japan was more concerned about violence than ESRB (who was more
concerned about sex), they still applied fewer violence content descriptors than ESRB. This
can be seen in the fact that PEGI applies more content descriptors than CERO, while ESRB
again applies more content descriptors than PEGI. Dogruel & Joeckel (2013) found that PEGI
and ESRB rated the same for severe violence while ESRB rated milder violence more readily,
which means that ESRB should apply more content descriptors than PEGI (if this is how one
interprets “more readily”). This shows that the quantity of content descriptors used does not
necessarily correspond to how the agency views their concern for the specific content. This is
shown in the content analysis (see, for example, “Violent content for CERO, but none for
PEGI: red blood?”).
The second most frequent content descriptor for PEGI was online gameplay (followed by bad
language) while CERO’s second most frequent content descriptor was crime (closely
followed by sex). PEGI did not have a content descriptor for crime (although video games
with glamorization of crime receives a violence content descriptor in the PEGI system), and
used the sex content descriptor only 66 times (while CERO used it 189 times) (PEGI, 2015).
This seems to show that, as Dogruel & Joeckel (2013) noted, the Europeans are less
concerned about sex, or see fewer types of content as sexual. The Americans were more
concerned about sex than the Japanese, according to Kelly (2010). This seems to indicate that
Japan falls somewhere between the Americans and the Europeans when it comes to concern
for sexual content. CERO did not have a content descriptor for online gameplay, and PEGI
has since removed this content descriptor from their packaging, as the online capabilities had
gone from being embedded in software to being embedded in hardware, and therefore, it was
no longer useful to keep the content descriptor (PEGI, personal communication, October 9,
2017). The table also shows that PEGI gives out more content descriptors than CERO. PEGI
used content descriptors around twice as much as CERO (1,790 versus 946). It is possible this
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is caused by CERO, as mentioned previously, not applying content descriptors to a video
game unless it was the basis for the age rating (CERO, personal communication, October 26,
2018). As will be discussed again below in the content analysis section, CERO seemed to be
less exhaustive with their application of content descriptors than PEGI. One interpretation of
this based on available evidence could be that PEGI is more focused on information to
parents, while CERO is more focused on justifying their age rating choices. However, this
cannot be said with any certainty.
Also to the frequency with which content descriptors were used, what types of content
descriptors are used or not used in each system can also, similar to what age classifications
are used, say something about what is considered important in the system and, therefore, in
the region in which the system is used. Content descriptors unique to the PEGI system are
discrimination (“Depictions of ethnic, religious, nationalistic or other stereotypes likely to
encourage hatred”) and online gameplay (Pan European Game Information, 2013, p. 30; p.
36). These show that PEGI and Europe are concerned with the social acceptability of
discrimination in video games as well as the possibility of online connections in video games.
The fact that discrimination is a content descriptor present in the PEGI system is in line with
Europe’s view on hate speech as one of the harms that can justify restrictions on freedom of
expression and shows one of the cultural differences in the way rating systems operate
(Bleich, 2013; Douglas-Scott, 1999; Pan European Game Information, n.d.).
Content descriptors unique to the CERO system are crime and love. These show that CERO
and Japan are concerned with the social acceptability of criminal activity in video games as
well as the possibility of showing romantic scenes to children. The reason for the crime
content descriptor is elaborated on above, where the establishment of CERO on the back of
increasing juvenile crime rates made it logical that CERO would be concerned about crime in
their rating process (French, 1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber, 2015). The reasons
for the love content descriptor will be discussed below under “Content analysis of video
games.” Also, CERO had separate content descriptors for alcohol and tobacco, and drugs,
which was combined into drugs match PEGI (who uses only the drugs content descriptor for
all this content). This separation of the two descriptors could show that CERO to a larger
degree than PEGI sees a difference between how harmful it is for children to see alcohol and
tobacco as opposed to stronger substances (both illegal and legal).
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The findings from the analysis of the content descriptors have shown that PEGI uses content
descriptors more frequently than CERO, while both rating agencies assign the violence
content descriptor to the most video games. CERO gives more games the sex content
descriptor, as well as the unique CERO crime content descriptor. PEGI, on the other hand,
gives more games the PEGI-only online gameplay content descriptor, and the bad language
descriptor. For tables showing the number of times a specific content descriptor was used for
both rating systems, see subsection 13 of the appendix.

4.2

Content analysis of video games

To answer the second research question (“How might cultural differences and perceptions of
what is culturally acceptable be reflected in the ratings?”), this part presents the content
analysis of the 24 video games2 selected for this analysis as outlined in the methodology
chapter. Such an analysis could point to the differences and similarities in the rating bodies’
interpretations of what constitutes violent content, sexual content, and so on. The goal is to
attempt to understand which segments of the video games’ content influenced the censors’
and rating agencies’ decisions as to which age rating and content descriptors should be
assigned—and the consequent similarities and differences in such decisions between the two
rating systems.
The groups were chosen to illuminate different types of content and age ratings that could
show differences between the two systems. The rationale is that the rating bodies’ and
censors’ rating choices are expressions of what they consider to be culturally acceptable and
also, possibly, what is perceived as culturally acceptable more broadly in the society the
censors operate in. This part will outline the findings for each game in a single group, and
then present any commonalities between these games to show the differences in each of the
content and age rating groups between CERO and PEGI. First, the groups for video games
with differences in content descriptors will be presented and then the groups for video games
with differences in age ratings.
Video games will be presented with a degree (or seriousness) of violent, sexual, romantic
and/or criminal content. This is based on the author’s impression of the atmosphere and the

2

22 video games in actuality as two games were drawn twice (i.e., for two different groups: for example, once
for violence and once for games rated everyone by PEGI and 12 by CERO
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graphicness of the content. This impression is backed by description of the content. Also, the
length of all segments (or averages if a group is found to be very similar in content) found
during the one-hour segmentation and coding will be presented. This will show how much of
the video game is represented by the type of content the rating agencies chose to base their
rating on.

4.2.1
Violent content for PEGI, but none for CERO: nonrealistic violence and “violence is not the basis for rating”
This first group was large with 69 possible games, where the 10% sample lead to 7 games
being randomly selected. This already indicates that PEGI considers the violence they see as
inappropriate for all audiences in more games than CERO does, possibly indicating a cultural
difference in perceptions over what violent content is acceptable for even small children.
Broadcasting violent content to small children on television in Japan has already been shown
to be more acceptable than in Europe (Kaigo, 2017). The games were Batman: Arkham
Knight, Bravely Default, Dragon Age: Origins—Awakening, Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Z,
Golden Sun: Dark Dawn, Super Smash Bros. for Wii U and Transformers: Rise of the Dark
Spark (Artdink, 2014; Bandai Namco Studios & Sora Ltd., 2014; BioWare Edmonton, 2010;
Camelot Software Planning, 2010; Edge of Reality, 2014; Rocksteady Studios, 2015; Silicon
Studio, 2013;). The findings in this group will now be presented by going through the
findings in two groups based on the results. The violent content consisted of non-realistic
violence and a group where no conclusion could immediately be given, and where CERO was
contacted for an explanation.
Non-realistic violence
The length of violent content during the one-hour analysis for each game with non-realistic
violence averaged 22 minutes and 1 second, with 37 minutes and 39 seconds the longest time
spent on violent content. This shows that violent content was a large part of these video
games—almost half of the length analyzed. The degree of violent activity in the video games
with non-realistic violence was low to medium.
Examples of non-realistic violence can be found in Bravely Default (Algee, 2015; Silicon
Studio, 2013) where there is very little injury detail during fights, and many of the fights are
against animals such as cartoon-like snakes and leopards. All defeated characters disappear in
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a puff of smoke or appear uninjured after
a fight. For Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Z
(Artdink, 2014; Gameplayvids247, 2014),
the violence was also unrealistic with a
combination of fist fighting without injury
detail (no bruising, blood, viscera, or other
types of visible injuries) and energy
beams which do damage the characters’
health point bars, but do not cause visible

Picture 3: Non-realistic violence—Opponents punching
each other (Artdink, 2014; Gameplayvids247, 2014)

injuries. When a character’s health bar is depleted, the character lies down on the ground
without visible injuries and sometimes does not get up again. For Super Smash Bros. for Wii
U (Bandai Namco Studios & Sora Ltd., 2014; ZackScottGames, 2015), the violence is
performed in a mutually agreed setting where the fighting is done in a sport-like style for fun.
There is no deadly violence (even the firearms cause no visible harm) and defeated characters
simply fall out of sight of the screen. In Golden Sun: Dark Dawn (Camelot Software
Planning, 2010; Mikey’s Walkthroughs, 2014) there are fights against fantasy creatures to get
them on the player’s team. These fantasy creatures are not killed, there is no blood, injuries,
or viscera, and the characters do not show any signs of being in pain.
The video games and the content presented until now are the most common content in these
video games. However, there are some instances of darker atmosphere, which is the reason
these video games, as mentioned, have been given a degree of violent activity of low to
medium. In Transformers: Rise of the Dark Spark (Edge of Reality, 2014; TheRadBrad,
2014), robots kill robots. There is no blood or injuries as, being robots, the characters do not
bleed. However, the expression and atmosphere in this video game are slightly darker than the
other games, as they represent sides of an ongoing military-like conflict. In Bravely Default
(Algee, 2015; Silicon Studio, 2013), there are also darker themes, where a group of people try
to kill all members of a particular belief system, and the little girl antagonist attempts to kill
the protagonist group on several occasions. Two girls kill each other with their bare hands
while under the influence of an evil fairy (although the violence is not seen and only the two
little girls lying on the ground dead, without injuries, is depicted) and a fantasy being eats a
fairy—and, though it is not explicitly shown, one can hear her screaming and being chewed.
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The reason why these video games were not given a violence content descriptor by CERO is
probably that the level of violence seen is a level that they would consider acceptable. This
illustrates that non-realistic violence, also in the forms of minor, child-like and/or cartoon-like
violence does not receive a violence content descriptor by CERO. For PEGI, on the other
hand, it does receive a violence content descriptor (and a 12 rating) for “Depictions of nonrealistic looking violence toward human-like or animal-like characters” which is one of the
criteria used by PEGI to determine age rating and content descriptors (Pan European Game
Information, 2013, p. 33). This is supported by Kaigo (2017), who points out that there are
“comparatively lower concerns toward fictional violence in Japan—exemplified in Japanese
television for children such as animated cartoons (p. 21).” Yet, Kelly (2010) noted that the
Japanese rating organization was most concerned about violence, which would then go
against Kaigo’s observation for animated cartoons for television. It is, however, probable that
this concern for violence in video games is not toward cartoon violence, but specifically
toward more graphic and realistic violence, which would be supported by CERO’s concern
for adolescents when it comes to crime (Ashcraft, 2015; Cooper, 2017b).
“Violence is not the basis for rating”
The video games where the rating differences were not immediately explainable are Batman:
Arkham Knight (Batman Arkham Videos, 2016; Rocksteady Studios, 2015) and Dragon Age:
Origins—Awakening (Bioware Edmonton, 2010; Quietwreckplays, 2017). CERO stated that
violence was not part of the basis for their rating, without giving further explanation (CERO,
personal communication, October 26, 2018). The length of violent content during the onehour analysis for each game was 15 minutes and 48 seconds and 26 minutes and 7 seconds
respectively. This shows that between one fourth and half of these video games contain
violent content. The degree of violent activity in these video games was high.
Batman: Arkham Knight has a dark atmosphere with a plot in which Batman is seen having
hallucinations of his dead arch-nemesis, the Joker, who taunts and manipulates him. The
developers have stated that Batman does not kill anyone in this game, however, without
knowing this information, one could think he does: He runs over realistic hallucinations of the
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Joker with his car, and the American
video game rating organization
states that it is possible for the player
to shoot unarmed characters and a
hostage (Entertainment Software
Rating Board, n.d. a; Hernandez,
2015). Although the developers have
stated Batman does not kill anyone,
there are realistic depictions of the
Joker being burnt alive with him

Picture 4: «Violence is not the basis for rating»—The Joker
torturing Jason Todd (Batman Arkham Videos, 2016;
Rocksteady Studios, 2015)

screaming, and several scenes in which the Joker tortures Batman’s former sidekick, Jason
Todd. In these scenes, Jason Todd screams, tied to a chair, his body covered in blood with
more blood stains on the floor. He is ultimately shot in the head and dies at the hands of the
Joker (Batman Arkham Videos, 2016; Rocksteady Studios, 2015).
Dragon Age: Origins—Awakenings (2010) has a relatively dark atmosphere. There are large
amounts of quite realistic violence. The violence depicts realistic injuries and blood and often
results in death. The victims neither come back to life nor do their corpses disappear. The
bodies lie on the ground and, after a while, turn into skeletons. However, many of the victims
are not humans, but demons or human-like demons. The human characters whom the playable
characters fight are depicted as “bandits,” “mercenaries” and, therefore, viewed as having
done something wrong. Nevertheless, the “good” characters are also victims of violent actions
(Bioware Edmonton, 2010; Quietwreckplays, 2017).
It was difficult to ascertain what made CERO not give a violence content descriptor for these
video games. Their keywords for “Depictions of violence” mention “Depictions of blood” and
“Murder and causing harm,” which should have caused these games to be given violence
content descriptors (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). Several hypotheses
were put forth for the differences in rating for these two video games, which PEGI had given
violence content descriptors and age ratings of 16, while CERO had not given a violence
content descriptor for either. However, CERO’s age rating for both was similar to PEGI, as
CERO gave an age rating of 17 for both video games. Yet, Batman: Arkham Knight (Batman
Arkham Videos, 2016; Rocksteady Studios, 2015) was given a crime content descriptor and
no violence content descriptor, while Dragon Age: Origins—Awakening (Bioware Edmonton,
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2010; Quietwreckplays, 2017) was given a sex content descriptor and no violence content
descriptor by CERO.
The hypotheses set forth here are that the censors felt that most of the violence was not done
out of malice but to protect the other citizens depicted in these video games, and this
mitigated the violent nature of the behavior, or that the censors felt that the crime content
descriptor lead to the right rating, and no violence content descriptor was necessary to give
the rating they felt was appropriate (although other games have been given both descriptors).
The first hypothesis is supported by Kelly’s (2010) observation that killing for a purpose or
the greater good is generally seen as acceptable in Japan. It is also possible that there are
errors in the CERO database, as discussed earlier in the thesis. Specific to Batman: Arkham
Knight (Batman Arkham Videos, 2016; Rocksteady Studios, 2015), it is also possible that the
reason the violence descriptor is not applied to the product package is because Batman is seen
as a superhero by small children, is well known, and is a reassuring character they know will
“fix things in the end.”
After completing all the video games in the content analysis, CERO was contacted about the
lack of violence content descriptors in these video games and stated on a general basis that
their reasons for not giving a violence content descriptor were that it was not the basis for the
rating (instead they pointed to the crime and sex) (CERO, personal communication, October
26, 2018). This does not explain why they did not also apply a violence content descriptor, as
CERO has given other video games both crime and violence content descriptors (148 out of
the population of 1,321 video games) or both sex and violence content descriptors (108 out of
the population of 1,321 video games). However, it strengthens the hypothesis that, in the case
of these particular video games, the censors might have been more concerned with the final
age rating than describing the content in the video game for parents. This reaffirms that
CERO does not present an exhaustive list of content descriptors based on their criteria for a
video game. Instead, they are simply concerned with reaching what they consider the correct
age rating and making sure at least one type of content is listed on the packaging. However, it
is also possible that the lack of violence descriptor was based on the censors seeing most of
the violence as being reasonable as it was done in an attempt to create peace and stop evil acts
(Kelly, 2010).
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4.2.2

Violent content for CERO, but none for PEGI: red blood?

This next group was very small with a single possible game, Yu-Gi-Oh! Zexal World Duel
Carnival (Konami, 2014; SkyLawKing, 2016), which was then chosen for content analysis.
As discussed under “Statistics of the data material,” the fact that there was only one possible
video game where CERO had marked the packaging for violent content where PEGI had not,
shows that PEGI applies content descriptors for violence more than CERO. Although CERO
is said to be more concerned with violence than ESRB (Kelly, 2010), it seems that this either
does not translate to more content descriptors or that PEGI is even more concerned about
violence overall. The findings for this group will now be presented by going through the
video game before concluding about what was found.
In one hour, the violent content accounted
for 12 seconds. This is thus a video game
where violent content is a very small part of
the game. The degree of violent activity in
this game was low. The video game is a
card-type game based on a popular
Picture 5: Red blood? - Typical text on the cards in the
game (Konami, 2014; SkyLawKing, 2016)

Japanese comic book and cartoon series for
children. Some cards say, “Direct damage”

or “Monster is destroyed by battle,” but there are no animate characters present on screen.
Sometimes, a number of damage points appear or a card says, “destroy all monsters,” but no
animate characters are seen in these instances either. At the end of a game, the message “You
reduced your opponent’s Life Points to 0!” appears, but this does not correspond to what
happens to any animate character. The only instances of characters saying aggressive
statements outside the card battles are instances in one conversation where a character makes
threats such as “I will defeat Yuma and Astral… And then I will destroy the Astral World,” “I
shall destroy you and take your remains back to the Barian World in triumph! Prepare to be
defeated!” and “I would have to neutralize the threat that you pose. You’ll deeply regret
having brushed against the dark secrets of the Vetrix family!” (Konami, 2014; SkyLawKing,
2016). Although not seen during the one-hour content analysis, ESRB has rated the game for
“mild blood,” pointing to there being some violence against the animate characters at one
point (Entertainment Software Rating Board, n.d. c).
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It is not possible to say with any certainty why CERO gave this game a 12 rating. It does not
seem to follow how they rated for the games in the group above (Violent content for PEGI,
but not for CERO). It could be that CERO viewed the fact that the video game features a
character who threatens to destroy the world and take the corpses of some of the characters to
another dimension as requiring a violence content descriptor. This may point to a possible
inconsistency on CERO’s behalf. Consider, for example, Bravely Default (Algee, 2015;
Silicon Studio, 2013), in which the characters are threatened with complete genocide without
this being given a violence content descriptor. It could also be the scene which ESRB has
rated for “mild blood,” although PEGI did not give this a 12 rating or a violence content
descriptor, which one would expect they would base on their restrictive approach to violent
content in the previous video games analyzed above (Entertainment Software Rating Board,
n.d. c). However, if there are small amounts of realistic red blood in the video game, this
could be the reason for CERO marking this video game with a violence content descriptor. It
was shown earlier in this thesis that CERO is restrictive with showing realistic red blood, and
several video game developers have edited the blood in their video games to a different color
or in some way less realistic to circumvent this issue (Ashcraft, 2015; Cooper, 2017b; Kelly,
2010). A last hypothesis is that the violence content descriptor is a mistake and that the online
search database content descriptors for this game are a mistake.
In the end, it is not possible to say what the reason for this difference is based on one video
game. However, the hypothesis of realistic blood is the strongest based on previous literature.
As with the video games above with unexplained content descriptors, CERO was asked about
this video game after analysis, as there were no grounds to conclude on why this video game
was given a violence descriptor. They again said that the content was not the basis for the
rating, the rating judgment was the basis for rating, which did not help with the conclusion of
why this video game stands out from the rest (CERO, personal communication, October 26,
2018).

4.2.3
Sex for CERO, but none for PEGI: Nudity, sexualized
behavior, and sexual innuendo
This was, as was the case for “Violent content for PEGI,” a large group with 52 possible
games, where the 10% sample then lead to the random selection of five games. In contrast,
the group “Sex for PEGI, but none for CERO” did not contain a single game and is, therefore,
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not a group for this content analysis. This already indicates that CERO finds sexual content
that they do not see as appropriate in more games than PEGI does, possibly indicating a
cultural difference in perceptions of what sexual content is acceptable even for small children.
It was already presented in the literature review that Europe has a cultural tradition of being
more lenient toward sexual content than the United States, and it seems it is also the case that
they are more lenient than Japan (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013). The video games randomly
chosen for this group were Another World: 20th Anniversary Edition, Dragon Age: Origins—
Awakening, Freedom Wars, Hyrule Warriors, and Short Peace: Ranko Tsukigime’s Longest
Day (BioWare Edmonton, 2010; Crispy’s, 2014; DotEmu, 2014; SCE Japan Studio, Shift &
Dimps, 2014).
The length of sexual content during the one-hour analysis for each game in this group
averaged at 14 seconds, with 23 seconds the longest time spent on sexual content in a single
game. This shows that sexual content was not in any way a large part of these video games.
Also, the average number of sexualized characters (sexualized clothing, behavior, nudity, or
similar) was 11 characters in each game, with the largest number of characters with these
types of depictions being 16 characters (see subsections 7 and 11 of the appendix for the
definitions of content and the codebook where all types of sexualization coded for characters
are present). The degree of sexual activity in the video games in this group was low. The
sexual content consisted of nudity, sexualized behavior, and sexual innuendo.
Non-sexual nudity
Examples of non-sexual nudity can
be found in Another World
(DotEmu, 2014;
Achievement_King, 2013) where
human-like aliens bathing naked
could be seen for 19 seconds and in
Dragon Age: Origins—Awakening
(BioWare Edmonton, 2010;
Picture 6: Non-sexual nudity—"The Mother" with exposed
breasts (BioWare Edmonton, 2010; Quietwreckplays, 2017)

Quietwreckplays, 2017) where a
monster is naked with several sets

of exposed breasts.
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The reason CERO chose to give a sex content descriptor in these cases seems to be that they
view nudity regardless of the sexual nature of the nudity as sex and, therefore, this scene
received the sex content descriptor. This is confirmed by their keywords for “Depictions of a
sexual nature” where “Nudity” is mentioned (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization,
n.d.b). PEGI, on the other hand, does not consider mere nakedness enough to receive the sex
content descriptor, there has at least to be
words or pictures that may be sexually explicit but do not amount to
eroticism (a brief glimpse of a lady with bare breasts at a window or a brief
glimpse of a naked couple (not showing genitalia) getting into bed). The
sexual innuendo must be obviously relating to sexual intercourse/foreplay
and can consist of words and/or activity. This would cover instances in
which it is clear that sexual intercourse is taking place[,] but the
participants are out of view, under sheets[,] etc. The importance is sexual
connotation (Pan European Game Information, 2013, p. 34).
The fact that the video games depict nudity only in a form that is not intended to lead to
sexual activity means that no sex content descriptor is given.
The reason for this difference, therefore, seems to be in the perception of nudity without
sexual connotation. Although Kaigo (2017) noted that there is a permissible attitude toward
brief female nudity in Japan, the historical heritage is one in which bathing was not seen as
sexual before the mid-1800s. However, with the influences and wishes to conform that came
with the opening for trade with the West, laws against “bodily exposures” were introduced
(Allison, 1996, p. 163). As mentioned previously, it did not become permissible to allow for
judging filmic depictions of genitalia and pubic hair on an individual, artistic basis in Japan
until 1992, which shows their comparably stricter stance on bodily exposures to Europe
(Gerow, 2001; Sharp, 2011). It is probable that it is on the back of this cultural and historical
tradition that bathing can here be marked as a sexual element on the video game package.
Even in Europe, there are differences of opinion on what should be considered sexual, but
during the establishment of the European rating organization, the discussion ended on a
middle ground where mere bathing, as shown here, is not considered sexual. Europe is also
noted as being culturally more lenient to sexual content overall (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013;
Staksrud, 2013a).
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Sexualized clothing, nudity, and behavior
When it comes to sexualized
clothing and behavior,
examples can be seen in
Freedom Wars (SCE Japan
Studio, Shift & Dimps, 2014;
KyKiske7, 2016) where the
player could unlock bikinis
for their characters, control
Picture 7: Sexualized clothing, nudity, and behavior—Cia in a dress
showing exposed thigh, deep cleavage, and naked midriff (Omega Force
& Team Ninja, 2014; YTSunny, 2015)

the camera angle to see the
underwear of the characters,
while some characters

present with naked midriffs, short shorts, and cleavage (J2zon2591, 2014; Neogeno, 2014;
Rotten Cheese, 2014). In Hyrule Warriors (Omega Force & Team Ninja, 2014; YTSunny,
2015), one female character is dressed with one leg showing all the way up to the top of the
thigh, as well as having an exposed midriff and most of her breasts showing (but not the
nipples). She is also acting sexually both in walk and tone of voice. In Short Peace: Ranko
Tsukigime’s Longest Day (Crispy’s, 2014; GameOxo, 2015) underwear is shown, characters
walk around in lingerie with cleavage and naked thighs, and there is also a scene in which one
character is completely naked, though shadows and the character’s hair prevents her pubic
area and the large breasts (which appear to have no nipples) from being visible.
The reason for the differences between PEGI and CERO on whether sexualized clothing and
behavior should receive a sex content descriptor stems from the fact that mere innuendo
outside of a sexual situation would not give PEGI enough sexual content to warrant a sex
content descriptor. For PEGI, there needs to be at least “sexual innuendo […] obviously
relating to sexual intercourse/foreplay and can consist of words and/or activity” (Pan
European Game Information, 2013, p. 34). It seems that simply showing a bikini, wearing
little clothing, and swaying hips are not enough—if not directly connected to sexual
intercourse.
However, PEGI does have one assessment text with the wording “This is where the depiction
of nudity (including partial nudity) could result in sexual arousal or is shown as a prelude to
human sexual activity” (Pan European Game Information, 2015, p. 29). One would imagine
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that there are different views on whether someone walking around in lingerie or a costume
with the entire thigh, as well as both breasts exposed (excluding the nipples), could result in
sexual arousal. However, it seems that in PEGI’s views, this is not enough for a sex content
descriptor. On the other hand, CERO’s keywords for “Depictions of sexual activity” include
“Exposing underwear,” “Nudity,” and “Swimwear/costumes,” in addition to “Things that
make you think about sex,” which would mean that these video games would receive sex
content descriptors (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). The reason for the
differences on this type of sexual content also probably comes down to Europe being a region
with a lenient attitude to sexual content, while Japan seems to be less lenient than Europe
(Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).
Innuendo dialogue
Examples of innuendo include
Freedom Wars (KyKiske7,
2016; SCE Japan Studio, Shift
& Dimps, 2014) where a man
grabs a woman as prisoner and
says, “How about we take this
back to my place?” and Dragon
Age: Origins—Awakening
Picture 8: Innuendo dialogue—"Why don't we take this back to my
place?" (KyKiske7, 2016; SCE Japan Studio, Shift & Dimps, 2014)

(BioWare Edmonton, 2010;
Quietwreckplays, 2017) where

one of the main characters told “young Warden recruits […] tales of his prowess in both battle
and bed” hinting at sexual activity. This is, however, presented only in the form of written
text, showing nothing. Also, the text says that his wife visited him with their son, but the wife
became exasperated at his lack of seriousness and stopped coming. This indicates that he is
still married to his wife while having sexual relations with others. This points to sexual
innuendo as the reason for CERO using the sex content descriptor and PEGI not. This is
confirmed by the CERO keywords for “Depictions of a sexual nature” where “Adultery” and
“Things that make you think about sex” are mentioned (Computer Entertainment Rating
Organization, n.d.b). As mentioned for the previous video game, for PEGI, mere innuendo
outside of a sexual situation would not give PEGI enough to warrant a sex content descriptor
(Pan European Game Information, 2013). However, it can be argued that this is sexual
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innuendo (as it is dialogue and text hinting at sexual intercourse), although this apparently is
not enough for PEGI to apply a content descriptor for the video games (Pan European Game
Information, 2015).
The video games selected for content analysis for the group “Sex for PEGI, but none for
CERO” has now been presented and the findings showed similarities in all five games. The
commonality was nudity without major sexual activity and minor sexual innuendo (such as
tone of voice, manner of walking or hints at sexual conquests). This points to CERO seeing it
as not culturally acceptable to give this type of content an E (everyone) rating, while for PEGI
this type of sexual content is not seen as inappropriate for smaller children. However, an
interesting discrepancy is present in broadcasting, as Kaigo points out that there is a contrast
between the lenient attitude toward brief nudity and the strict laws toward graphic sex in
Japan on television (Kaigo, 2017). This was also backed up by the interviewees in Kelly’s
(2010) article, who stated that CERO was more concerned with violence than with sex. One
would assume that a lenient attitude toward brief nudity would result in CERO not giving out
the sex content descriptor more than PEGI if that was indeed the case. It then seems that there
is a different standard toward video games (in contrast to television) in Japan, or that “brief
female nudity” is of an even briefer nature than what is seen in this study (Kaigo, 2017, p.
21). Europe’s history of a lenient attitude toward sexual content is probably also a factor in
the differences here (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).

4.2.4
Love (CERO-only content descriptor): marriage and
embraces
There were only two possible video games in the group for the love content descriptor after
removing all games that had also received the sex content descriptor by CERO. The rationale
for removing those with the sex content descriptor was that it would be difficult to know what
content was classified as sex and what content was classified as love by the censors, as there
exists no public information besides the name of the content descriptor (“love”) to show what
type of content it includes. By using games with the love content descriptor, but not the sex
content descriptor, only two video games were left. The game, The Legend of Zelda:
Majora’s Mask 3D (Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2015) was randomly selected for
analysis.
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In one hour, the romantic content accounted for 5 seconds, making this a minimal part of the
video game. However, extra segments were found by searching for possible romantic activity.
Adding in these segments, the romantic content was found to account for 3 minutes and 57
seconds, which is still a very small portion of the video game. The level of romantic activity
in this game was generally
low. However, the
additional segments
contained one storyline
which was medium in
romantic activity. This
made the final activity
level around low to
medium. The game is not
based around romance, and
the main part of the game

Picture 9: Marriage and embraces—The two lovers hugging on their
wedding day (Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2015; Packattack04082,
2015).

contains no romantic events at all. However, there is one side quest where two people get
married. There are also instances of people talking about their partners during the one hour
analyzed for this game. The main romantic activity in this game comes from the quest in
which the player has to help a couple, as the boyfriend has gone missing. The couple talk
about each other with longing and want to be together. At the end of the quest, they exchange
what the game calls “wedding masks” in a room with a wedding dress, hug, and hold hands
(Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2015; Packattack04082, 2015).
No video game in the population of 1,321 video games received only a love content descriptor
(and no other content descriptors) from CERO. Also, only five out of 23 video games with the
love content descriptor did not also receive a sex content descriptor. This shows that the love
content descriptor is relatively linked to the sex content descriptor, though not so linked that it
is not possible for CERO to see romantic content in a video game that they see as not being
sexual. This game shows that the type of games that receive the love descriptor are games that
have to do with relatively romantic activity such as characters saying they miss their partner
and marrying that partner. This is only one game, however, and the only other game with love
in the selection is Tales of Hearts R (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014), in which a similar
event occurs where the main character tells another that he loves her, and they hug; that is the
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reason for the love content descriptor. This video game is detailed below in the group “Games
rated 12 by CERO and 16 by PEGI.”
Very little literature supporting why Japan would be more concerned with romantic content
than Europe has been found, and these hypotheses are, therefore, not very strong. It is
possible that, as Japan is a country with fewer common public displays of affection, watching
other people’s romantic activity is something that parents would not want their children to do
(Gagné, 2014). It is possible that, as this type of behavior is seen as private, it is viewed as
something one should not look at. There is some literature for film displaying how kissing in
Japan, here used as an example of romantic affection, was not shown on the big screen until
1946. At the time, this led to a discussion about whether it was “Japanese” or not to kiss.
Kissing had then “long [been] regarded by the Japanese as an act reserved solely for the
bedroom, if not indeed as something of an occult art” (Anderson & Ritchie, 1982, p. 176).
The characters kissing in this first film in 1946 were playing foreigners, and this was the only
reason the kiss was shown. It was argued that it was acceptable as kissing was an act
foreigners displayed when greeting each other, and in their role as foreigners, it could be
accepted (Anderson & Ritchie, 1982). This does not, of course, prove that this needs to be the
case in present-day Japan, but it is possible that this tradition of seeing kissing as belonging to
the private sphere as one of the reasons for the CERO system being more concerned with this
type of content than the PEGI system.
It is also possible, as is seen as the case for American ESRB, that romantic behavior is seen
as a stepping stone to sex. The “suggestive themes” content descriptor in the ESRB system
contain depictions of “characters flirt[ing] with each other or kiss[ing]” (Entertainment
Software Rating Board, n.d. b; Young, 2015). The fact that the descriptor is called
“suggestive” in the ESRB system then suggests something sexual, which means that romantic
content is seen in this system as suggesting sexual action. This could also be the case in the
Japanese system, which is based on the American system (Wolf, 2008).
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4.2.5
Crime (CERO-only content descriptor): Antisocial
behavior and disobedience of the law
For the crime group, 13 possible video games were present and with the 10% sample, this led
to one game, Tales of Hearts R (7th Chord, 2014), being chosen. The findings for this group
will now be presented by going through the video game before concluding about what was
found. As this group contains only one game, it is not possible to look at similarities between
video games in order to find any type of content that would repeat itself across games.
However, video games in other groups that also had the crime content descriptor were
compared against this video
game for similarities.
In one hour, the criminal
content accounted for about 8
minutes and 55 seconds, which
is a small part of the video
game. The level of criminal
activity in this game was
Picture 10: Anti-social behavior and disobedience of the law—Peridot
having kidnapped Kohaku and holding a knife to her throat (7th Chord,
2014; WishingTikal, 2014).

medium. In the course of the
one hour, there was one

kidnapping, one incident where a person seemed to be plotting to do something criminal, and
an instance in which a group of kids and a nun were violating a law forbidding singing and
were out after curfew (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014). Also, stealing is a part of the
game. A character can have a skill which enables them to steal from opponents during battles.
It was unfortunately not possible to find this during the walkthrough used for this content
analysis, and no images or video of this was found online, only mentions of the mechanic
(Thievery, n.d.). Also, online searches suggest that one of the characters blackmails people
into working for her (Ines Lorenzen, n.d.).
It is probable that stealing, kidnapping, and general disobedience of the law is what made
CERO give this game a crime content descriptor, though, without more games to compare it
to, this is just the crime in one single game. The two other games in other groups with the
crime content descriptor (detailed below in the groups “Games rated everyone by PEGI and
12 by CERO” and “Games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by PEGI”) are Parking Star 3D
(Easytech, 2014) and Need for Speed: The Run (EA Black Box, 2011). In these games, the
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player crashes their car into other cars without stopping or making amends (skipping out of
paying for damage), and in one of the games, the mafia and other contestants in an illegal
road race shoot at one of the contestants. The main character in Need for Speed: The Run also
steals cars (iGameplay1337, 2016; EightBitHD, 2013). This further strengthens the findings
for Tales of Hearts R (7th Chord, 2014) as it seems that the crime content descriptor is given
on the basis of general disobedience of the law and, in the words of CERO, antisocial
behavior (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). PEGI does not have a crime
content descriptor but does have “Glamorisation of crime” which states: “the depiction of
criminal acts could encourage the game player to think that ‘crime pays’ or has no negative
repercussions” (Pan European Game Information, 2013, p. 32). This would the video game a
violence content descriptor and a 16 rating. As discussed above, the fact that CERO has a
separate crime content descriptor while PEGI does not points to CERO being more concerned
about criminal activity than PEGI. PEGI seems more concerned simply with whether the
criminal behavior is glamorizing. This corresponds, as detailed above, to CERO being
established in part as a result of juvenile crime, and points to a cultural difference in how
acceptable it is for children to play games with criminal activity as a theme, with CERO
seeing this as less acceptable than PEGI (French, 1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber,
2015).

4.2.1
Games rated everyone by PEGI and 12 by CERO:
Antisocial behavior and disobedience of the law
This group consisted of seven games which, with the 10% sample, lead to one game, Parking
Star 3D (Easytech, 2014), being chosen for the content analysis. The findings for this group
will now be presented by going through the video game before concluding about what was
found. As this group contains only one game, it is not possible to look at similarities between
video games to find any type of content that would repeat itself across games.
The only content descriptor given to this game was the crime content descriptor by CERO,
and this is, therefore, what will be analyzed further. In 12 minutes (the length of the entire
walkthrough), the criminal content accounted for about 1 minute and 18 seconds, which is not
a large part of the video game. The level of criminal activity in this game was low. This is a
game in which the objective is to park a car. In the course of trying to park, the player can fail
by crashing into fences, other cars, and parking cones. This is not rewarded, and the player
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loses a token every time the
player crashes. If one loses
all tokens, the level starts
over again (EasyTech, 2014;
IGameplay1337, 2016)).
CERO seems to regard this
destruction of public and/or
private property as criminal
activity. The player does not
Picture 11: Anti-social behavior and disobedience of the law—Showing
car crashing into another parked car (Easytech, 2014; IGameplay1337,
2016)

immediately stop the car and
call or fix the destroyed

property but simply continues to drive, leading to a disregard toward common rules of how to
park and a type of reckless driving that could lead to dangerous situations (crashing into a
moving vehicle, for example).
As noted for Tales of Hearts R (7th Chord, 2014) in the “Crime” group (and below for Need
for Speed: The Run (EA Black Box, 2011)), not obeying the law is what made CERO give the
crime content descriptor. The crime content descriptor is given on the basis of general
disobedience of the law. This again is caused by CERO’s concern for crime, which stems
from juvenile crime being one of the reasons for establishing the rating organization (French,
1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber, 2015).

4.2.2
Games rated everyone by CERO and 12 by PEGI: Nonrealistic violence
This was a rather large group with 43 possible video games. The difference between the seven
games rated everyone by PEGI and 12 by CERO and the 43 rated everyone by CERO and 12
by PEGI points to a cultural unacceptability for PEGI censors to rate more games as suitable
for all audiences, while the culture in CERO sees it as more acceptable to give an E
(everyone) rating in more cases. The 10% sample resulted in 4 games being chosen: Excave
II: Wizard of the Underworld, Golden Sun: Dark Dawn, Knack, and The Legend of Zelda:
Ocarina of Time 3D (Camelot Software Planning, 2010; Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo,
2011; Mechanic Arms, 2015; SCE Japan Studio, 2013). The only content descriptors given to
these video games was violence content descriptor by PEGI, and this is, therefore, the only
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content that was analyzed for this group. The content found that led to the differences
between CERO and PEGI was non-realistic violence.
The length of violent content during the one-hour analysis for each game with non-realistic
violence averaged 17 minutes and 52 seconds, with the longest time spent on violent content
in Knack with 26 minutes and 8 seconds (SCE Japan Studio, 2013; GhostRobo, 2014). This
shows that violent content was a relatively large part of these video games. The degree of
violent activity in the video games with non-realistic violence was low to medium. The
violent content depicted consisted of non-realistic violence (or “cartoon violence”).
Examples of non-realistic violence could be found in Excave II: Wizard of the Underworld
(Mechanic Arms, 2015; Nintendoblueluigi, 2015) where the violence was not directed at
humans. The violence was also not realistic.
The protagonist could slash a wolf with a
sword, and there would be no wounds. It
would take several hits with the sword to
kill the wolf. The wolf would then
disappear in unrealistic, colored smoke. As
mentioned in the group “Violent content for
PEGI, but none for CERO,” Golden Sun:
Dark Dawn (Camelot Software Planning,
Picture 12: Non-realistic violence—Protagonist killing
rabbits (Mechanic Arms, 2015; Nintendoblueluigi,
2015).

2010; Mikey’s Walkthroughs, 2014), which
was randomly chosen for this group as well,

consists of fighting fantasy creatures to get them on the player’s team. These fantasy creatures
are not killed, there are no blood, injuries or viscera, and the characters do not show any signs
of being in pain. For another video game in this group, Knack (SCE Japan Studio, 2013;
GhostRobo, 2014), the main part of the gameplay is violence. However, the violence is not
directed toward anyone who is human (except for one instance when anti-aircraft fire barely
misses a plane with a human-looking character in it). Mostly, Knack (who is made of nuts and
bolts called “relics” in the game) destroys robots, insects, and goblins. Injuries or blood are
never shown, and the violence is not realistic. For the last video game in this group, The
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D (Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2011;
Packattack04082, 2017), violence is directed toward fantasy creatures such as skeletons,
mummies, animate plants. The game contains only a couple of instances of unrealistically
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colored blood, and the enemies disappear unrealistically when killed. The music and sound
effects are mostly cheerful and cartoon-like.
As noted for many of the games in the group “Violent content for PEGI, but none for CERO,”
non-realistic violence without visible injuries in a cartoon- or fantasy-like setting are probably
the reasons for the 12 rating for PEGI. This stems from “Depictions of non-realistic looking
violence towards human-like or animal-like characters” in the PEGI questionnaire giving a
video game a 12 rating (Pan European Game Information, 2013, p. 33). It would seem that
CERO does not consider unrealistic violence toward animal-like or human-like characters as
unacceptable enough for smaller children to warrant a 12 rating. Although Kelly (2010) noted
that CERO is concerned with violence, it seems that there is an acceptance specifically toward
cartoon violence for children (Kaigo, 2017).

4.2.3

Games rated 12 by PEGI and 17 by CERO: red blood?

This group contained five possible video games, with the 10% sample leading to one game,
Earth Defense Force 2025 (Sandlot, 2014), being chosen for content analysis. For the group
“Games rated 12 by PEGI and 18 by CERO” there were no video games, and this group was,
therefore, removed. The findings for the group “Games rated 12 by PEGI and 17 by CERO”
will now be presented by going through the video game before concluding about what was
found.
The only content descriptor given to this game was the violence content descriptor by PEGI
and CERO, and this is what will be analyzed further. The level of violent activity in this game
was medium to high. In one hour, the violent content accounted for 45 minutes and 41
seconds. The enemies are very large, and scenes show civilians fleeing from the giant aliens
while screaming and
pleading for their lives.
The game’s base
scenario is chaotic, and
the stakes are high. A
multitude of giant
hostile aliens arrives on
Earth to destroy all
humans. When the ants

Picture 13: Red blood? —Giant ant exploding, showing blood and pieces of
ant flying off (Sandlot, 2014; ShackD, 2014).
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explode, there is a red cloud that might be blood. The animal aliens do die from being shot
with heavy artillery, and some of the ants even are decapitated by it. The playable military
character and the other military characters do not bleed or get decapitated if they die or are
injured—the only sign of injury or imminent death is the health point bar becoming smaller. If
they die, they lie still on the ground not showing any injuries. However, some of the violence
is still quite gruesome. At one point, a swarm of the giant ants has some of the military men in
their jaws, with the military men screaming. Some of them are then thrown into the air by the
giant ants, and they fall to the ground again like ragdolls. The injuries to the humans are,
therefore, not completely realistic. As giant insect-like aliens do not exist, it is not possible to
know if bazookas and laser guns would kill them, but the violence toward the giant ants
seems more realistic than the violence toward the humans, as the insect-like aliens do die and
show some level of injury (Sandlot, 2014; ShackD, 2014).
The reason for the violence from the humans’ side must be said to protect their lives, other
humans’ lives, and the Earth. This might be said to be a noble and acceptable use of violence.
PEGI’s 12 rating is probably caused by the human characters not showing any obvious
injuries or blood. This meets the PEGI questionnaire’s “Depictions of realistic looking
violence of a minor nature on a human-like or animal-like character that does not result in any
obvious injury or harm (12)” from PEGI. The fact that “the victim does not show any
apparent harm or injury” is true for the humans in this video game. However, the PEGI rating
information states that “Depictions of realistic looking violence towards human-like or
animal-like characters (16)”. “It is not necessary for there to be any blood or gore” (Pan
European Game Information, 2013, p. 31). From this statement, one would have to conclude
that PEGI does not consider the alien insects “animal-like characters” or the violence
“realistic looking violence.” The information says that it is not necessary for there even to be
blood. This means that, even if they did not consider the red cloud as blood, as long as the
insects are considered animal-like and the violence is realistic looking, there should have been
a 16 rating. It is, therefore, possible that because the animals are insects, they are not regarded
as animals (a fly being killed in a game would probably not give the game a 16 rating no
matter how realistic the fly killing was, but realistically killing a goat might). The fact that
they are insects, combined with the unrealistic nature of the scenario (giant ants are not likely
to attack a person in real life) is probably also the reason for the 12 rating by PEGI.
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On the other hand, for CERO, the keywords “Depictions of blood,” “Depictions of
partitioning of bodies or damage to bodies,” “Depictions of corpses,” “Murder and causing
harm” and “Fear” are applicable. Including giant insects in these keywords also would mean
they would all apply. If not, “Depictions of corpses” and “Fear” are applicable (Computer
Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.). One does see military men falling to the ground and
not get up again, and civilians running and screaming “Don’t kill me” with mortal terror in
their voice as the giant insects or robots swoop down on them. It is also possible that this is
considered worse in Japan as it is very clear that this happens in Japan, and the concern for
the censors could have been that it would come off as more frightening to a Japanese
audience. Seeing giant alien insects swooping down over what could have been a Japanese
player’s apartment block would perhaps be viewed as more frightening. In the end, it is
difficult to say anything definitive about the reason for PEGI giving the game a 12 rating and
CERO giving it a 17 rating. However, the red blood cloud that appears when harming the
alien insects is quite possibly the strongest hypothesis for the why CERO gave this video
game an older rating than PEGI. As has already been shown, CERO is restrictive with
depictions of red blood in video games, while PEGI is more concerned with realism in this
case (Ashcraft, 2015; Cooper, 2017b; Kelly, 2010).

4.2.4
Games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by PEGI: realisticlooking violence toward humans and unique content descriptors
This was a larger group with 28 possible video games. The 10% sample meant that 3 games
were chosen for content analysis: Dungeon Siege III, Need for Speed: The Run and Tales of
Hearts R (7th Chord, 2014; EA Black Box, 2011; Obsidian Entertainment, 2011). For the
group “Games rated 12 by CERO and 18 by PEGI,” there were no video games present, and
the group was removed. The findings in the group “Games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by
PEGI” will now be presented by going through the findings in each video game before
concluding about any similarities between the games.

Dungeon Siege III
The only content descriptor given to this game was the violence content descriptor by PEGI
and CERO. This is what will be analyzed further. In one hour, the violent content accounted
for about 11 minutes and 22 seconds, suggesting that violent content is not the main content
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of the video game. The level of violent activity in this game was medium. There is a
considerable amount of violence done in a semi-realistic manner. There is very little injury
detail and no gore present, but there is some red blood. However, the flashy light effects mean
that the blood is not
very noticeable as
one’s attention is
drawn to the flashes of
light and other
graphical effects during
the battle. Also, the
combat is seen from
above, and the
characters are quite
Picture 14: Realistic-looking violence toward humans—Showing combat, the size
of the characters, and minimal amounts of blood below the character in the low
middle (Feldrin, 2015; Obsidian Entertainment, 2011).

small, making it more
challenging than in

other games to see detailed violence. Also to violence toward humans, there is violence
toward human-like fantasy creatures such as skeletons and mummies and large animal-like
fantasy creatures such as giant spiders. The enemies all die when they are hit, but then
disappear after lying on the ground for a few seconds. The whole story is marked by a war,
and a part of the random one-hour selection showed parts of a battle in this war. (Feldrin,
2015; Obsidian Entertainment, 2011).
The reason for the 16 age rating for PEGI is probably “Depictions of realistic looking
violence towards human-like or animal-like characters”:
This means violence where the character reacts as it would in real life. It is
not necessary for there to be any blood or gore. The characters must look
like humans or animals. If a character looks like a human, it should be
treated as human even if it is unrealistic (if something called a zombie or
any other name looks like a human it should be treated as human) (Pan
European Game Information, 2011, p. 57).
To receive the 12 age rating, the injury or killing must “react in a way that is not
representative of real life […and] the characters immediately disappear in a puff of smoke or
are otherwise so small that you really cannot see what exactly is happening” (Pan European
Game Information, 2011, p. 59). The characters are very small in the normal gameplay, but as
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it is possible to zoom in and not use magic, this would make the effects of the violence more
detailed, which is possibly what makes PEGI give a 16 rating (Papadopoulos, 2011). The
reason why CERO has given a 12 age rating is probably the combat showing the characters
from afar making the violence and the blood not as easy to see.
A conclusive explanation for the differences for this video game is hard to give, as there is
one video game with this combination of age ratings and content descriptor. It can be seen as
the opposite of Earth Defense Force 2025 (Sandlot, 2014; ShackD, 2014). This game also had
the violence content descriptor label by both PEGI and CERO, but where CERO gave the
higher rating and PEGI the lower rating. For this video game, the rating systems have
switched their positions. Dungeon Siege III is a video game with more realistic depictions of
violence toward humans, though with less use of red blood. This is the opposite of Earth
Defense Force 2025’s unrealistic depictions with more use of red blood (from aliens). It is
possible this is the difference, though it cannot be said with any certainty.

Need for Speed: The Run
The content descriptors given to this game was the violence content descriptor by PEGI and
crime content descriptor by CERO, and this is then what will be analyzed further. In one hour,
the violent content accounted for about 2 minutes and 3 seconds (2 minutes and 23 seconds
with the additional segments found after online searches) while the criminal content
accounted for the entire 60
minutes. This shows that the
violence is a small part of the
video game, while the
criminal element is a constant
element throughout the
gameplay. The level of
violent activity in this game
was low to medium while the
criminal activity in the game

Picture 15: Anti-social behavior and violence—Crashing into car in
front (EA Black Box, 2011; EightBitHD, 2013).

was medium. Although the
violence is shown, one cannot see any possible injuries to the victims. The game is a racing
video game where the race in question is an illegal street race. The violence consists of the
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contestants crashing into each other and other cars on the road. One cannot see the people in
the cars or any injuries resulting from the crashes. The crashes usually do not flip the cars or
make them drive off the road, they mainly just bulk, break glass, and so forth. In one instance,
the mob is after the main character, and they run to catch up with him while he runs to the
roof of a building. There is a high level of danger here, but the atmosphere is not very severe,
and there are no injuries to the main character from this. It is reminiscent of James Bond
movies in its look and feel. In another scene, the antagonist, Marcus, aims a gun through the
window of his moving car and aims at the protagonist, Jack. He misses, and Jack gets away,
although the shooting continues for some seconds after the first cut scene where Marcus
draws his gun (EA Black Box, 2011; EightBitHD, 2013).
The level of criminal activity is high. As mentioned above, the game is a racing video game
where the race in question is an illegal street race. This means that the entire game is a
criminal act, as the premise of the game in and of itself entails a crime. During the course of
the race, the contestants (including the character the player is playing) evade the police, listen
in on police scanners,
evade or destroy
roadblocks, and crash into
police cars (EA Black
Box, 2011; EightBitHD,
2013). The goal of the
character the player is
controlling is to defeat the
other 210 players and win
the street race. To do this, Picture 16: Anti-social behavior and disobedience of the law—Police chasing
contestants (EA Black Box, 2011; EightBitHD, 2013)

the player drives at speeds
over the allowed speed limit on regular roads and crashes into both other contestants and
random cars that happen to be on the road. The player also crashes into and destroys fences,
road railings, gates, and so forth. There is no way to progress in the game without competing
in the street race, though it is possible to minimize the number of fence crashes and car
crashes by being skilled at the game. There are also stages in which police or the mob shoot at
or after the player. Also, the cars used by the main character have all been stolen (EA Black
Box, 2011; EightBitHD, 2013).
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The reason for the differing ratings seems to be the violence. CERO has no content descriptor
for violence for this game, and the reason for their 12 rating is crime (the only content
descriptor used). This is consistent with their rating for Parking Star 3D (Easytech, 2014),
where car crashes also had a 12 rating. The gun violence, Marcus with bruises and cuts after
being beaten up, and being shot at by a helicopter was not enough to receive a violence
content descriptor from CERO. In contrast, PEGI’s sole content descriptor is for violence.
This made the game receive a 16 rating for “Depictions of realistic looking violence towards
human-like or animal-like characters” (which receives an automatic 16 rating) (Pan European
Game Information, 2011, p. 57). It is difficult to say exactly why CERO did not apply a
violence content descriptor to this video game. It seems like CERO’s concern for violence
may be for graphic and extreme violence, as noted by several gaming websites (Ashcraft,
2015; Cooper, 2017b, Kelly, 2010). This is not cartoon violence or non-realistic violence,
which would have made the video game receive a rating of E (everyone) from CERO. It
seems that realistic violence without blood or major injuries does not receive more than a 12
rating from CERO, while PEGI generally rates both unrealistic and realistic violence higher
than CERO (also evidenced by the rating of Dungeon Siege III above).

Tales of Hearts R
The content descriptors given to this game was the violence content descriptor by PEGI and
sex, crime, and love content descriptors by CERO. This is what will be analyzed further. In
one hour, the violent content accounted for about 7 minutes and 51 seconds, and the criminal
content accounted for the 8 minutes and 45 seconds. The romantic activity accounted for 0
minutes (1 minute and 52 seconds with the additional content), and the sexual activity
accounted for 4 seconds, while 12 characters had sexualized clothing, displayed nudity or
similar. This shows that neither romantic nor sexual content was a major part of the video
game. Particularly sexual and romantic content was a very small part of the game.
The level of violent activity in this game was low to medium, while the criminal activity in
the game was medium. The level of romantic and sexual activity was low. For violent content,
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there are fight scenes in which the
player battles enemies at regular
intervals with magic and melee
weapons (7th Chord, 2014;
WishingTikal, 2014). As
geeksundergrace.com says “Well,
it’s an RPG… […] Swords will
clash, characters will be thrown
around, and general fantasy

Picture 17: Realistic violence or not?—Screenshot showing the
combat (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014).

violence will [ensue]; however, there does not appear to be any blood or gore.” (M., 2014).
For criminal content, as mentioned for an above group, in the course of the one hour, there
was one kidnapping, one incident in which a person seemed to be plotting to do something
criminal, and an instance in which a group of kids and a nun were violating a law forbidding
singing and were out after curfew (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014) . Also, stealing is a
character skill which enables the character to steal for the player’s benefit during battles
(Thievery, n.d.). Also, online searches suggest that one of the characters blackmails people
into working for her (Ines Lorenzen, n.d.).
There was no
romantic activity in
the one hour selected
for content analysis.
However, online
searches discovered
three romances in the
game. These do not
appear to go any
Picture 18: Confessions of love—Main character confessing his feelings of love to
another character (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014).

further than handholding and the

characters telling each other they like one another (7th Chord, 2014; WishingTikal, 2014).
There are instances of people talking about marriage or mentioning their wives. For sexual
content, there are some characters with bare thighs and bare midriffs in ordinary non-sexual
situations, in addition to one comment about “womanly charms.” Toward the end, the player
can unlock swimwear and have their characters wear it while doing missions (7th Chord,
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2014; WishingTikal, 2014). Online searches backed up what was already found during the
one-hour content analysis, with geeksundergrace.com summarizing it as: “There is some lewd
humor; for example, a character is told to have
some “peanuts.” One skit shows Hisui and Kor
making comments that sound as though they
could be referring to a female character’s
breasts, only for their comments to truly be
aimed at bags of money. […] Kor makes a joke
Picture 19: Nudity – Swimwear (7th Chord, 2014;
WishingTikal, 2014).

about his nipples.” (M., 2014).

The reason for the 16 rating from PEGI is probably the fact that CERO does not regard the
violence as necessary to give a rating in this case (this game does not have the violence
content descriptor from CERO, only from PEGI). The type of violent content is similar to, for
example, Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Z (Artdink, 2014; Gameplayvids247, 2014) and other
video games where it was found that non-realistic violence did not prompt CERO to give the
video game a violence content descriptor. It is, therefore, logical that CERO would not apply
this content descriptor for this game either. This leaves the content CERO rated this game:
sex, crime, and love. It is inferred here that they seem to have concluded that scantily clad
women, sexual innuendo, stealing, and confessions of love were a 12 rating. For PEGI, the
only content that was rated was violence, and violence was, therefore, the only reason for the
16 rating. This means that, as shown in other games as well, PEGI gives higher ratings to
violence than CERO. PEGI’s decision on the rating is assumed to have been done on the basis
of either “Depictions of realistic looking violence towards human-like or animal-like
characters” stating “This means violence where the character reacts as it would in real life. It
is not necessary for there to be any blood or gore. The characters must look like humans or
animals” and/or “Sustained depictions of death or injury to human-like or animal-like
characters” stating “This means that all or the majority of the game-play relates to violence.
The characters must look like humans or animals” (Pan European Game Information, 2013, p.
31). Combat is a part of the gameplay, although the injuries are not realistic alongside what
would happen in the real world (being stabbed with a sword ten times, for example, would not
leave one uninjured and in fighting condition). One does not see many people die neither (the
combat does not show death). PEGI has ruled here that, even though the violence is not
realistic (even disregarding the blood), it is realistic enough or sustained enough (at least in
some places) to warrant this 16 rating. It is, of course, possible that there is something in this
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game (as it is a 40+ hours game) that was not detected by the online search nor the selection,
though it is assumed that online conversations concerning the inappropriate content in the
video game would mention the most graphic parts of the game.
This game is quite similar to Freedom Wars (KyKiske7, 2016; SCE Japan Studio, Shift &
Dimps, 2014) in an above group in that CERO has rated for sex and crime while PEGI has
rated for violence3 and the age ratings were 12 for CERO and 16 for PEGI. The similarities in
these games are that PEGI sees the violence as less acceptable for higher ages than CERO,
while CERO is more concerned with sex and crime than with violence. This supports the
assumption that the violence that CERO is concerned with is extreme and graphic violence, as
noted by gaming websites (Ashcraft, 2015; Cooper, 2017b). Crime is also one of the concerns
CERO was established on, so the stealing, kidnapping, and violating of laws are, therefore,
elements that will cause the agency to apply a crime content descriptor to the video game
(French, 1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber, 2015). The game is also similar to
Freedom Wars with regard to sexual content in that both video games contain swimwear as
rewards and some lewd humor. The fact that Europe is seen as a region with lenient attitudes
toward sexual content is possibly the reason for the differences here (Dogruel & Joeckel,
2013). This game shows that the type of games that receive the love content descriptor are
video games that have to do with relatively low levels of romantic content such as confessions
of romantic love and hugging a romantic interest or partner. This is only one game, but in the
group “Love,” another game with a love content descriptor was analyzed. In The Legend of
Zelda: Majora’s Mask 3D (Grezzo & Nintendo EAD Tokyo, 2015; Packattack04082, 2015), a
similar event in which the main character tells someone they miss their partner and marrying
that partner is the reason for the content descriptor. As has been elaborated on earlier, it is not
possible to say with any certainty why CERO rates for romantic content, but two
hypotheses—either this is seen as private activity that children should not watch or as a
stepping stone to sexual activity—have been proposed (Anderson & Ritchie, 1982;
Entertainment Software Rating Board, n.d. b; Gagné, 2014; Young, 2015).
The video games selected for content analysis for the group “Games rated 12 by CERO and
16 by PEGI” have now been presented, and the findings showed similarities to other groups.
In one instance, it is the realistic violence that receives an automatic 16 from PEGI, while a
12 for crime from CERO. In another, it is the difference between whether the video game
3

Although CERO also had a violence content descriptor for Freedom Wars
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could be said to be non-realistic violence without visible injuries in a cartoon- or fantasy-like
setting (former groups show this would achieve E by CERO and 12 by PEGI) or realistic
violence (16 by PEGI). In the third, it is the difference between being more concerned with
violence versus sex and crime. This group shows three different types of content already
discussed in earlier groups that are responsible for different ratings based on the differing
judgment of the content by PEGI and CERO.

4.3

Summary

This chapter has endeavored to answer the two research questions for this study: “What are
the differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO?” and “How might cultural
differences and perceptions of what is culturally acceptable be reflected in the ratings?” It has
shown that the differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO are small when it
comes to age ratings but that PEGI is slightly more concerned with the younger age classes
while CERO is slightly more concerned with the higher age classes. This can be explained by
CERO being established to focus on juvenile crime, which is directed at teenagers (French,
1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000; Schreiber, 2015). CERO uses the content descriptors for
violence, crime, and sex the most, while PEGI uses the content descriptors for violence,
online gameplay, and bad language the most.
The content analysis has shown that there are differences in how CERO and PEGI rate based
on differences in what types of content are seen as more or less culturally acceptable to
expose children to. It found that PEGI censors gave content descriptors and higher age ratings
to non-realistic violence without visible injuries than CERO. This was supported by Kaigo
(2017) who noted that Japan was less concerned with cartoon violence toward smaller
children than the United States and Europe. CERO, on the other hand, gave content
descriptors and higher age ratings to nudity, minor sexual innuendo, and swimwear and/or
underwear than PEGI. This can be explained by Europe’s lenient attitude toward sexual
content, while CERO is somewhere between the United States and Europe in this regard
(Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013).
Also, CERO also had the unique content descriptors for crime and love that were part of the
content analysis. The fact that CERO had these descriptors in their system points to this type
of content being something CERO censors are concerned with, and the content analysis has
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shown that the type of content present in video games are actions of disobedience of the law
(kidnapping, illegal road races, scratching parked cars, being outside after curfew) and
depictions of romantic dialogue, romantic confessions, and weddings. As stated above, CERO
was established to help combat juvenile crime, and this is suggested as the reason for the
concern with crime in video games. PEGI censors are concerned only with whether the
criminal activity could be seen to be glamorizing, and this is put under the violence content
descriptor (PEGI, 2013). When it comes to romantic content for CERO, two hypotheses have
been proposed: This content can be seen either as a stepping stone to other sexual activity or
as a private activity that should, therefore, not be watched (Anderson & Ritchie, 1982;
Entertainment Software Rating Board, n.d. b; Gagné, 2014; Young, 2015).
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5 Discussion and critique
As shown in the previous chapter, the European rater, PEGI, applies violence, online
gameplay, and bad language content descriptors the most, which indicates that these are types
of content they are most concerned with and/or that these types of content appear most
frequently in video games. However, as the Japanese rater, CERO, applies the violence, crime
and sex content descriptors the most, the results show that it is not simply the frequency of
content that is represented in the information available as a result of the rating process. If that
were the case, PEGI and CERO should have the same content descriptors as their most
applied descriptors. This means that at least part of the reason for the most frequently applied
content descriptors lies in what type of content the two rating systems are the most concerned
with. They also differ in at what age it is appropriate for children to see different types of
content. PEGI was more concerned with not showing cartoon violence to young children,
while CERO was more concerned with not showing nudity, minor sexual references, and
crime to children.
The surprising part of the results is the fact that the love content descriptor contained very
minor romantic content, as well as the fact that CERO appears to be less systematic in their
rating assessments than PEGI. This is shown through video games where large amounts of
violence were not given a content descriptor for violence (Batman: Arkham Knight
(Rocksteady Studios, 2015) and Dragon Age: Origins – Awakening (BioWare Edmonton,
2010). This is despite the fact that the agency has been shown through a previous study – and
also in this analysis – to be quite concerned about realistic and unnecessary violence (Kelly,
2010). This study found, also backed up by previous literature, that CERO is less preoccupied
with non-realistic/cartoon violence than PEGI (Kaigo, 2017). However, for Yu-Gi-Oh: Zexal
World Carnival (Konami, 2014), their decision is also exactly the opposite than for the other
video games in that the video game contains very small amounts of violence and CERO still
gave a violence content descriptor. CERO thus appears to be less consistent in their
evaluation of video games. There also seems to be a contradiction in Japan between the
acceptability noted in previous literature of brief, female nudity with the fact that Dragon
Age: Origins – Awakening (BioWare Edmonton, 2010) has been given its age rating on the
sole basis of sexual content (which consists of a monster with exposed breasts), even though
the video game consists of quite a large amount of relatively realistic violence (Kaigo, 2017).
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It is, however, possible that the author’s Nordic view here clouds the results, and that CERO’s
rating assessments would not seem less systematic to a Japanese researcher.
This leads us to the question: How are cultural differences and perceptions of what is
culturally acceptable reflected in the ratings? As discussed in the section “Presentation of
CERO and PEGI rating systems,” the two systems represent their purpose for the rating of
video games slightly differently (Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011; Pan
European Game Information, 2015). PEGI focuses more on providing information to parents
and children, in addition to regulating risk (in their text aimed at online gameplay) and
stopping distribution or promotion of video games that “offend human decency” (Pan
European Game Information, 2015, p. 34).” This shows that, even though PEGI to some
extent build their rating system on information to caregivers and risk regulation, cultural
factors such as norms are also incorporated into their regulation. The regulation of video
games in the European system is thus built on information, risk and culture.
CERO, on the other hand, focuses to a greater degree on the ethical standards of society and
does not mention management of risk and harm (Computer Entertainment Rating
Organization, 2011). For CERO, it seems that what is culturally acceptable is the main force
behind the rating system. However, as shown by Kelly (2010), the rating organization was
established after media criticism in which the effects of video games were suspected of
possibly leading to increased crime and other antisocial behavior. This shows that CERO is
also established on the back of risk management, but on a different type of risk management
than that of PEGI: CERO is seen as protecting the society from the individuals who play
video games, whereas PEGI is seen as protecting the individuals who play video games
themselves from risk and harm. This could be supported by the difference in collectivist
versus individualist views. Stoltzfus (2014) and Minamizono (2007) show that Japan is also
more inclined to restrict freedom of expression of an individual to benefit a group of citizens
more so than Europe.
If one takes this discourse to a slightly higher level: Why do CERO and PEGI rate video
games and what does this mean for the larger picture? CERO and PEGI rate video games to
protect children (and society) from certain types of content (depending on the child’s age).
The protection is argued both in terms of content seen culturally as negative and/or
problematic and in terms of perceived or research-based risks and harms (Computer
Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011; Kelly, 2010; Pan European Game Information,
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2015; Staksrud, 2013a). The culturally problematic content is also often seen as and argued as
being a risk to the child, exemplified through moral panics regarding video games (Cohen,
1972; Drotner, 1999; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). However, as discussed in the section
“Child safety and risk regulation,” EU Kids Online has shown that not all risk leads to harm
and that risk can lead to resilience. This, in turn, can be helpful for children as they become
better equipped at dealing with future risks so that they have a greater chance of avoiding
harm from risk in the future. This does not mean that one should ignore risk and harm
completely. It is still important to protect children from harm, and the precautionary principle
is useful in protecting children (Livingstone et al., 2012; Livingstone et al., 2018). However,
it is important to discuss whether avoiding risk without any reference to research should be
how the rating systems are constructed. Rather, risks found through research to lead to
frequent harm should be what builds the rating systems, if the argument for the rating systems
is to prevent children from experiencing and being affected by this harmful content. The
rating organizations did not have any information available showing what types of
considerations and expertise lay behind their assessment choices, which is also concerning
with regard to transparency. However, from the information that is available about the
discussions during the establishment of PEGI, it is clear that it is based not only on experts’
scientific recommendations, but also on the cultural preferences of the country representatives
(Staksrud, 2013a).
Why, then, does it matter that different rating organizations have different concerns about
different types of video game content? If one restricts content for children based on risk
assessments without this being based on risk and harm, but on cultural standards, one restricts
possibilities for the child’s development and growth, as well as the child’s freedom of
expression without this being based on harm to children. Also, at least in CERO's case, some
restrictions also affect adults as developers make cuts and changes to their video games based
on CERO's refusal to classify certain types of content (Black, 2009; Computer Entertainment
Rating Organization, n.d.b; Livingstone et al., 2012; Livingstone et al., 2018). It is not then
simply a question of the freedom of expression of the child, but also the freedom of
expression for the child as it grows. With a system which performs cuts to video games, the
child will never grow up to be able to play the game, as the restrictions also affects others. It
restricts the freedom of expression for both the developers who self-censor their video games
to fit into CERO's standards, and also the freedom of expression of adults, as the cuts and
changes to the video games also affect adults wishing to play these video games (Kain, 2014;
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Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013; Wiemker, 2012). The difference in how
different regions view freedom of expression comes into play here, where Japan’s
collectivistic roots means that it would be more acceptable to restrict the freedom of
expression of a single individual if this were to benefit the group as a whole – the collective
harm to the group would trump the right to freedom of expression for the individual. This
would be less acceptable in Europe, though hate speech is one behavior that would lead to
restriction also in this region (Bleich, 2013; Douglas-Scott, 1999; Minamizono, 2007;
Stoltzfus, 2014)
Why not simply buy another version of the video game in a region where it has not been
changed? As shown earlier, this is not always possible, both because of regional lockout
(where video games cannot be played outside of the territory in which it was made to be
played) and because of the new process of self-censorship set in practice lately by some video
game developers and publishers (where the changes are made during development to suit all
rating agencies in all the countries/territories where the video game is expected to be released)
(“Corresponding”, 1997; Diño, 2017; Oxford, 2018; “Regional lockout”, n.d.; “Regions”,
n.d.; Yin-Poole, 2013). This is not the case for PEGI, as they make no changes or cuts to the
video games and never refuse to classify video games (Staksrud, 2013a). However, the topic
of freedom of expression and video game rating is still relevant within the European region as
the choices of other rating organizations elsewhere in the world have effects on the content in
video games released in Europe. This was touched upon above and also noted earlier in the
thesis with the example of the restrictions imposed by Australia on the video game South
Park: The Stick of Truth (Obsidian Entertainment, 2014), which also affected the European
version of the video game and Germany’s restrictions on Last of Us (Naughty Dog, 2013)
(Kain, 2014; Yin-Poole, 2013).
The change from state regulation to self-regulation has led to systems in which the choice of
what type(s) of content the children should be exposed to has changed from the state to the
parents. In the end, the control of the risk and harm is, therefore the parents’ responsibility.
This can be seen as institutionalized individualization (Staksrud, 2013a). Risk is no longer
regulated by legislation but through rating systems such as PEGI and CERO who use their
policy principles to inform parents, who again are expected to make the best choice for their
children. It can be questioned whether all parents have the means and the knowledge to make
this choice, even with the best possible advice. However, the rating organizations lack
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transparency regarding which kinds of choices are behind their recommendations and as the
regulation of risk is not necessarily based on research into what constitutes harm to children.
This makes it even more questionable whether parents can be expected to make a satisfactory
choice about what type of content is appropriate and without harm for their child.
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6 Conclusion
The research questions put forward at the beginning of this thesis were:
What are the differences in video game ratings between PEGI and CERO? How might
cultural differences and perceptions of what is culturally acceptable be reflected in the
ratings?
To answer these research questions, lists of video games rated between 2010 and 2016 were
acquired from the Japanese rating organization, CERO, and the European rating organization,
PEGI. These lists were compared against each other and a population of 1,321 video games
that could be confirmed to have been released and rated by both organizations in this time
frame was analyzed through descriptive statistics. These statistics then showed the differences
in the way the two agencies rated for age and content descriptors (icons on the product
packages showing possible inappropriate content). Further, a qualitative content analysis was
done on a sample of 22 video games (used for 24 content analyses) in four groups with
emblematic differences: 1) games rated “everyone” in one system and “12” in another system,
2) games rated “12” in one system and an older rating in another system, 3) games with
different content descriptors, and 4) games with unique content descriptors. The results of this
made up the findings for this thesis.

6.1.1

Main findings

The findings show that PEGI and CERO differ in their ratings of video games. Where PEGI is
slightly more concerned about the ages from birth to the pre-teen years (ages 0-12), CERO is
slightly more concerned about the teenage years (ages 12-18). This can be explained by
looking back at CERO’s founding, where the argument for stopping juvenile crime was one
of the reasons for the rating system’s establishment (French, 1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles,
2000; Schreiber, 2015). PEGI seems to be most concerned about violence and bad language,
while CERO is more concerned about sex and crime. This supports the view that there are
cultural differences in what is acceptable.
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6.1.2

Main findings: Violence

However, the fact that CERO does not have violence on top of their content rating list of
concerns is not the entire truth, as it has been shown through Kelly’s interviews (2010) and
the information on their webpage that CERO refuses to classify some video games and is very
concerned with extreme content. This happens particularly for extreme violence
(dismemberment, large amounts of blood, and “unnecessary” violence) (Ashcraft, 2015;
Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b; Cooper, 2017b; Kelly, 2010). On the
other side, PEGI rates video games with the violence content descriptor more, and this is
often types of violent content that has a child-like or cartoon-like atmosphere. This shows that
both organizations are concerned about violence, but PEGI is more concerned about violence
aimed at the youngest children than CERO, who chooses not to inform about this type of
violence through content descriptors on the product. Moreover, CERO is more concerned
about the most extreme forms of violence than PEGI, choosing to refuse classification for
video games containing the most extreme forms, leading to edits such as green blood, or
scenes with fade-to-black for the Japanese versions of video games, while PEGI gives only
the most extreme forms its highest rating while still not refusing classification for any type of
content (Ashcraft, 2015; Kelly, 2010; Makuch, 2015; Staksrud, 2013a).

6.1.3

Main findings: Sex

The results for sexual content show that CERO is more concerned about sex in video games
than PEGI. This means that CERO would be somewhere between the high concern for sex by
American ESRB and the lesser concern for sex by European PEGI. This is inferred by Kelly’s
(2010) findings that the Japanese system focuses more on violence than on sex in comparison
with the American system. The fact that this thesis has shown the Japanese system to be more
concerned with sex than the European system means that Japan’s concern for sexual content
would fall somewhere between the United States and Europe.
That CERO rates more video games with the sex content descriptor than PEGI seems to be
explained by the circumstance observed by Dogruel and Joeckel (2013): Europeans are more
accepting of partial nudity and sexual content than Americans. In this thesis, the Europeans
are also shown to be more accepting of this type of content than the Japanese. However, it is
possible that this is not acceptance, as Kaigo (2017) points out that Japan is forgiving of brief
female nudity, but rather that it is a question of whether this type of nudity is considered
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sexual and needs a sexual content descriptor. Allison (1996) discusses how Japan changed
their laws and attitudes toward public bathing and nursing in the mid-1800s as a result of
Western influences. Before this time, it is probable that partial nudity would not have been
considered sexual in Japan. Europeans differ in their opinions of nudity as sexual, but the
PEGI system has landed on a middle ground and chosen not to include what they call nudity
in a “non-sexual context” in their assessment of sexual content (Dogruel & Joeckel, 2013; Pan
European Game Information, 2015, p. 33; Staksrud, 2013a). The video game Another
World—20th Anniversary Edition (DotEmu, 2014) is a good example of this difference in
sexual content between CERO and PEGI. In this video game, the depiction of human-like
aliens’ nude bodies from behind while bathing has been given the sex content descriptor by
the Japanese, but not by the Europeans.

6.1.4

Main findings: Love

When it comes to the two content descriptors unique to CERO and not used by PEGI, the first
presented here, love, has been shown to be used for talking to romantic partners, confessing
feelings of love, and depictions of weddings and marriage. One hypothesis is that this is seen,
in the same way as for ESRB in the United States, as a stepping stone to more sexualized
content (Entertainment Software Rating Board, n.d. b; Young, 2015). As Dogruel and Joeckel
(2013) point out, Europeans generally do not see fully clothed adults kissing as “relevant for
coding for sexuality” (although arguments on what is considered sexual exist within Europe
on this as well) (Staksrud, 2013a). Another hypothesis as to why this type of behavior is seen
as needing its own content descriptor is that the Japanese culture is a culture with very little
public display of affection, and intimate acts such as kissing or hugging in public are looked
down upon. This again could make some Japanese wary of showing this type of behavior to
their children, though no literature confirming this for video games, only historical accounts
for film, has been found, and this is thus only a hypothesis (Anderson & Ritchie, 1982;
Gagne, 2015).

6.1.5

Main findings: Crime

For the other content descriptor unique to CERO and not used by PEGI, crime, the results
show that this is used for general disobedience of the law and “antisocial behavior”
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.b). Crime seems to be of a larger concern
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for CERO as this type of content has received its own content descriptor, while PEGI has no
such descriptor. As mentioned above, crime is also one of the reasons CERO was established,
to help counteract a rise in juvenile crime (French, 1999; Kelly, 2010; Rawles, 2000;
Schreiber, 2015). However, this does not mean that PEGI does not at all consider crimes as
relevant content to inform parents about. One of the criteria for the violence content descriptor
is glamorization of crime and detailed descriptions of techniques that could be used in
criminal offenses. Also, violent acts that would certainly be considered as a crime (such as
driving over pedestrians) are added under the violence content descriptor and given high age
ratings (Pan European Game Information, 2013). The fact that CERO has made a separate
crime content descriptor, however, indicates that they are more concerned about the antisocial
and criminal elements of these behaviors.

6.1.6

Theoretical implications

The theoretical framework used for this thesis is institutionalized individualization as
theorized by Beck and developed for media and children by Staksrud, as well as the EU Kids
Online framework which frames risk, harm, and opportunity for children in their meeting with
media (Staksrud, 2013a; Livingstone et al., 2012; 2015). Also, moral panics have been
discussed as providing context in which self-regulation and various types of censorship can be
better understood (Cohen, 1972; Drotner, 1999; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013). The selfregulating rating systems of CERO and PEGI represent the institutions in this framework,
where the individual (here the caregivers) are left the responsibility of deciding what video
games are appropriate for their children, based on information from these institutions. This is
thus an example of institutionalized individualization.
The rating systems have a great responsibility. Their choices ultimately have implications
both for censorship and for freedom of expression, as regulation and self-censorship can be
seen based on the self-regulatory systems. In some cases, legislation (sometimes based on
moral panics) can also be suggested based on these systems, meaning that this also has
implications for censorship based on legislation (Minamizono, 2007; Staksrud & Kirksæther,
2013). It has implications for self-censorship as developers edit their video games to fit into
multiple self-regulatory system’s criteria if they publish internationally, which has
consequences for the restriction of content for children, but also adults (Black, 2013; Cooper,
2017a; Cooper, 2017b; Wiemker, 2012). Their lack of transparency is, therefore, an issue as
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something that restricts freedom of expression. As risk is not only scientifically proven but
perceived and socially constructed, it is important to study these regulatory organizations as
this has cultural implications, as well as implications for risk and harm (Computer
Entertainment Rating Organization, 2011; Pan European Game Information, 2015; Staksrud,
2013a). As the EU Kids Online project found, risk does not equal harm. This means that
regulating on the basis of something that does not equal harm, has implications for freedom of
expression (Livingstone et al., 2012; Livingstone et al., 2018). Also, as these regulatory
organizations apply culturally problematic content to their assessment criteria, this restricts
freedom of expression without a basis in risk or harm. As these regulatory bodies operate in a
field where there is little evidence and where moral panics can sway opinion, it is important
for them to be transparent (Staksrud, 2013a; Staksrud & Kirksæther, 2013).
As mentioned in the introduction, it had been shown for the American ESRB that the agency
used unknown criteria to assess video games because the absence of a content label did not
mean that the content was not present (Haninger & Thompson, 2004; Thompson & Haninger,
2001; Thompson et al., 2006). This study of PEGI and CERO has found a similar pattern.
Both PEGI and CERO do not present exhaustive content labels, but labels based on their
criteria (CERO, personal communication, October 26, 2018; Pan European Game
Information, 2015). For CERO, these criteria are very non-transparent, while the background
for both systems’ assessment criteria is also non-transparent. The questions of how and what
defines the content, how the content descriptors and age ratings are given, and last but not
least, on what basis and by whom are the assessment criteria created are not clear. This has
implications for freedom of expression, self-regulatory transparency, and effectiveness, as
these unclear criteria make developers change and edit video games, and are being used to
inform parents, who ultimately have to make choices for their children based on these criteria
and the video games that have been edited because of them. This thesis recommends more
transparency for the self-regulatory bodies on the type of content criteria used and the basis
for these criteria. This will enable better research, better policy recommendations, and a more
transparent and straightforward environment for parents who ultimately have to make choices
about their children’s video game consumption.
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6.1.1

Limitations

The limitations of this study lie mainly in the fact that one ideally would have had a larger
sample size and time to look at more video games. As this was a qualitative content analysis,
sample size, and so forth is not as important because it is not as possible to generalize to other
places, but in this case, it could have been possible to be more certain about the
generalizability within the population by having a bigger sample size and coding more video
games. However, the coding done for this thesis alone took four months to complete (22
video games), and a larger sample size was thus not executed due to time restrictions. A
sample size of around 46 video games to get a sample size of at least 20% of the video games
would be preferable (which would have taken more than half a year to accomplish), and a
larger sample size than this again would have been even better.
In addition to the sample size being one part that could be improved, another is the fact that
the study would have benefited from having interviews with censors and different people who
are experts on the topic of video game ratings (such as journalists and bloggers who write
about video game regulation/rating, safety NGO representatives, and e-safety consultants).
This would have helped as these people would have been able to comment on how they view
the rating by the organizations and what they see as the reasons for the way the organizations
rate. However, the time limitation on the thesis meant that it would not be possible to achieve
this, but this is suggested as one part for further research. In addition to the time limitation,
some of the informants who would have been most helpful to talk to (such as the censors of
PEGI and CERO), are difficult to contact and, moreover, the likelihood of being able to
interview these individuals would not have been great, as shown when discussing the
transparency of these rating organizations.
It was difficult to verify CERO’s ratings. After manually comparing the lists from PEGI and
CERO to find all video games released in both regions between 2010 and 2016, as mentioned
in the appendix, this author became aware of stark differences. In communication with
CERO, it became clear that there were indeed errors in their database, which they corrected
after these were pointed out. However, this meant that the other ratings could also contain
errors. Shown in the methodology section and the appendix, this author made every possible
effort to confirm the ratings of the video games by checking against other websites. The video
games that could not be ascertained with a high degree of certainty to be correct were
removed. However, it is still possible these errors existed on the websites where the extra
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checks were made as well, and that these errors, therefore, were not discovered through
further checks. This is a limitation of this study, as it is a small possibility that some of the
differences between PEGI and CERO are a result of errors in the CERO database, and not
because of actual differences in ratings.
It might also have been more advisable to have made a sample selection only from the video
games that had the same content descriptors from both rating bodies, though different age
ratings when looking at the groups “Games rated 12 by CERO and 16 by PEGI,” “Games
rated 12 by PEGI and 17 by CERO,” “Games rated everyone by CERO and 12 by PEGI,” and
“Games rated everyone by PEGI and 12 by CERO.” That way the content descriptors would
have been a constant, and one could have tried to look into what elicited the differences only
on age ratings. With the current results where the sample selection was made only from
different age ratings without taking into account whether the video games had the same
content descriptors, it is sometimes not possible to account for exactly what content within
one specific content descriptor gave the different age ratings, as sometimes the age difference
is caused by different types of content descriptors. In some cases, a difference in the type of
content that is seen as responsible for the age rating may have been responsible for the
difference in age ratings, and not differences in how the same type of content is viewed.
One of the reasons the sample selection was not executed in this way was that the number of
video games with the same content descriptors but with different age ratings was small. It
would also not have been possible to incorporate the content descriptors unique to CERO in
this content analysis, as these are, being unique, not present as content descriptors in the PEGI
system. This would have meant that it would not have been possible to look at video games
that had received “Everyone” in one system and 12 in another, and only those rated 12 in one
system and either 16 or 17 in the other system could have been incorporated. For these two
samples which would then have been left, one sample would have been reduced from 28 to 11
video games with the only content left for analysis being violence, while the other sample
would have been reduced from 5 to 1 video game. Violence would also for this second sample
group have been the only video game left for analysis. However, for this second group, the
video game analyzed in this thesis happened to be that specific video game (Earth Defence
Force 2025), while one of the video games analyzed in this first group was also one of the
video games that would have been left with this sample selection as well (in addition to two
other video games that would not have been left).
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Another limitation is the access to Japanese-language sources, as these were more difficult to
acquire and fewer in number than the English-language sources. This could have impacted the
viewpoint of the thesis, as the view from the Western region is stronger than the Japanese
region. However, attempts to consider this during the course of the creation of the thesis have
been made to avoid as much as possible skewing the perception. One suggestion for future
studies is to focus on achieving access to more Japanese-language sources.

6.1.2

Suggestions for further research

As noted above, interviews with the censors and video game experts, especially those on
video game regulation, is one of the main suggestions for further research. These interviews
would help strengthen or weaken the conclusions of this thesis and add another viewpoint to
the differences in cultural acceptability between the different rating organizations. This could
also answer with more certainty what the reason for using separate content descriptors of
crime and love is for CERO and why PEGI views all crime content under the violence content
descriptor.
Also, executing a content analysis where a comparison of several other regulatory systems is
also incorporated (such as the American system, the German system and the Australian
system mentioned in this thesis) could be a fruitful avenue for future study. No studies have
done content analyses looking at more than two rating systems at once.
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Appendix
Subsection 1: CERO’s list of banned expressions
Sex
1. Expression of genitals and parts thereof (including pubic hair)
2. Expression of a sexual intercourse or sexual-intercourse-associated embracing, caressing,
etc.
3. Expression of urination, defecation, etc., intended to enhance a sex drive or arouse a sexual
stimulus.

Violence
1. Expression of animated blood that gives an extremely cruel impression.
2. Expression of mutilation/body-cutting that gives an extremely cruel impression.
3. Expression of a corpse that gives an extremely cruel impression.
4. Expression of killing/wounding that gives an extremely cruel impression.
5. Expression of horror that gives an extremely cruel impression.

Antisocial
1. Expression for the sake of a mass murder/violence that is not necessarily related to the
theme or concept.
2. Expression affirming that controlled substances such as narcotics and psychoactive drugs
are used illegally not for a substantial purpose such as medical treatment.
3. Expression of an abuse scene assuming that the abuse can be justified.
4. Expression affirming that a crime can be praised or fostered.
5. Expression affirming providing/soliciting prostitution and expression of child prostitution.
6. Expression of incest, expression directly described about a rape and a quasi-rape, sexual act
against the party’s will, and expression affirming such acts.
7. Expression explicitly recommending drinking/smoking by minors.
8. Expression affirming and recommending suicide/self-injury.
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9. Expression affirming adultery.
10. Expression recommending human trafficking.

Language- and ideology-related
1. Regarding banned language on broadcasting, discriminatory language, and unpleasant
language in general, phrases that happen to defame or derogate, including direct or indirect
expressions and metaphors, shall not be used. But a case may be excluded in which the
expression in question is considered circumstantially or contextually necessary in the light of
common sense.
2. Expression and language that incite discrimination.
3. Expression that regards an existing individual, country, national flag, race, ethnic group,
religion, ideology, or political organization as an enemy or expresses disdain against any of
them, and that unilaterally criticizes and defames.

Theme, concept, system
Unnecessarily excessive focusing on sex, violence, antisocial act, and language/ideology.

Supplementary
1. Also to the respective banned items described above, rating may not be assigned based on
newly introduced banned items deemed necessary due to social changes.
2. The language of the banned expressions above shall be interpreted to comply with the
purposes of newly introduced “Z” category.
(Computer Entertainment Rating Organization, n.d.c; 2011)
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Subsection 2: Details about data material collection
This part will go into more detail about the choices and decisions that were made when
creating the final material for the population for the statistical analysis. This was done through
linking the two data sets.
Many different choices had to be taken to create a cohesive list. The PEGI and CERO lists
had multiple entries for the same game depending on how many different console types the
game was released on. For the purposes of avoiding repetition, one single console type for
each game title was chosen. This console priority was chosen at the start of data collection
and was random but made to be consistent throughout. The console priority was as follows:
PC, Xbox One, Xbox 360, Playstation 4, Playstation 3, Playstation 2, Nintendo Wii U,
Nintendo Wii, Nintendo 3DS, Nintendo DS, Nintendo DSi, Playstation Vita, PSP. This means
that if a game, for example, was available for Xbox One, Playstation 3, and Nintendo 3DS in
Europe and for Playstation 3, Nintendo 3DS, and Playstation Vita in Japan, only the
Playstation 3 entry was kept in for the data material as this was a console type that the game
was released on in both regions and it is the earliest in the console priority list.
The games that were released both in Europe and Japan but not on the same console were not
added to the data material as there would then be greater risks of differences in game content
across consoles. Entries for demos, mobile games, and plug & play games were also removed.
As this study is concerned only with video games for private use, it has excluded commercial
video game software (arcades, etc.). Special editions of game titles were not added to the data
material if the original/non-special edition of the game was present in the data material. The
reason for this is that special editions of games usually contain a great deal of the same
content as the original edition, and this could result in a probability of having a very similar or
almost identical game added twice on the list (making this almost the same as having multiple
entries for the same game). Completely duplicate cells were also removed, with the entry with
the lower PEGI number (the number PEGI gives games when they rate them) being removed.
This approach means that the final data material in this study is not a comprehensive list of all
games released both in Europe and Japan in the time period between 2010 and 2016 as several
games had to be removed that may have been released in both regions. It does not guard
against spelling errors on the part of the rating organizations or online databases. If the
Japanese video game title listed on the game database is not the same as on the CERO list, it
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might not have been possible to find a certain game even if it has been rated. There were also
instances of video games that were known to have been released in both regions but were—
for some reason—not on one or both lists. These games were not added to the data material,
and only games with a confirmed rating and release by both PEGI and CERO that could
subsequently be found to have been released both in Europe and Japan in a game information
database were used. Games with the same name on both lists that appeared identical but were
not found in any online game database were not added to the list as it would not be possible to
confirm that these were not two different games with—coincidentally—the same title. The
final data material is therefore not a comprehensive list of all the games that were released in
Europe and Japan between 2010 and 2016, but a list of all video games released between
2010 and 2016 rated by both systems and that can be said with a great degree of certainty to
be the same video game in both regions. This is important for the validity for the study of the
similarities and differences in video game ratings that are found between Europe and Japan in
this thesis.
Only games released between 2010 and 2016 were added to the data material. This meant that
games that had been released in the selected time period in one of the regions, but earlier or
later in the other region also had to be removed. Only games released between 2010 and 2016
in both regions were used. This was done to make sure it was the rating practices from the
same time period in the two regions that were measured, and that any differences in the rating
practices could not be caused by changes in what type of content is acceptable for a specific
age rating over time. While no research could be found for video games on whether ratings
change over time as a result of changes in acceptability of different types of content for
different age groups, Leone and Barowski (2011) found this type of “ratings creep” in film
ratings, and it can, therefore, not be excluded as a possibility for video games too. It is not
possible to say whether there are changes in types of video games released or whether there
have been changes to PEGI practices, but the number of video games given, for example, the
3 age rating has fallen from 37.4% of rated video games in 2011 to 23% in 2015, showing a
change in the number of video games given this rating (Pan European Game Information,
2015).
Only video games with exact title matches between the PEGI and CERO video game lists and
the online game database have been kept in the final data material (with some exceptions
listed below). For instance, a PEGI entry with the title “BLAZBLUE” could not be found in
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any database, but many games with “BLAZBLUE” as part of the title were found. This means
that this entry had to be removed, as it was not possible to find out which of the titles found in
the database this PEGI entry referred to. Two other games that had to be removed were “The
GG Shinobi” which could also have been a different entry: “Shinobi.” These two games have
had both titles in Europe, and it is therefore not possible to know which of the two games
which entry refers to. However, games with slightly different titles than what is on the PEGI
list could still be added if no other game with a similar title was found in the database and it
was safe to assume that the slight differences were mistakes. Excessive spaces and obvious
misspellings are still kept—as are games with “3D,” “DS,” “DSi,” and “NextGen” in their
names on the PEGI list, as these are names describing the console or other characteristics of
the video game. Other cases where the game was added even if the video game title was not
an exact match are cases in which the series name or the production company was present in
the title only on the PEGI list or in the database (for example “Go series,” “Tom Clancy,” or
“Disney/Pixar”). Another case is the addition or removal of the number showing a game
title’s place in a series (for example if “Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare” was simply called
“Call of Duty: Modern Warfare,” this could still be added to the final data material). One final
case is the Pokemon game titles which are special in that two different titles are placed in one
entry on the PEGI list (for example “Pokemon Black/White”). However, both games have
been given the same rating by CERO and these are, therefore, kept on as one entry in the final
data material.
For entries with the same name on different consoles on the PEGI list, that have different
names depending on console on the CERO list, the same process as if they all had the same
title on the CERO list is used. It is possible that there are large differences between the
console editions and that they in practice are different game titles, and that this is the cause of
the title differences, but as this is difficult to verify, only one entry is kept to avoid
duplicates/repetition.
After going through all the games once and removing all the games that could not be found on
both lists and removing multiple entries of the same game, the remaining games were
manually checked again to make sure all the qualifications (such as time range, exact name,
console type etc.) were met. The use of age ratings and content descriptors by both agencies
were then compared against each other and for frequency of use.
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When searching for game titles with different ratings, some stark differences in ratings of
certain games such as “Mass Effect 3” (rated everyone by CERO and 18 by PEGI) and “SSX”
(rated 3 by PEGI and 15 by CERO) made it prudent to double-check that these ratings were
indeed correct as they were so different from one another. Searching for game covers for the
Japanese and the European versions of these games uncovered a Z (18) label for “Mass Effect
3” in Japan, and this led to a double-check of all games as it was now clear there could be
errors in the data material available from CERO and PEGI. This double-check was done by
comparing the CERO and PEGI rating to the rating on the console website (Nintendo, Xbox,
or Playstation), game covers on Amazon.jp or Amazon.com, or by searching for the game
covers on Google images. The games where neither of these methods could confirm the rating
of the game were removed from the data, and the age ratings and content descriptors by both
agencies were then compared against each other and for frequency of use again without these
games. E-mails were also sent to CERO and PEGI to ask about games with rating errors, and
CERO did indeed confirm that the rating for "Mass Effect 3” and “SSX” were incorrect
(CERO, personal communication, November 20, 2017). Also, “Battlefield 4” could not be
confirmed for PC but could be confirmed for Xbox One. These two console editions had
received the same rating and content descriptors in both systems, so the PC version was
changed to the Xbox One version for the data material. PEGI confirmed their ratings to be
correct (PEGI, personal communication, November 22, 2017).
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Subsection 3: 20% and 10% sample groups
Table 4: 20% and 10% sample groups
Sample group

Number of games (20%
sample in parenthesis)

Number of games (10%
sample in parenthesis)

Games rated everyone by
PEGI and 12 by CERO

7 (20% = 1,4 games)

7 (10% = 0.7 games)

Games rated everyone by
CERO and 12 by PEGI

43 (20% = 8.6 games)

43 (10% = 4.3 games)

Games rated 12 by PEGI
and 17 by CERO

5 (20% = 1 game)

5 (10% = 0.5 games)

Games rated 12 by PEGI
and 18 by CERO

0 (20% = 0 games)

0 (10% = 0 games)

Games rated 12 by CERO
and 16 by PEGI

28 (20% = 5.6 games)

28 (10% 2.8 games)

Games rated 12 by CERO
and 18 by PEGI

0 (20% = 0 games)

0 (10% = 0 games)

Violent content PEGI but
none for CERO

69 (20% =13.8 games)

69 (10% = 6.9 games)

Violent content CERO but
none for PEGI

1 (20% = 0.2 games)

1 (10% = 0.1 games)

Sexual content PEGI but
none for CERO

0 (20% = 0 games)

0 (10% = 0 games)

Sexual content CERO but
none for PEGI

52 (20% = 10.4 games)

52 (10%) = 5.2 games)

Crime

13 (20% = 2.6 games)

13 (10% = 1.3 games)

Love

2 (20% = 0.4 games)

2 (10% = 0.2 games)

Total 20% or 10% sample

46 games

24 games
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Subsection 4: Details around the choice of content descriptors and age ratings for
content analysis
Both agencies share the content descriptors “sex” and “violence,” in addition to “bad
language,” “drugs,” “fear,” and “gambling.” However, only “sex” and “violence” were
chosen for this study. The reason for this was that “drugs,” “fear,” and “gambling” were
rarely used and therefore the number of games to choose from to study this type of content
were minimal. “Bad language” was also an issue for a second reason; dubbing of video games
into Japanese or English and differences in these translations would mean having to view both
the Japanese and the English version to look at these differences, which would be too timeconsuming. In the end, “sex” and “violence” was chosen as these are the two content
descriptors that are used most by both rating organizations (not counting “bad language” for
PEGI, see more information in the chapter “Findings and Analysis”).
PEGI has the content descriptors “discrimination” and “online gameplay” that are not present
in the CERO system, while CERO has “love” and “crime.” CERO also separates “alcohol and
tobacco” from “drugs and narcotics” while PEGI keeps all of these in the content descriptor
“drugs.” When selecting content descriptors available for only one system, only CERO’s
“love” and “crime” content descriptors could be used. The PEGI content descriptor
“discrimination” was not used at all in the entire dataset, and “online gameplay” did not
elucidate anything except whether there were online capabilities. In fact, “online gameplay”
had been removed as of 2017 as video games now have online features in the hardware and
not just in the software, so PEGI no longer saw the point of keeping it (Pan European Game
Information, 2015; PEGI, personal communication, October 9, 2017). To make sure that the
coding for “love” and “crime” would not overlap with “sex” and “violence” content
descriptors respectively, only games rated “love” but not “sex” by CERO and “crime” but not
“violence” by CERO were selected.
The choice was also made to remove games given the content descriptor for violence by PEGI
if the age rating was 7. This was done as it is argued that the video games given the 7 rating
by PEGI have probably been given the “everyone” rating by CERO as CERO has only
“everyone” and 12 as its age classifications. PEGI’s giving video games a 7 rating means that
these video games are given content descriptors, which does not happen for CERO. This is
due to the “everyone” rating not having content descriptors attached to it. Removing all
games with a 7 age rating makes the comparison of content descriptors easier as the age
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ratings of the two agencies become more alike. This was then done for the entire data material
and not just for violence because 7 makes it more difficult to compare for above stated
reasons and also makes the total number of games higher, and a content analysis would be
time-consuming even without the 7 age class.
Also, all games with content descriptors that are not part of this study were also removed
from the sample, even if the video games also contained the content descriptors for
“violence,” “sex,” “crime,” or “love,” as keeping video games with content that would not be
analyzed meant that it would be impossible to compare age ratings if the reason for the
differences was due to one of the content descriptors not included in the analysis. To ensure
that both games rated everyone by PEGI and 12 by CERO, and games rated everyone by
CERO and 12 by PEGI would be included, the games were also calculated as if these were
two separate groups. This four-pronged sample in the end contained 220 video games. This
would mean 220 hours of simply watching the content even before considering test
segmentation, test coding, actual length of coding, and writing down impressions/taking
screen shots. As the time constraints meant that this was not feasible, a certain percentage of
each sample group had to be selected.
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Subsection 5: Details about the four-part segment method
In Phan and Tan’s (2017) article, the first 30 minutes of each video game and “a 30-minute
segment, starting from the 85% of the video game.” To find which point to start from, “a
random number from 50 to 100 was generated—85, which was then translated to a
percentage.” The reason for this choice was that “…game lengths and total completion times
[differ]—using percentage (85%) instead of time (85th minute) would allow for consistency
and standardization (i.e., coding the same point in every game).” For this analysis, a four-part
segment method was chosen over a two-part segment method. The argument for this is that,
as games are often more than 15 hours long, splitting them into two parts could potentially
capture only the tutorial (start of the game) and the end. The tutorial, as has already been
explained, cannot necessarily be an indicator of all game content by itself. In the same way,
the ending may also present with different content than the rest of the game. Choosing four
parts, the beginning, the end, and two middle points, would also cover the “normal” part of
gameplay as it plays out in the middle part. This is done by dividing the game into four parts;
0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, and 76-100%, and then selecting a random number within each of
these four groups.
For example, for Freedom Wars (SCE Japan Studio, Shift & Dimps, 2014), the YouTube
gameplay time was 980 minutes, divided by four which equaled 245 minutes in each group
(KyKiske7, 2016). The random number generated between 1 and 25 for this game was 14.
The number of minutes of gameplay time (980) was then used to find 1% of gameplay time
(9.8 minutes) which was then calculated to find the starting point for 14% into the game
(which in this game was the 137th minute). As the YouTube videos are divided into several
parts, the videos are all rounded up to the nearest minute for the sake of convenience when
calculating, and start and stop times are also given in whole minutes (start time is always at
the start of a minute). If the random number in group four was closer to the end than the 15
minutes specified, the last 15 minutes were selected.
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Subsection 6: Selection process for YouTube videos of the video games
The first complete English walkthrough (preferably as a playlist) that was also for the same
video game console as the one listed in the Excel list was then chosen from the search results.
If possible, a version without commentary from the video uploader was chosen (Hartmann et
al., 2014; Lynch et al., 2016). Games for which the wrong console version was found on
YouTube were not selected unless it could be confirmed that there were no differences
between the console versions or if both CERO and PEGI had rated other console versions and
were consistent across consoles in their respective ratings.
Games that could not be found on YouTube or games for which only parts of the game could
be found on YouTube have not been selected for this analysis. A new interval was then
applied and the next game on the interval was chosen instead (Lynch et al., 2016). In the
instances where there were many games and a considerable number of them could not be
found, the interval selection would reach the last game in the Excel document. If that
happened, the counting simply continued from the first game in the Excel document again.
For example, if the last selected game was number 87, the interval was 10, and the last game
in the document was 92, the counting would simply go “88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,” and
game number 5 would be selected.
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Subsection 7: Definitions of content for codebook
Violence
Acts in which the animate aggressor causes, attempts to cause, or threatens to cause physical
injury or death to another animate character.
Violence also includes depictions of physically harmful consequences against animate
character(s) that result from unseen violent means. Includes injuries even if the aggressor
cannot be ascertained, and violence/aggressive acts where the injuries/consequences cannot be
seen. Characters who are dead, but were not seen dying or being injured are also included in
this definition (and the segment is as long as the time the corpse is “on screen” (if the corpse
is in the background for more than a minute with no interaction, the segment should be
concluded). Actions that lead to unintentional harm, effects of natural disasters, and so forth
are also included in this definition. However, natural hazards cannot attempt to cause or
threaten to cause physical injury or death to animate characters (falling rocks that do not hit
you or cliffs to jump over do not count as “attempts to cause or threaten […] to cause physical
injury or death,” only when natural hazards have caused injury or harm can it be counted as
violence. The aggressor and victim do not have to be two separate characters or have to be
humans, they just have to be animate characters.
Also, violent crime is also included in the violence definition (also glamorization of crime and
detailed techniques of criminal offences regardless of whether there is violence present). This
also includes rape and other forms of sexual violence.
Sex
Dialogue related to sex, as well as depictions of exposed breasts, cleavage, shirtlessness,
genitals, buttocks, and/or thighs. The same goes for hugging, kissing. The sex definition also
includes sexualization (unrealistic body proportions, sexually revealing clothing, sexual
behaviors (“acting sexually,” sexually suggestive posing or dancing (pole dancing, sexually
suggestive music videos). Sexual scenes (both implied and depicted) of foreplay and sexual
intercourse are also included (also includes masturbation and all types of excretions (urine,
excrement, and ejaculate)). Clothing-related sexuality such as exposed underwear, swimsuits,
and costumes also falls in the sex definition (even if the coder views it as completely nonsexual). Sexually suggestive posing or dancing (pole dancing, sexually suggestive music
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videos). It also includes criminal sexual activity (incest, rape, other forms of sexual violence,
sex trafficking, buying or selling sex, or other forms of crime related to sex).
Love
Dialogue related to romance, talking about a romantic partner or to a romantic partner
(especially in a romantic way). Romantic behaviors such as kissing, hugging, in addition to
more minor romantic behaviors such as going on a date, flirting, and hand-holding. Romantic
adultery and “romantic” incest (adultery and incest where there is no sexual activity, only
romantic behaviors) is also included (i.e., expressing in some way being in love with someone
other than your partner, expressing in some way being in love with someone in the family).
Crime
Criminal behaviors and depictions of crime (including violent crimes, suicides and selfinjuries) such as depictions and usage of illegal narcotic drugs, legal medicines, alcohol, and
cigarettes (even if done in a legal setting), gambling with money and teaching the player how
to gamble. This also includes other detailed descriptions of techniques that could be used in
criminal offences and glamorization of crime (i.e., that crime pays or has no negative
repercussions). Also, depictions of incest, rape or other forms of sexual violence, sex
trafficking, and buying or selling sex should also be included.
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Subsection 8: Table of content descriptors and age ratings for PEGI and CERO
Table 5: Table of content descriptors for PEGI and CERO
PEGI content descriptor

CERO content descriptor

“Bad Language
Game contains bad
language”

Bad language, other

none
Crime
“Discrimination
Game contains
depictions of or
material which may
encourage discrimination”

none

“Drugs
Game refers to or
depicts the use of
drugs”

Narcotics, drugs

Alcohol, tobacco
“Fear
Game may be
frightening or scary for
young children”

Fear

“Gambling
Games that encourage
or teach gambling”

Gambling

none

Love
“Online gameplay”
Game can be played
online

none

“Sex
Game depicts nudity
and/or sexual behavior
or sexual references”

Sex

“Violence
Game contains
depictions of violence”

Violence
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Table 6: Table of age ratings for PEGI and CERO
PEGI

CERO

3

A

(3 years old and above—used to

(everyone)

indicate suitable for all age
groups)
7

B

(7 years old and above)

(12 years old and above)

12

C

(12 years old and above)

(15 years old and above)

16

D

(16 years old and above)

(17 years old and above)

18

Z

(18 years old and above)

(18 years old and above)
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Subsection 9: Differences in PEGI assessment forms between 2010-2015
Assessment form is present in annual reports from 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2015. 2014 is
missing the assessment form (Pan European Game Information, 2010; 2011; 2012; 2013;
2015). The annual reports from 2010 and 2011 also contain a section of assessment for BBFC
IFCO.
The part “(homosexual and lesbian activity included)” is present in 2010, 2011, 2012, and
2013 but is removed from “Depictions of sexual activity with visible genital organs” (18) in
2015.
From 2012 onward, the question “Depictions of realistic looking violence towards human-like
or animal-like characters” added a part stating “[This does not include] hunting or predation
displayed between animal-like characters acting in their natural environment and behavior.”
In 2010 and 2011, the question “Moving images that encourage and/or teach the use of games
of chance that are played/carried out as a traditional means of gambling (only answer ‘yes’ to
this question if a ‘yes’ answer has been given to any of questions 26-34) has a 16 rating, while
from 2012 onwards, this question has a 12 rating. This means that in 2010 and 2011, a game
could get “gambling” content descriptor on a 16 rating box, but this is not the case in 2012
and onward.
From 2012 onwards, the “Depictions of non-realistic looking violence towards human-like or
animal-like characters” question added the sentences “This does not include hunting or
predation displayed between animal-like characters acting in their natural environment and
behavior. If the violence is unrealistic and of a minor nature or set in a child-like setting, then
questions 30 or 32 may be more appropriate.”
The question “Moving images that depict any minor assault on a human-like character that
does not result in any obvious injury or harm (whether or not it is realistic looking violence)”
was changed in 2012 to “Depictions of realistic looking violence of a minor nature on a
human-like or animal-like character that does not result in any obvious injury or harm.” This
means that animals were included in this question from 2012 and it had to be realistic looking
violence. The help text stayed the same.
From 2013 onwards, the question “Pictures or sounds likely to be horrifying” (12) was added.
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From 2013 onward, the question “Depictions of non-detailed and non-realistic violence
towards non-detailed human-like characters” (7) has a changed help text to explain in more
detail what would be considered a non-detailed human-like character.
From 2013 onward, the question “Depictions of non-realistic violence of a minor nature
towards a human-like or animal-like character” (7) was added.
From 2012 onward, the question “Depictions of implied violence to humans where the actual
violence is not shown” (7) contains the text “It also includes depictions of violence against
humans where you do not see any violent act, or the immediate reaction to this act, but you do
see the cause and/or the result.” From 2013 onward, the text “If the depictions are nondetailed, this question does not apply” was added.
In 2010 and 2011, one of the question states “Depictions of violence that is set in a cartoon,
slapstick or child-like setting, and is likely to be disturbing to younger children” (7). This is
changed in 2012 to “Depictions of violence that is humorous and/or is set in a cartoon,
slapstick or child-like setting, and is likely to be disturbing to younger children” (7). This was
further changed in 2013 to “Depictions of violence set in a child-like setting, but that might,
in any way, be disturbing to younger children” (7). In 2015, this was changed again to
“Depictions of non-realistic violence set in a child-friendly setting or context. (7).” In 2013,
the style of the help text was changed and a part about “often features characters found in
popular media for young children (e.g. Toy Story, Looney Tunes etc.)” was added. In 2015,
the help text was significantly changed from earlier assessment reports.
Example of codes that were made to reflect these differences:
For example, for “Depictions of realistic looking violence towards human-like or animal-like
characters,” the assessment form from 2012 onwards added a sentence to the help text stating
“[This does not include] hunting or predation displayed between animal-like characters acting
in their natural environment and behavior (Pan European Game Information, 2012, p. 52).”
One of the main categories was then created to account for this distinction. As it is important
the categories are exhaustive, the categories “Not applicable” and “Cannot tell” were
frequently used (Neuendorf, 2002). For instance, for the main category “Is the violence
carried out by animals as part of natural behavior?,” the categories “Cannot tell (describe)”
and “Not applicable” were added in addition to “Yes” and “No.”
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Subsection 10: Example of decisions on codes
This section shows examples of decisions on codes. For example, for “Depictions of realistic
looking violence towards human-like or animal-like characters,” the assessment form from
2012 onward added a sentence to the help text stating “[This does not include] hunting or
predation displayed between animal-like characters acting in their natural environment and
behavior (Pan European Game Information, 2012, p. 52).” One of the main categories was
then created to account for this distinction. As it is important the categories are exhaustive,
the categories “Not applicable” and “Cannot tell” were frequently used (Neuendorf, 2002).
For instance, for the main category “Is the violence carried out by animals as part of natural
behavior?” the categories “Cannot tell (describe)” and “Not applicable” were added in
addition to “Yes” and “No.”
PEGI was asked some questions by e-mail about their assessment form, for example, what
they consider to be “gore” in the sentence “If there is no blood or gore then a ‘yes’ answer to
question 39 is probably more appropriate” for “Depictions of arcade style or sporting action
showing violence containing blood or gore” (Pan European Game Information, 2010, p. 66).
They replied that that was difficult to say and that they never advised developers through text
but through visual media (PEGI, personal communication, March 2, 2018). However, for
most of the assessment form, the codebook has been made on the basis of how it is assumed
most people would interpret the definitions because the rating information is supposed to
“help parents make informed buying decisions,” and if they cannot know or understand what
is meant, that defeats the purpose of the system (Pan European Game Information, 2010).
Also, the main categories asking to note when the game was released in Europe and when it
was released in Japan was created, both to see how close in time it was and also to make sure
that it is possible to check whether any violence by animals in natural settings came from a
game released before or after this sentence was added to the help text.
Another example of some main categories created based on the PEGI assessment forms is one
question that concerned “Depictions of violence towards vulnerable or defenseless humanlike characters. The explanation text states “Vulnerable human-like characters would include
in particular women and children.” This type of argument means that the main categories
must capture both the age (“Victim age (only applicable for human, human-like, humanoid
alien and anthropomorphic animal characters, and if multiple of same age, code same as for
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one victim)”) and the sex (“Victim type (if multiple of same type, code same as one victim).
If someone performs violence towards someone, but not deadly and the rest of the violence is
deadly, the non-lethal violence still qualifies the character to be a victim.”) of the victim
character, as PEGI notes children and women in particular as vulnerable, and violence toward
vulnerable characters gets rated 18 by PEGI. It also states that the character must be humanlike, which means that one of the main categories must capture the character type of the
victim (Pan European Game Information, 2010). This captures the way that codes were
created from the PEGI assessment form.
Codes for sexualization of characters were also added to the sex content descriptor codes on
the assumption that one or both agencies could take this type of content into consideration
when giving a video game its rating. One issue connected to the sexualization codes below is
that the average breast size in Japan is different from that of Europe. Smaller breast sizes are
more common in Japan. This code comes from the article from Dill et al. (2005) about
sexualization in video games. These sexualization codes have, therefore, been used with a
high enough intercoder reliability before, and that is why they were chosen. However, the
issue of the code “Breast size” with the sub-categories “Flat,” “Average,” and “Voluptuous”
is an issue across cultures. As flat is even more common in Japan, it could be that European
average sized breasts would be considered voluptuous by Japanese standards. This is difficult
to account for. It is at least true that “voluptuous” would be considered large both by
Europeans and, especially, Japanese. It was decided to go by the average size for Europeans.
What average is, in itself, is difficult to say (but it seems to have been possible to use these
codes with a level of intercoder reliability in the study it came from, but mixing in two kinds
of average sizes (European and Japanese) would be even more difficult. Therefore, it was
found best to simply acknowledge this as an issue, but not account for it while coding.
Analysis afterward would then have this issue in mind when looking over the codes used.
Another issue connected to the codes for sexualization under the sex group is the code “Is the
clothing worn suitable/functional for the task at hand?” This is also from the same previous
study as the other code for sexualization. There is a problem that what might be acceptable
today might not have been acceptable previously and vice versa. It was, therefore, decided
that in cases where the information about whether this was acceptable in an historical context,
would be looked at with today’s eyes and marked as inappropriate. On the other hand, in
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cases where it was relatively commonly known that this was an appropriate practice then, it
would be marked as appropriate.
At one point, the codebook contained a code for “Can the scene provoke feelings of
terror/fear in the viewer/player?.” However, it was decided that, since fear in a player is
difficult to assess (as it is difficult to know whether someone would find certain content
scary), this would not be used as a code. As the level of fear that can be provoked can also be
linked to the level of violence and the music/sound effects also could be linked to possible
fear, it was decided that only the codes for violence and for type of music/sound effects would
be used. The reason for this is that it is easier to code for this and achieve intercoder
agreement. It can also be assumed that fear in the player would be covered by the “fear”
content descriptor for CERO and not under “Violence” (even though this cannot be said with
certainty for CERO because the system does not separate its criteria under their content
descriptors, as mentioned earlier). However, it would be quite safe to assume that “fear”
should be covered by the “fear” content icon and not by “violence.” It is better instead to
assume that possibly fear in the character on screen could have an effect on the
degree/acceptance of the violence in the game/on screen. It is also easier for a coder to
evaluate a character’s facial expressions of fear, as humans have an instinctual reaction to
recognize facial expressions. This is, therefore, a code that should get a higher level of
intercoder agreement. Therefore, any scary scenes will be discussed in the qualitative
description and not coded.
Some other codes, such as sexualization of characters, type of setting, and graphical realism,
were difficult to decide whether to include. However, as one of CERO’s criteria for “Sex”
was “Things that make you think about sex,” codes for sexualization of characters were made
to discover whether sexualization could be part of CERO’s criteria for “Things that make you
think about sex.” There are issues with this, as making codes to capture character
sexualization is difficult, but the codes are based on the codes that achieved a high enough
intercoder reliability in previous quantitative content analysis studies (Downs & Smith, 2010;
Lynch et al., 2016). The argument for type of setting from the previous research was that it
could influence and mediate the seriousness or magnitude of the violent or sexual actions. It
was decided, however, that type of setting was best captured by the qualitative description,
and codes for setting were not made.
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It was also a difficult question whether to use codes for aggressive acts not directed toward
humans. This type of behavior would be frequent in certain types of video games (in some
games, points or currency are acquired through hitting crates or something similar—see for
example the Ratchet & Clank video game series). It was decided that, as these are not
aggressive acts toward animate characters, they would not be given their own code. These
types of aggressive acts toward inanimate objects would be described in the qualitative
descriptions, but not have any codes in the codebook. This way, it is not completely absent
from the study, so it can be possible to see if that can be one of the things that influences the
age rating or the content descriptors, but one does not have to try to create undefined codes.
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Subsection 11: Codebook

General
Repeat the segmentation/coding if a scene repeats (for instance, if a game over screen forces
you to go back to the start of a level, the content should be coded again as this is happening
again (and may not happen in exactly the same way).
Two segments are regarded as the same segment if the time between the content in question is
less than 10 seconds. The length of the segment is dependent of the length of the content in
question and should end when the relevant content ceases.

1)

What console is the game played on:
0 = PC
1 = Xbox One
2 = Xbox 360
3 = Playstation 4
4 = Playstation 3
5 = Playstation 2
6 = Nintendo Wii U
7 = Nintendo Wii
8 = Nintendo 3DS
9 = Nintendo DS
10 = Nintendo DSi
11 = Playstation Vita
12 = PSP

2)

What year was the game released in Europe?

3)

What year was the game released in Japan?

4)

Note the length of the video game in hours and minutes.

5)

Note the number of hours and minutes of video game with violent, sexual, romantic,
and/or criminal content (depending on what the game is being coded for; if coding for
several of these categories, note the total for each category separately).

6)

Main view of the game:
0 = First person (seeing hands shoot)
1 = Third person (shows a main character's (or vehicle's) entire body or most of it
from behind and the player movies with the character)
2 = Birds-eye view (shows characters (vehicles) as seen from directly above)
3 = Shows characters (vehicles) interacting from a distance/arcade style/side-scroller
4 = Not applicable
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7)

Resolution (image quality, i.e., sharpness and clarity of onscreen graphics):
0 = Low (pixilated graphics with irregular boundaries, choppy motion sequencing,
little or no shadowing, for example old Mario games)
1 = Medium (old-fashioned 3D animation, fairly seamless motion sequencing, some
shadowing, for example, Majora’s Mask)
2 = High (high quality 3-D animation, character shadowing, fluid motion, for example
Fallout 4 or Witcher 3)
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

Violence
8)

Note down the length of the violence/implied violence from start to finish in seconds
(if violent segments are less than 10 seconds apart, these should be coded as one
segment)

9)

Is the violent act perpetrated solely or mainly by the character the player is
playing/identifies with? If similar amounts of violence by both playable character and
the others, choose the party with “the most kills.”
0 = No
1 = Yes, instigated and performed mainly or solely by the player’s character
2 = Yes, performed mainly or solely by the player’s character, but not instigated by
the character
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
10)

Is the violence seen?
0 = No, only implied and no consequences/effects can be seen (seeing someone walk
menacingly up to someone with their hand raised or hands in a fist, but without any marks
afterward on the victim, also game over screens as a result of implied violence)
1 = No, implied with only the consequences/effects of the violence seen (for example
seen a bruise on someone’s face or a character limping)
2 = Yes, violence seen but not target character(s) (for example bombing a house where
you know there are people, but no humans can be seen injured, shooting down a plane
where you must know there are people and seeing the plane explode)
3 = Yes, violence and target character(s) seen (check this also if some parts of the
violence are not seen, but some violence is seen)
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
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11)

Can the violence or parts of the violence be considered a crime (violence without
provocation as opposed to violence in a war setting or as self-defense)? (Walking
around with your gun out and other people shooting at you first would then not be
counted as crime, as you are also part of the ongoing conflict.)
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

12)

Reason for violence (if multiple, code the most salient, and if unsure, code cannot
tell))
0 = Protect life
1 = Protect property
2 = Anger
3 = Retaliation
4 = Personal gain
5 = Mental instability
6 = Violence was an accident or caused by natural disasters etc.
7 = Animal/plant/non-sentient robot behavior
8 = Other (describe)
9 = Cannot tell (describe)
10 = Not applicable

13)

Is the violence done mainly or in part toward a victim who has no opportunity to
run away or hide? ((i.e., defenseless) This will not include characters that are not
part of the gameplay (i.e., You can swing your sword at a passerby in an openworld game, but this will not count if the game mechanic will not allow them to be
injured and you cannot fight them)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

14)

Is the violence performed within the rules of a sport?
0 = No
1 = Yes, within the rules of the sport
2 = Yes, but the violence is not within the rules (breaks the rules, for example if a
soccer player punches another player)
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
15)

Is the violence displayed mainly or in part in close-up and/or slow motion?
0 = No
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1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
16)

Is the character big enough that the effect of the violence would be/is visible?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

17)

Is bruising visible?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

18)

Is blood visible?
0 = No
1 = Yes, red and realistic-looking blood
2 = Yes, but in a strange color or otherwise unrealistic
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

19)

Is viscera visible?
0 = No
1 = Yes, realistic-looking viscera
2 = Yes, but in a strange color or otherwise unrealistic
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

20)

Note down the level of violent action (from the groups 0 to 2, if multiple; code the
most salient). If any of the other violent action levels are used but the final result is
death, code as “deadly force.” Shooting a firearm at a character always qualifies as
deadly force. It will not count as deadly force unless attacked with a firearm or
clearly dead (not just unconscious) through other violent actions (such as punched
to death)
0 = Pushing, restraining, slapping, pinching, chases without weapons, and spraying or
dousing with noxious (but non-lethal) substances
1 = Hitting with a closed fist or with a weapon, but with non-lethal force
2 = Violent acts executed with deadly force
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
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21)

Is there verbal aggression toward other characters? (The aggression must be in an
understandable language. Do not answer yes if there is verbal aggression toward
objects).
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

22)

What kind of weapon is used?
0 = Unarmed (i.e., using hands)
1 = Melee weapon/close combat weapon (for example spears, swords, axes, knives,

clubs)
2 = Firearm (also non-realistic firearms such as laser guns)
3 = Explosives
4 = Vehicles
5 = Magic (using wand etc.)
6 = Unconventional weapons (for example cardboard box, skateboard, chair)
7 = Poison
8 = Cannot tell (describe)
9 = Not applicable
10 = Multiple different weapons (describe)

23)

Is the weapon realistic?
0 = Yes, it looks like it would in real life and is a real-life weapon
1 = No, the weapon is not an actual real-life weapon, but it looks like it could be
2 = No, the weapon looks unrealistic, for example exaggerated proportions and bright

colors
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
5 = Multiple different realism types (describe)
24)

Is the violence rewarded or punished?
0 = Neither
1 = Yes, rewarded (points for causing pain etc.)
2 = Yes, punished (verbal or nonverbal signs of disapproval toward perpetrator for
acting violently)
3 = Both
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
25)

Is the violence or parts of the violence necessary to progress in the game?
(Applicable both for playable character(s) and any NPCs. Must be rewarded or
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punished immediately or shortly after violence occurs. Progress does not count as
a reward).
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
26)

Perpetrator type (if multiple of same type, code same as one perpetrator)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Personified objects (chairs that come to life and attack etc.)
13 = Natural (hurricanes, avalanches, etc.)
14 = Cannot tell (describe)
15 = Not applicable
16 = Multiple different perpetrator types (describe)

27)

Victim type (if multiple of same type, code same as one victim). (If someone
performs violence toward someone, but not deadly and the rest of the violence is
deadly, the non-lethal violence still qualifies the character to be a victim.)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable
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14 = Multiple different perpetrator types (describe)
28)

Perpetrator age (only applicable for human, human-like, humanoid alien, and
anthropomorphic animal characters, and if multiple of same age, code same as for
one perpetrator)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)

29)

Victim age (only applicable for human, human-like, humanoid alien, and
anthropomorphic animal characters, and if multiple of same age, code same as for
one victim)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)

30)

Is there any injury that is a self-injury (victim and perpetrator the same character)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

31)

Do the victim character(s) or some of the victim characters react as though they
were human (even if they are not human-like characters)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

32)

Are the character(s) involved in the violence known from a popular cartoon, TVshow, or movie (superhero, animated series, comics, etc.)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, some of them
2 = Yes, all of them
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
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33)

If the victim(s) looks human-like, are the victim(s) detailed?
0 = No (pixelated, stick men, etc.)
1 = Mixed, some of the victims are detailed
2 = Yes, all of them are detailed
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

34)

Is the violence mainly or in part carried out by animals as part of natural
behavior?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

35)

Does the victim(s) appear to suffer or be in pain (if multiple, code the most
salient)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, facial expressions of pain
2 = Yes, grunts
3 = Yes, shouts and/or screams
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable

36)

Does the violence come with sound effects (only use for sounds from guns, sound
of punching, etc. and not for sounds from victim (see previous question)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, realistic sounds of violence
2 = Yes, unrealistic/exaggerated/epic sounds
3 = Yes, cartoonish and/or humorous sounds
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different sound effects (describe)

37)

Does the violence come with music?
0 = No
1 = Yes, scary and/or fierce/epic music
2 = Yes, cheerful and/or cartoon music
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
5 = Multiple different types of music (describe)
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38)

Is the nature/setting of the scene fantastical, brightly colored, and/or in a cartoonlike atmosphere)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

39)

Does the event portray corpses? (if multiple, note down the number, and if the
number is uncountable note down that it is difficult to tell and a qualified guess,
for example nearest 50 or 100). If a lifeless character has no injuries/marks and no
other evidence/indications exist to make the coder believe he is dead (and not just
unconscious), he should not be coded as a corpse. If a character is shot with a
firearm, it is safe to assume this is deadly force.
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

40)

Does the event portray partitioning of a body (decapitation, chopping up limbs,
etc.)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

41)

Does the event contain hand-to-hand combat in 2D-style (moving left and right)?
(Most of the violent clips for the game must be in this style for it to be applicable)
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

42)

Does the victim(s) come back to life uninjured after the violence? (Code yes also
for immediate respawn (for playable character and/or NPCs).
0 = No
1 = Yes, some of them
2 = Yes, all of them
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

43)

Does the victim(s) disappear in a puff of smoke and/or appear uninjured by the
violence? (Other similar forms to puff of smoke such as disintegrating or blinking
and disappearing will also be counted as “puff of smoke”). If playable character
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dies and a game over/start over screen appears, this does not count as “puff of
smoke.” This also should not be coded as “appear uninjured” if the appearance of
no injuries is after respawning and injuries appear at time of death
0 = No
1 = Yes, some of them
2 = Yes, all of them
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
44)

Is the violence set in a cartoon, slapstick, or child-like setting, or is the actual
violent act humorous?
0 = No
1 = Yes, some of it
2 = Yes, all of it
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

45)

Is the violence realistic (i.e., are the damages realistic with regard to the violence
imparted and are the reaction from the victim realistic with regard to the violence)?
(Realistic = does it exist, or could it exist in the real world)
0 = No
1 = Yes, some of it
2 = Yes, all of it
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

46)

Do any of the characters seem scared? (Such as shivering with fear, making
fearful facial expressions, or sounds. Running away from danger in itself is not
enough to signal fear.)
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

47)

Does the segment contain glamorization of crime (i.e., that crime pays or has no
negative repercussions)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

48)

Does the scene portray a detailed descriptions of techniques that could be used in
criminal offences?
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0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
49)

Does the event contain rape or other forms of sexual violence/abuse (if multiple of
the sub-categories are applicable, code the most salient)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, rape
2 = Yes, other forms of sexual violence/abuse than rape (this would include, for
example, acting threatening and taking off someone’s clothes without continuing on to raping
them)
3 = Yes, sexual threats (verbal threats of sexual violence/abuse)
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable

Sex
Code every time a sexual scene that can be coded in at least one of the codes appears, and every time a new
human, human-like, humanoid alien, and/or very anthropomorphic animal characters are introduced or changes
or takes on or off clothes/outfit/attire. Do not count identical characters as a new character every time they show
up (for instance, if you are only shooting military men who look exactly the same, code only the first military
man who shows up). Code characters only if they in some way look a little bit dissimilar (fewer clothes, a
helmet, different clothes, different body proportions). Even if they do not have the same face, this would still
count as looking the same (same uniforms etc., but they have different faces would still count as identical).
Weapons and other kinds of equipment do not count as clothing.

50)
51)

52)

53)

Note down the length of the sexual event in seconds (if applicable)
Is the sexual event instigated by the player?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

Indicate number of characters involved in sexual event (if applicable) (both active
parties and any bystanders, note down the active parties and the bystanders
separately if these can be discerned into two groups))
Character type(s) of active participants (if multiple of same type, code same as
one participant)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
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3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Personified objects (chairs that come to life, etc.)
13 = Natural (hurricanes, avalanches, etc.)
14 = Cannot tell (describe)
15 = Not applicable
16 = Multiple different participant types (describe)
54)

Character age(s) of active participants (only applicable for human, human-like,
humanoid alien, and anthropomorphic animal characters, and if multiple of same
age, code same as for one participant)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)

55)

Character type(s) of bystander(s) (if multiple of same type, code same as one
bystander)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Personified objects (chairs that come to life, etc.)
13 = Natural (hurricanes, avalanches, etc.)
14 = Cannot tell (describe)
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15 = Not applicable
16 = Multiple different bystander types (describe)
56)

Character age(s) of bystander(s) (only applicable for human, human-like,
humanoid alien and anthropomorphic animal characters, and if multiple of same
age, code same as for one bystander)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)

57)

Is the sexual event displayed mainly or partly in close-up and/or slow motion?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

58)

Does the sexual scene come with sound effects?
0 = No
1 = Yes, realistic sounds of the sexual interaction
2 = Yes, unrealistic/exaggerated sounds
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
5 = Multiple different sound effects (describe)

59)

Does the sexual act come with music?
0 = No
1 = Yes, sexual/sensual music
2 = Yes, humorous and/or cartoon music
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
5 = Multiple different types of music (describe)

60)

Is there kissing?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
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61)

Is there hugging?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

62)

Is the underwear of a character visible? If the character in question is naked, code
as “Not applicable.”
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

63)

Does the segment contain exposed thighs?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

64)

Is the buttock area visible? (i.e., Without clothing)
0 = No
1 = Yes, parts of the buttocks
2 = Yes, whole buttock
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

65)

Are there naked upper bodies (if several are applicable, code the most salient for
female(s), and if both male and female nudity is shown, code “Cannot tell” and
describe the scene)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, shirtless male(s)
2 = Yes, exposed midriffs and/or cleavage for female(s)
3 = Yes, partial breast(s) for female(s)
4 = Yes, the whole breast/both breasts for female(s)
5 = Cannot tell (describe)
6 = Not applicable

66)

Depictions of excretion (if multiple, code the one that is most prominent/longest
time in seconds)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, urination
2 = Yes, excrement
3 = Yes, ejaculation
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4 = Yes, menstrual blood
5 = Cannot tell (describe)
6 = Not applicable
67)

Is there visible pubic hair with or without visible genitalia (if several codes are
applicable, code the most salient)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, with visible genitalia
2 = Yes, without visible genitalia
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

68)

Is the character completely naked? (if multiple, note down the number)
0 = No
1 = Yes (Human character’s body did not appear to be covered by any clothing, save
shoes or a hat, or if a covering of any sort as by a towel or such was transparent in
nature)
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

69)

Is the nakedness (partial or complete nakedness) clearly non-sexual (For example,
woman nursing her baby, going swimming in the woods without bringing
swimwear. If both non-sexual and sexual nakedness, code for the sexual
nakedness)
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

70)

Is there implied or shown masturbation (masturbation not seen, but implied (i.e.,
fade to black or similar))?
0 = No
1 = Yes, implied (masturbation not seen, but implied (i.e., fade to black or similar)
2 = Yes, shown (shown means both showing just the upper body/face with sexual
expressions and for showing actual genitals/lower body)
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
71)

Does the segment contain sexual intercourse (if several codes are applicable, code
the most salient)?
0 = No
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1 = Yes, implied sexual intercourse (intercourse not seen, but implied through
characters under sheets, seeing the characters in bed and fade to black, etc. (i.e., characters
not seen, and no nudity seen))
2 = Yes, partially visible sexual intercourse (upper bodies and/or legs visible, either
clothed or nude (but no genitals)
3 = Yes, visible sexual intercourse (penetration/genitals seen)
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
72)

Is the sexual event rewarded?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

73)

Is the sexual event necessary to progress?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

74)

Is there sexual dialogue?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

75)

Do the characters engage in adultery (not romantic, but sexual) (answer yes
regardless of how explicit the sexual activity is. If they only discuss their adultery,
the next question would be more appropriate to answer yes to)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

76)

Do the characters discuss adultery (not romantic, but sexual)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

77)

Does a character work in the sex industry or are there depictions of work in the
sex industry (legal sex industry?)?
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0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
78)

Does the event portray incest?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

79)

Does the event contain rape or other forms of sexual violence?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

80)

Does the event contain sex trafficking?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

81)

Does the event contain buying or selling sex?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

82)

Does the event contain other sex crimes than the ones listed in previous questions?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

83)

Is the character in a swimsuit?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

84)

Is there sexual foreplay/initiation of sexual contact/petting/provocative touching?
0 = No
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1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
85)

Are there pin-ups depicted (i.e., attractive man or woman who appears on posters,
often wearing very few clothes)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

86)

Is there sexually suggestive posing or dancing (like pole dancing, lap dancing, or
sexually suggestive music videos)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

87)

Is there sexually revealing clothing?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

88)

Character body proportion?
0 = Realistic
1 = Unrealistic
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

89)

Would a character’s actions imply a sense of likely sexual intimacy (behaving
sexually)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

90)

Is the clothing worn suitable/functional for the task at hand? If the segment does
not contain clothes (naked character), code “Not applicable.”
0 = Appropriate
1 = Inappropriate
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
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91)

Breast size?
0 = Flat
1 = Average
2 = Voluptuous
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

92)

Waist size (in proportion to the rest of the body)?
0 = Disproportionately small
1 = Average
2 = Disproportionately large
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

Love
93)
94)

95)

96)

Note down the length of the romantic event in seconds
Is the romantic event instigated by the player?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
Indicate number of characters involved in romantic event (both active parties and
any bystanders; note down the active parties and the bystanders separately)
Character type(s) of active participants (characters performing, talking about
romantic actions) (note down number of characters in parenthesis if there are
multiple)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
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11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable
97)

Character age(s) of active participants (characters performing, talking about
romantic actions)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable

98)

Character type(s) of bystander(s) (characters not performing or talking about
romantic actions, but still bystanders to the romantic actions)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable

99)

Character age(s) of bystander(s) (characters not performing or talking about
romantic actions, but still bystanders to the romantic actions)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable

100) Is the romantic event displayed in close-up and/or slow motion?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
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3 = Not applicable
101) Is there kissing?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
102) Is there hugging?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
103) Is there confessions of love (kokuhakus)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
104) Is there flirting?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
105) Is there romantic hand-holding?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
106) Is there talking about or to a romantic partner?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
107) Do the characters go on a date?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
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108) Is the romantic event rewarded?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
109) Is the romantic event necessary to progress?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
110) Is there romantic dialogue?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
111) Do the characters engage in adultery (not sexual, but romantic adultery)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
112) Do the characters discuss adultery (not sexual, but romantic adultery)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
113) Does the event portray incest?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

Crime
114)

Note down the length of the criminal event in seconds

115) Is the criminal event instigated by the player?
0 = No
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1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
116)

Indicate the number of characters involved in the criminal event (perpetrators, any
victims, and any bystanders, note down perpetrators, victims, and bystanders
separately)

117)

Character type(s) of perpetrator(s) (Note down number of characters in parenthesis
if there are multiple)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable
14 = Multiple different types (describe)

118) Character age(s) of perpetrator(s)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)
119) Character type(s) of victim(s)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
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7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable
14 = Multiple different types (describe)
120) Character age(s) of victim(s)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)
121) Character type(s) of bystander(s)
0 = Human female
1 = Human male
2 = Human (gender unspecified)
3 = Human-like female that is not a human
4 = Human-like male that is not human
5 = Human-like character that is not human (gender unspecified)
6 = Robot (or mechanical figure)
7 = Realistic animal
8 = Anthropomorphic animal
9 = Humanoid alien
10 = Non-humanoid alien
11 = Fantasy character (ghosts, gremlins, dragons)
12 = Cannot tell (describe)
13 = Not applicable
14 = Multiple different types (describe)
122) Character age(s) of bystander(s)
0 = Child
1 = Teenager/adolescent
2 = Adult
3 = Elder
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
6 = Multiple different ages (describe)
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123) Does the event portray a crime?
0 = No
1 = Yes, non-violent crime
2 = Yes, violent crime
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

124)

Does the scene portray a detailed descriptions of techniques that could be used in
criminal offences?
0 = No
1 = Yes, non-violent crime
2 = Yes, violent crime
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

125)

Does the event portray illegal narcotic drugs (not being used, just depicted—if
both are true, answer yes to both this question the next question about usage)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, real drugs
2 = Yes, fantasy drugs
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

126) Does the event portray illegal narcotic drugs being used?
0 = No
1 = Yes, real drugs
2 = Yes, fantasy drugs
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
127)

Does the event portray legal medicines or other legal drugs (not usage, only
depiction—if both are true, answer yes to both this question and the next question
about usage)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, real drugs
2 = Yes, fantasy drugs
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

128)

Does the event portray legal medicines or other legal drugs being used? If the
drugs are fantasy drugs, answer “no” to this question.
0 = No
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1 = Yes, real drugs
2 = Yes, fantasy drugs
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
129)

Does the event portray alcohol (not usage, only depiction—if both are true, answer
yes to both this question and the next question about usage)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, real life alcohol
2 = Yes, fantasy alcohol
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable

130) Does the event portray alcohol being used?
0 = No
1 = Yes, real life alcohol
2 = Yes, fantasy alcohol
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
131) Is the alcoholic consumption done in a legal setting??
0 = Yes, legal setting (adults drinking etc.)
1 = No, illegal setting (minor drinking etc.)
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
132)

Does the event portray cigarettes (not usage, only depiction—if both are true,
answer yes to both this question and next question about usage)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

133) Does the event portray cigarettes being used?
0 = No
1 = Yes, in a legal setting (adults smoking)
2 = Yes, in an illegal setting (minor smoking, etc.)
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
134) Does the event portray gambling with money (illegal gambling)?
0 = No
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1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
135) Does the event teach the player how to gamble (for example how to play poker)?
0 = No
1 = Yes, without money
2 = Yes, with money
3 = Cannot tell (describe)
4 = Not applicable
136) Does the event portray incest?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
137) Does the event contain rape or other forms of sexual violence?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
138) Does the event contain sex trafficking?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
139) Does the event contain buying or selling sex?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
140) Does the event contain other sex crimes than the ones listed in previous questions?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
141) Does the event contain suicide?
0 = No
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1 = Yes, implied but not seen (seeing someone put a noose around their neck, then the
camera pans out so only the swinging rope can be seen)
2 = Yes, suicide with the victim visibly suffering or in pain (if violent suicide, also
code all applicable codes under “Violence”)
3 = Yes, suicide with the victim not suffering or in pain (if pills, also code under
applicable drugs)
4 = Cannot tell (describe)
5 = Not applicable
142)

Are there any injuries that is a self-injury (victim and perpetrator the same
character)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable

143) Is the crime rewarded?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
144)

Does the segment contain glamorization of crime (i.e., that crime pays or has no
negative repercussions)?
0 = No
1 = Yes
2 = Cannot tell (describe)
3 = Not applicable
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Subsection 12: Test segmentation and coding: Another world—20th anniversary edition
The test video game selected was Another World—20th Anniversary Edition
(Achievement_King, 2013; DotEmu, 2014). The YouTube video length was 34 minutes and
both PEGI and CERO had marked the game for violence, while only CERO had marked it for
sex. The age rating was the same and no other content descriptors had been given by either
organization. This meant that the codebook could be tested for both sex and violence on an
entire game in a shorter amount of time than the one-hour selection. When starting the process
of selecting the video clips with content that needed coding from the entire YouTube video
walkthrough of the game in question, two coders (the author and another coder) were given a
read-through of the codebook for the content that should subsequently be coded. They were
also given a Word document that summarized the violence and sex codes into one paragraph
each, the coding sheet (also called a coding form: a form to record codes corresponding to the
codebook), in addition to other practical information about coding (Neuendorf, 2002). The
other coder was then allowed to ask questions if anything was unclear with the codebook, the
other information about coding, or about the process. These questions were the basis for some
editing and additions to the definitions before the start of the coding. Also, the other coder
was told that violent or sexual clips that were less than 10 seconds apart should be considered
as one clip and time-stamped as such (Thompson & Haninger, 2001). Every time a human or
human-like character first appeared in the game or whenever a character changed clothing or
removed clothing, the other coder was told to note down a time stamp which should be used
for coding sexualization codes that are not necessarily connected to sexual events, but to the
body proportions or clothing of the character.
The first part involved watching the game with the codebook and the additional information
about how to code in mind and marking start and stop times for content that should then be
coded later. This start and stop time selection (the video clip) then became the segment. All
the segments selected from the 34 minutes of gameplay time then became the units of coding.
The segmentation by the two coders was done independently, and once the segmentation
started, the two coders did not discuss their findings or ask each other questions until they had
finished the segmentation of the entire game. The thesis author also noted down qualitative
impressions of the game, particularly with regard to the concepts of violence and sex that was
not covered by the coding. Also to the coding and notations, screen shots of content that was
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relevant to the age rating and content descriptors given by CERO and PEGI, and particularly
content that was not covered by the codebook were also taken.
After the first segmentation, the agreement was 20-20-20: 20 segments were the same, 20
segments were almost the same, and 20 segments were different. This meant that the
segmentation had to be done again after discussion about the differences. However, at this
point, the person performing the role of the other coder had to be changed, and the first
segmentation was done again with a different coder who now became the second coder. This
new coder received the same information as the first coder with some additions and
clarifications that were made on the basis of the very first test segmentation.
The first segmentation was then done again with the new coder. This time, the agreement was
6-28-18. 6 segments were the same, 28 segments were almost the same, and 18 were
different. This led to a discussion about the differences, some things were clarified further for
the new coder and some further amendments were made to the codebook. After this, the final
segmentation turned out an agreement of 23-15-0. 23 segments were the same, 15 were
almost the same, and 0 were different. The 15 different segments were down to minor errors
such as counting 10 seconds as 9 seconds when watching the game, and typos. A decision to
mark segments as in agreement (both for test segmentation and for future segmentations)
when the time stamps were less than 5 seconds apart in difference between the two coders
was made. This meant that the final decision on which segments to be used for coding could
be made.
As the pilot segmentation process was now done, the pilot coding process started. The other
coder was again asked to look over the codebook and ask any questions if anything was
unclear. An Excel coding sheet had been made with all the codes and with drop-down boxes
for all the different alternatives. The first coding was done by the same two coders as for the
segmentation process. As was the case for segmentation, the coding by the two coders was
done independently, and once the coding started, the two coders did not discuss their findings
or ask questions until they had finished coding the entire one hour of game. The coding was
done until the two coders could discuss and agree on the codes based on the content present
(Schreier, 2014). Usage of intercoding means that, as both coders discuss and agree on the
content present, the conclusions reached in the thesis are strengthened more than a study
using only one coder (Neuendorf, 2002; Schreier, 2012).
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Screen shots were also taken frequently while coding each video game. After coding the game
separately, the level of agreement was noted down in the Excel sheet by marking down codes
with agreement in green and codes with disagreement in red. Afterward, both coders watched
the game again while checking the codes with disagreement against the action in the video
game, discussing the reasons for differences and agreeing on the right code. During this
process, codes were also edited or removed if the codes were confusing or ineffective. After
test segmentation and coding was complete, the rest of the group “sex for CERO, none for
PEGI,” which Another World—20th Anniversary Edition is a part of, was coded by the thesis
author alone.
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Subsection 13: Tables showing the number of times each content descriptor was used for
both PEGI and CERO
Table 7: Table showing the number of times each content descriptor was used for both PEGI and CERO

PEGI

CERO

Bad language

336

26

Crime

No such content descriptor

193

Discrimination

0

No such content descriptor

Drugs

18

7

Fear

53

7

Gambling

24

6

Love

No such content descriptor

24

Online gameplay

440

No such content descriptor

Sex

66

189

Violence

823

494

Total

1,790

946
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Table 8: Table showing the number of times each content descriptor was used for PEGI

Usage

Content
descriptor

PEGI

#1

Violence

823

#2

Online
gameplay

440

#3

Bad language

336

#4

Sex

66

#5

Fear

53

#6

Gambling

24

#7

Drugs

18

#8

Discrimination

0

Table 9: Table showing the number of times each content descriptor was used for CERO

Usage

Content
descriptor

CERO

#1

Violence

494

#2

Crime

193

#3

Sex

189

#4

Bad
language

26

#5

Love

24

#6

Drugs

7

#7

Fear

7

#8

Gambling

6
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